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Grading and Condition

Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest conditio.
Extremely Fine		
Outstanding and exceptional quality.
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF) Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
			centered than Fine.
Fine			
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
			
imperforate stamps will not be cut into to any significant degree.
Very Good (VG)
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th-century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include
light cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist on most 19th-century
covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2019 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Kelleher & Rogers’ option, be considered just cause to revoke all return
privileges.
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Japanese Philately, the journal of the International Society for Japanese Philately, is the foremost source of information on
Lewis and his work. Over a six-year period, between 2011 and 2017, Todd Lewis published a number of extended articles
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A note on “common”

This is a term found throughout Todd Lewis’ articles, but it must be remembered that the word is relative. Karl Lewis stated
that he had produced 25,000 covers and sold 23,000 of them. Half of those painted (12,000) were ship covers, leaving
13,000 for every other location or type (e.g., First Day Covers). While Todd does not always present a total of covers
reviewed for each location, an idea can be gained from his discussion of First Day Covers, where “common” or “fairly
common” covers are those for which he had seen six to 14 examples. In the world of Karl Lewis, “common” equates to
“scarce” or “rare.”

カル・ルイスの世界えよおこそ
(Welcome to the World of Karl Lewis) (1865-1942)
Philatelists love a mystery. Be it a stamp that doesn’t look quite right, a
cover showing an unusual usage, or an item come to light decades after its issue,
our hearts skip a beat and we’re off to find the answer. Rarely, though, does
the mystery extend to the person behind the object. We know the stories of the
collector presidents and kings, the Casparys and Ferraris, the Speratis and
Greens. But occasionally we come across a character who captures the imagination
for the very reason that the facts are so few and far between.
Karl Lewis is one of those characters.
Born in Kentucky in a barely-a-dot-on-a-map town at the end of the US Civil
War, Lewis spent 23 years at sea from the age of 12 and traveled the world,
somehow giving himself an education and learning the new art of photography,
eventually settling in the great port city of Yokohama (at a time we think people
died where they were born), marrying a Japanese woman—and creating some of the
finest illustrated covers in existence.
We are thrilled to offer Dr. Steve J. Berlin’s collection of Lewis covers,
perhaps the finest, most complete ever compiled. Nearly every location for which
Lewis covers are known is represented here along with a number of unreported
locales and undocumented cachet designs. The appeal of these covers is endless:
for the artistically inclined, the sumi-e designs are a revelation; for the
postal historian, there are earliest and latest known covers to pursue, rates
to investigate and routes to map; for the lover of the Orient, they present
a fabulous history lesson; for the closet Jack Tar, welcome aboard his ship
covers…. The more one looks, the more there is to discover. The Karl Lewis
collecting field is exciting and wide open; we invite you to find your place in
it!
This catalogue would be much the poorer were it not for the series of
encyclopedic articles published by Todd Lewis in the journal Japanese Philately.
You’ll find a list of these articles at the end of the Table of Contents, and
references to them throughout the listings.
And last but definitely not least, a special thank you to Yasuko Miyazaki
and Carol Lui for their assistance in deciphering Japanese and Chinese postmarks
and markings.

As a final note, we would like to acknowledge our staff member,
Mr. Hugh Galford, for making this fine catalog possible.
It is not often that one embraces a project with as much research, skill & enthusiasm.
Laurence Gibson
Co-Chairman

Tracy L. Carey

President & Chief Operating Officer

David M. Coogle
Co-Chairman

Japanese Empire: Mt. Fuji

Japanese Empire
MT. FUJI
Mt. Fuji was a touchstone for Lewis, who lived in sight of the mountain, so it is no surprise that m ore covers are
known from this location than from any other. For a detailed discussion of caption and cachet types and censuses,
see JP 70:6, pp. 350-357.

2001
2001 )
Fujiyama: 1933 (July 12) to New York. A pristine cachet Type V variety (with tree in the foreground; one
of only 26 recorded) with caption Type 1A, from the 1933 opening day of the Mt. Fuji Summit Post Office. Franked
with 10s postage, the three stamps tied by two strikes of the 8.7.12 Fuji-san scenic datestamp. Gray-blue
beikokuyuki (“To US”) handstamp at left. Reverse bears “C - 4 .” combination notation, with typed “) N (” opening remarque, as well as a gray-blue ornate genkan handstamp sealing the flap. Only 68 covers are known for the year,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

2002
2002 )
Fujiyama: 1933 (Aug. 28) to Ohio. A Type V cachet, with the scarcer pre-printed caption Type 2 (21 recorded by JP). A colorful trio of definitives making up the 10s international letter rate, tied by two strong strikes of the
Fuji-san scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp rising from the mountain’s summit. “C - 5 .” combination notation, plus a typed simple “N.” opening notation (opposed to Lewis’ more common “) N (” remarque). Flap sealed by
vertical oval kan handstamp. A pretty cover, and one of just 68 known from 1933, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
Sale 29 - 16 March 2019
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2003 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (July 12) to Oklahoma. Our final Type V cachet in the sale, this one with pre-printed
Type 1A caption. Posted on the third day the Mt. Fuji Summit Post Office was open in 1934, the cover bears 10s
postage (a 7s orange Tazawa flanked by 1½s blues), all tied by two scenic datestamps. Blue (slightly grayed) “To
US” handstamp. Combination notation “C - 14.” with uncommon typed “ N ” opening remarque (using quotation
marks rather than parentheses). Blue kan vertical oval handstamp sealing flap. Despite Lewis’ “do not open” instructions, the cover was opened—cleanly—along the flap. Filler material still enclosed, Very Fine. 46 covers are
known for 1934, on 11 posting dates.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2004 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (July 25) to Kansas. Common cachet Type 1Aa, showing a path leading to a bridge over
water, with trees and Mt. Fuji in the distance. Three definitives, each portraying the mountain, pay the 10s postage,
and are tied by two 9.7.25-dated scenic datestamps. In addition to the blue “To US” handstamp at right, note that
Lewis retyped/redesigned the address! “C - 27 .” combination notation with “) O (” typed on flap, sealed by a blue vertical oval kan handstamp. Opened at right, and accompanied by original July 19, 1934 letter on brown letterhead
mentioning Pacific Coast strike, a previous mailing of 21 postcards, etc., Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2005 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (July 30) addressed to Karl Lewis. A cachet Type II (Mt. Fuji with sun; 36 known), caption Type 1A cover, with Lewis’ address handstamped in black, with his name added in pen (all reading vertically). A
pair of 1½s Tazawas are tied by a clear strike of the 9.7.30 Mt. Fuji scenic datestamp with, inexplicably, a black Yokohama foreign mail comb cancel dated 4.8.34 alongside. Reverse lacks either markings or seal, though the envelope was opened at tip of the flap, Very Fine. This is the earliest recorded Mt. Fuji cover addressed to Lewis, and one
of only three such known.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2006 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (Aug. 10) to New Jersey. A very pretty, and relatively scarce, Type III ship-design cachet (15 known), with pre-printed caption Type 1A. The four-stamp, four-color franking, tied by two 9.8.10 Mt. Fuji
scenic datestamps, complement the bold colors of the cover design. Blue “To US” handstamp at upper left, with “C 1 .” combination notation on reverse (no opening remarque). Flap sealed by double-framed square kan handstamp,
with flap neatly opened, Very Fine. One of 46 recorded for the year.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2007 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (Aug. 10) to California. On a true ship cover cachet, not a Fuji Type III cover (the mountain is most definitely not Fuji-san). The cover, showing a path leading under a torii, with a steamer and two sampans
on the water, bears pre-printed caption Type 1A, 10s in definitives, two tying Mt. Fuji scenic datestamps, and blue
“To US” marking at upper right. Combination notation “C - 5 .” only on reverse, with flap sealed by vertical oval kan
handstamp in blue. The cover is reduced slightly (and unevenly) at top—but is still fresh with strong colors and an
uncommon design, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2008 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (Aug. 18) to Illinois. A cachet Type VIII cover depicting a moored boat with Mt. Fuji in the
background, of which only five are known, with caption Type 1A. The cover is franked with three definitives totaling
10s, tied by two Fuji scenic datestamps, with the “To US” handstamp uncharacteristically in black. Combination
“C-5.” is noted on reverse, which lacks any opening remarque. The reverse also bears a flap-sealing blue vertical
oval kan handstamp and, at lower left, a manuscript “Sept. 10, 1934" receiving note by Mr. Kramer. A lovely, scarce
cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

Please visit our website at www.kelleherasia.com for more
images of lots containing multiple items.
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2009 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (Aug. 24) to California. A cachet Type II showing a road with gate and torii, with
sun-backed Mt. Fuji in background, of which 36 are recorded. The cover is inscribed with pre-printed caption Type
1A, with postage paid by three Tazawas tied by two Fuji scenic datestamps dated 9.8.24. Handstamps front (“To
US”) and back (oval kan seal across flap) are toned from the filler. The only marking on the reverse is a typed “san”
on the flap, between the usual combination number and opening instructions positions. This is the only such marking on covers in this sale. The cover is also addressed cryptically to “B-8.” in Ventura, California—who elsewhere in
the sale is identified as A.S. Griffith (see Lot #2311)., Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2010 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (Aug. 24) to New York. On an incredibly rare Type IX cachet, only two of which are recorded—and this design shows Mt. Fuji without the sun behind, against JP‘s description of Fuji with sun. Caption is
Type 1A, franking is tri-colored with two Mt. Fuji scenic datestamps tying, with blue “To US” handstamp alongside.
“C - 5 .” combination notation on back, which lacks opening remarque. Flap, which has been carefully opened, has a
blue vertical oval kan handstamp. A lovely, eye-catching cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2011 )
Fujiyama: 1935 (July 10) to Missouri. A Type I cachet (though without sun behind the mountain, or
boats), with caption Type 1A and with bi-color franking—cancelled on the 1935 opening day of the Summit Post Office. Front also bears blue “To US” handstamp, with back marked with “C-26.” combination notation and typed
“) N (”, as well as blue vertical oval kan handstamp. Opened at right, Very Fine. Only 34 covers are known from
1935, posted on one of eight days during the two months the post office was open at the summit.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2012 )
Fujiyama: 1935 (July 30) to Kentucky. Bearing the only-known typed caption Type 6 (imaged in JP 70:6,
p. 351). The 10s in postage (including a 9½s Airmail) is tied by two lovely strikes of the Mt. Fuji scenic datestamp,
with the blue “To US” handstamp in-between. Typed on the reverse are a “C-6.” combination notation plus “) N (”
opening remarque. The flap is sealed by a nearly circular kan handstamp. The collector stapled the cover to her album page, with holes and rust stains at left-side and bottom right corners—but these hardly detract from the gorgeous cachet. We’re especially enamored of the pure white sail on the sampan, which is painted over the underlying
colors. Despite the ghosts of staples past, a Very Fine cover, unique.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2013 )
Fujiyama: 1935 (Aug. 12) to Illinois. A second of only five known Type VIII (moored boat) cachets, again
with caption Type 1A—and one of only 34 covers recorded for 1935. Two scenic datestamps tie the tri-color franking, to the left of which is found the blue “To US” handstamp. “C-29.” and “) N (” typed on reverse, with flap sealed by
blue horizontal oval kan handstamp, Very Fine. If you missed Lot 2008 for this cachet, here’s your last chance!.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2014 )
Fujiyama: 1935 (Aug. 30) to New York. Being a last-day cancellation for the year. The cachet is a Type II
(without sun), of which only 36 are recorded, and carries the pre-printed caption Type 1A. The pretty three-stamp,
three-color franking is tied by two scenic datestamps, with blue “To US” handstamp at upper left. Typed on reverse
are the “C-28.” combination notation and do-not-open “) N (”. Backflap is sealed by blue oval kan handstamp. A very
clean cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Did you know?
Karl Lewis piloted a ship for two hours on the morning
of his 13th birthday (a gift from the captain!).
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2015
2015 )
Fujiyama: 1936 (July 10) to California (?). A first day of the year cancellation, on an apparently
hand-made window envelope! The cachet (Type II) is scarce enough, with only 36 recorded, but this is the only example we have seen, in person or in the literature, on a window envelope. Our first thought was that a client sent the
envelope in, or that Lewis reused one he had on hand (they say he was frugal), but a closer look reveals that the window opening is uneven, the imprints from Lewis’ typewriter only show on the inside back of the envelope—and there
are a comma and period typed on the envelope front at the far right of the window—all pointing to Lewis, having
made an error, cutting out the offending address and creating his own window envelope (he was frugal!). The cover
is over-franked with 10½s postage, tied by two nice 11.7.10 Fuji scenic datestamps, with the usual “To US”
handstamp at left. Combination notation “C-25.” and handstamped “) N (” on reverse, along with horizontal double-oval kan handstamp, the handstamps turning to black from blue. Opened along flap, Very Fine. An absolute
one-of-a-kind. For all of 1936, only 15 covers are recorded from five posting dates. Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2016
2016 )
Fujiyama: 1937 (July 10) to Missouri. Cancelled on opening day of the Summit Post Office, this is a cachet Type I variety, lacking the sun behind the mountain mentioned in JP, and bearing the less common caption
Type 1B. The cover sports postage paying the newly implemented 20s international rate (an 18s Airmail and 2s
General Noge), each tied by a Fuji scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp at lower right. Reverse is found with
“C-18.N.” combination notation typed, “) N (” handstamped in blue, and Lewis’ sake gourd insignia as a seal across
the flap. Heavy crease on the lower right back panel of the envelope (apparently a production artefact), with the front
completely unaffected, Very Fine. One of only 14 covers known for the year, posted on four dates.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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2018
2017 )
Fujiyama: 1937 (Aug. 27) to Missouri. Uniquely captioned Type 7 (JP reports only one such inscription,
imaging this cover’s caption on page 351 of the Dec. 2015 issue)—and cancelled on the closing day for the year of
the Summit Post Office. The cachet is a Type I, but again lacking the sun behind mountain called for in JP. Two scenic datestamps tie each of the 2s General Noge and 18s Airmail, with the blue “To US” handstamp in-between.
Combination notation “C-18.N.” typed on reverse, with “) N (” and vertical oval seal handstamped, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2018 )
Fujiyama: 1937 (Aug. 27) to Missouri. Cancelled on the Summit Post Office’s last day for the year. A
pretty cachet Type III (15 known) variety, lacking the sun behind the mountain, with scarcer caption Type 1B. The
striking 20s franking is tied by two Mt. Fuji scenic datestamps, with blue “To US” handstamp at far upper left.
“C-17.N.” combination notation is typed at upper left reverse, with “) N (” and horizontal oval kan seal across flap
both handstamped in blue. Minor crease at lower right corner hardly detracts, Fine to Very Fine+.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

2019
2019 )
Fujiyama: 1938 (Aug. 29) addressed to Karl Lewis. A must-have on so many counts: cancelled the last
day the Summit Post Office was open in 1938, this is the sole cover recorded for the year—and it’s addressed to
Lewis himself. Only three Fujiyama covers are known sent to Lewis, this being the third and latest. The cachet is a
scarce Type III (15 known), and carries the scarcer Type 1B caption. The four-stamp 4s domestic postage is tied by
two grand strikes of the Fuji-san scenic datestamp, with Lewis’ address handstamped in blue and his name written
in pencil. Note that while a late cover, “Karl” is spelled as it was on much earlier covers. The reverse lacks a combination notation, but does have a penciled “) N (” at top center, a Yokohama 5.9.38 foreign mail comb receiver at bottom center of flap, plus Lewis’ “SEP -5 1938" blue straightline receiver stamp running down the right side, Very Fine.
Don’t miss this chance for a Lewis self-addressed, stamped envelope!
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
Sale 29 - 16 March 2019
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Ex 2020
2020 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (July 12-Aug. 14), group of three. A lovely trio of common cachet covers, each fresh
and bright. The first two (cancelled July 12) are combination “C-8.”, while the third (Aug. 14) is a “C-4.” July covers
both have typed “) N (”; August cover lacks an opening remarque, but gets a Chicago, Ill. SEP 4 1934 wavy-line receiver instead. Each with a different handstamped seal across the flap, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,200

Ex 2021
2021 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (July 25-Aug. 31) set of five. Each cancelled on a different date (7.25, 7.30, 8.10, 8.24
and 8.31—the last day the post office was open), covering half of the 11 mailing dates known for the year. Four covers have varieties of the Type II cachet, the Aug. 31 cover the odd man out, being Type I (but no sun). The combinations used are “C - 1 .” (2), “C - 8 .”, “C - 2 .” and “C - 22.” First and last covers with typed “) N (” indicator; middle three
lacking opening remarques. Each a different seal at the flap. Two are opened at top, two at right, with July 30 cover
unopened. August 31 cover is slightly foxed but still desirable, a Very Fine set.
Estimate HK$ 4,500 - 5,500

8
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Ex 2022
Ex 2023
2022 )
Fujiyama: 1934 (Aug. 24) Compare-and-contrast pair. Proof positive that Lewis’ covers were individually produced, this pair, both cachet Type I (variety: no boats and no sun) and caption Type 1A, produce the same
scene but with a daylight or dusk feel. Both covers—cancelled at the summit on the same day—carry 10s postage
(different frankings) and two scenic datestamps. Combination notations are “C - 22 .” for one (opened at right with
filler reading “National Bank of Czechoslovakia”, typed “) N (” and clear vertical oval fu-in handstamp); “C - 6 .” for the
other (no opening remarque and blue vertical oval kan handstamp), Very Fine. A great exhibit page on their own.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2023 )
Fujiyama: 1935 (July 10 & July 30) pair. Cancelled two different days in July (including the opening day
for the Summit Post Office), accounting for a quarter of the eight known posting dates for the year. Both are cachet
Type I (but without sun; one with boats) and caption Type 1A. Each with blue “To US” handstamp on front and typed
“) N (” on back. July 10 cover is combination “C-26.”, July 30 cover is “C-22.” Square seal handstamp on July 10,
Lewis’ sake gourd on July 30; July 10 cover further has a circled “44" in black handstamp on reverse. Both fresh,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

Ex 2024
2024 )
Fujiyama: 1936 (Aug. 31) & 1937 (July 10), a last and a first. A pretty pair cancelled at the summit on the
last day the post office was open in 1936 and the first day open in 1937. Both covers cachet Type I (the no sun, no
boats variety) and the less common caption Type 1B (these two covers representing 10% of the known population
of 21). The 1936 cover is combination “C-9.” with black handstamped “) N (” and gray blue vertical oval kan
handstamp across flap. The 1937 cover is “C-1 new”, with handstamped “) N (” and vertical oval kan seal in blue.
1936 cover with 10s postage, 1937 with 20s, each with two strikes of the Mt. Fuji scenic datestamp and blue “To US”
handstamp. A lovely couple, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
Sale 29 - 16 March 2019
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YOKOHAMA
Yokohama, Lewis’ hometown, was an obvious choice for his cacheted covers, especially after its Scenic Datestamp
was introduced on July 7, 1934. While JP does not provide a census for these covers, Yokohama appears to be the
second-most numerous cover location after Mt. Fuji. For further information, see JP 70:6, pp. 343-348.)
2025 )
Yokohama: 1934 (Aug. 25) to Texas, with signed letter from Lewis. The earliest Yokohama cover in
this sale actually features a Mt. Fuji cachet (Type I, without sun but with sampan), with postage overpaid (10½s) using three commemoratives—an uncommon franking for Lewis. The stamps are tied by two strikes of a 9.8.25-dated
Yokohama scenic datestamp, with “To US” handstamp in blue at upper left. Combination notation of “Special” with
typed “) O (” on flap, which is sealed by vertical oval kan handstamp in blue and Dallas General Delivery receiver in
magenta. With the cover is Lewis’ two-page 8½ x 11-inch, single-space typed and signed letter to Capt. von
Hoffmann. This is the letter (quoted in JP 45:4, p. 147) in which Lewis mentions driving cattle in Australia “in my boyhood days”, being given the wheel aboard ship as his 13th birthday present from the captain, and his then-current
stamp collecting areas. He also discusses the immediate sell-out of the sheet of four Airmail stamps (Scott #C8),
having M.B. Owens of the USS Black Hawk for dinner (see Ship Covers section later in this sale), the weather in Hawaii, and much more, Very Fine. A goldmine for the Lewis enthusiast!
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
2026 )
Yokohama: 1935 (Mar. 9) to Illinois. Ship cover cachet, depicting building with torii, Mt. Fuji in the distance and a steamer on the waves. 10s postage (including a 6s Red Cross commemorative), tied by two 10.3.9 Yokohama scenic datestamps, with 9.3.35 foreign mail comb below. Blue “To US” handstamp at right. “C-20.”
combination notation and typed “) O (” on flap, with blue nearly round script kan handstamp as seal. Opened along
flap, contents removed, and resealed. An unusual and uncommon cachet design, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2027 )
Yokohama: 1935 (May 30) to Ohio, oversized. A bright and sunny ship cachet, painted on a
larger-than-normal regular envelope (lighter paper than found on Lewis’ regular covers) folded down and used,
most likely, to send a cover or postcards to the client. Usage is confirmed by the postage applied, 16s, meeting the
basic international rate of 10s, plus 6s for an additional 20g. The three stamps (two of which are commemoratives)
are tied by two Yokohama scenic datestamps, with the blue “To US” handstamp at left. Typed on the flap are the
combination notation “Sp’l.” and “) O (”, with the flap sealed by a large poster stamp from the Ministry of Railways’
Japanese Tourism Industry Board. Opened at left, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2028 )
Yokohama: 1935 (Oct. 10), a “Perfect 10" to Oklahoma. 10s postage tied by two 10.10.10 scenic
datestamps! Ship cover cachet, with two sampans rather than a steamer, with sun cresting behind Mt. Fuji and birds
whirling in the air. ”To US" handstamp at right a grayish blue, with reverse touting “C-9.” combination notation and
typed “) O (” instruction. Square kan handstamp seals the flap. Minor tear to backflap at upper right from opening,
nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2029 )
Yokohama: 1936 (Aug. 25) Registered to Wisconsin. A Mt. Fuji Type IX cachet of seaside village (only
two recorded used at the Mountain), franked by 9½s red and 16½s green Airmails, tied by Yokohama scenic
datestamp. To the left of the stamps are the “To US” handstamp (grayish blue) and a “Yokohama A” Registry label.
Reverse without combination notation or opening remarque, but flap is sealed by three-line red Karl Lewis return address (cut from stationery), plus Sept. 7 San Pedro, Calif. Registry transit and Sept. 10 Madison receiver, both in violet. A very faint imprint from a one-time paperclip at top center front—so faint we missed it the first five times we
looked at this cover. Mentioned for accuracy only, as it in no way detracts from this lovely—and rare—cachet, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
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2030 )
Yokohama: 1936 (Aug. 29) oversized to New York. Cachet design as in Lot 2027, but this time the envelope was closed and mailed full-size rather than turned down at top. A lighter load in this one, as the basic 20g international rate of 10s satisfied the Post Office. Cover is franked with 9½s Airmail plus ½s Tazawa, both tied by a
great strike of Yokohama’s scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp at left. Handwritten on the flap are the combination notation “Spl.” and instructions to “) O (”. The flap is sealed with a cut-out for the Boys’ Festival, though the
envelope was opened along the flap (most likely steamed, as the seal is not torn) and then resealed. Some light
wrinkling along the top edge from going through the mails, but otherwise sound, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,600
2031 )
Yokohama: 1937 (May 20) Registered to Pennsylvania. Ship cachet of torii-fronted building with birds
on the wing and sun behind mountain. Postage and Registration fee paid by 4s Mt. Fuji & Deer definitive and 33s Airmail, both tied by single 12.5.20 Yokohama scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp to left and “Yokohama A”
Registry label below. Face also bears three US postal markings in violet: “Sealed Package/Secure owner’s/permission to/open”, “Custom House/Passed Free of Duty/Pittsburgh, PA.”, and “Letter Package/Collect Ten Cents”
(though no postage due was charged). Reverse shows “C-1.N.” combination notation, but lacks any opening remarque. A red three-line Karl Lewis return address (a stationery cut-out) was used as a seal, with reverse also
showing Registry Chicago transit and Pittsburgh receiver in violet, along with South Mountain, PA, duplex receiver
in black. Opened at top, Very Fine. This cover is imaged in JP 70:6, p. 344.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2032 )
Yokohama: 1937 (May 22) to British Columbia. A beautiful cover all around, with brightly painted ship
scene with a path leading to a torii and sampans and steamer on the water. The four-stamp franking of 20s is tied by
two Yokohama scenic datestamps, with crisp blue “To Canada” handstamp at right. Combination “C-1.N.” handwritten in blue ink, with typed “) O (” and flap sealed by sticker with printed rose. Opened at top. A scarce cover to Canada, Very Fine. JP shows this cover on page 344 of the Dec. 2015 issue (70:6).
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2033 )
Yokohama: 1937 (Aug. 21) to Pennsylvania. A second path-to-torii ship cachet, apparently painted by
the same hand as that in Lot 2032. The 20s postage (four definitives) is tied by two Yokohama scenic datestamps
dated 12.8.21, with the two right stamps further tied by a black “Yokohama/21.8.37/Nippon” foreign mail comb cancel. Blue “To US” handstamp to left of the stamps rising from the torii. Backflap has “C-8.N.” combination notation
and “) O (” instruction typed, with the flap sealed by a blue horizontal oval kan handstamp. Never mind the small tear
at top center from opening, which affects neither the stamps nor this vibrantly colored cover that would add grace to
any collection, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2034 )
Nogeyama Park, Yokohama: 1936 (Mar. 5) Registered to Iowa. A beautiful and charming depiction of
the park festooned in cherry blossoms. This is the second of two known covers, and the only Registered cover,
with the Nogeyama inscription (JP images the first cover, from 1933 and with a much wider inscription, on page 347
of the Dec. 2015 issue (70:6); both covers had to have been painted at the same time, given their shared design).
Postage and Registration are slightly overpaid by 26½s (including a 16½s Airmail), with each stamp tied by a Yokohama scenic datestamp dated 11.3.5. The “To US” handstamp in blue is placed well clear of the cachet design at
right, with “Yokohama A” Registry label in blue to left of stamps. Typed “C-19.” combination notation and “) O (” instruction on reverse, with a truncated triangular clipping from Karl Lewis stationery (showing his sake gourd logo)
serving as a seal across the flap. Seattle, WA, and Postville, IA, Registry transit and receiver on reverse. Stop to
smell the roses after bidding on this one; there’s sure to be lots of interest! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2035 )
Yokohama Pier: 1938 (Mar. 17) to California. According to JP (70:6, pages. 347-348), “There are four
known covers, posted between 12 January 1938 and 13 February 1939.…One cover carries a generic ‘Yokohama’
caption instead of one that is site-specific.” This is that one cover, with all-over cachet showing the piers plus a large
part of the seaside park—and only two copies of this cachet used are known. A single 20s Mt. Fuji & Deer definitive
is tied by a strong strike of a 13.3.17-dated Yokohama scenic datestamp, with blue “To US” immediately to its right.
“C-20.n.” combination notation typed on reverse, as is an “) O (” opening remarque. The opened flap, sealed only at
its tip, bears a blue horizontal oval genkan handstamp. A couple light surface scuffs to face, but still an eye-catching
item, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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Ex 2036
2036 )
Yokohama: 1934 (Dec. 11) & 1935 (Apr. 25) matched pair. Two lovely Mt. Fuji ship cachets (Type III),
each bearing 10s postage in two different combinations: the 1934 cover being “C-18" (but looking a lot like C-1!), the
1935 an example of ”C-20." Each cover carries two Yokohama scenic datestamps; the 1935 cover additionally
bears two foreign mail combs dated 25.4.35 (further tying three of the four stamps). Both with blue “To US”
handstamp on front, and typed “) O (” remarque on reverse, the 1934 cover with an additional penciled “Open this”
directly below and a pictorial handstamp across the flap. Great covers with colorful frankings, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

Ex 2037
2037 )
Yokohama: 1934-37, group of five “Special” combination covers. Each noted “S’pl.”, “C-Sp’l.” or
“C-Sp’l./new.” as the combination type. Four cachet design types present, each franked by commemoratives, and
includes a Nov. 24, 1934, cover with the complete Red Cross issue (the 10s untied), plus a pair of 1937 covers
showing the April 1 international rate change from 10s to 20s. Some opened, the Aug. 29, 1934, cover with extraneous ink affecting the 3s stamp, but nevertheless a nice lot of rarely seen all-commemorative frankings. All the covers
are imaged online, a Very Fine assortment.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
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HOKKAIDO
According to JP 70:6, pp. 317-318, only three Karl Lewis covers are known from Hokkaido locations, one each
captioned “Onuma Park”, “Komagatake Volcano” (located in Onuma Park) and “Sapporo”. Here they are.

2038
2038 )
Onuma Park, Hokkaido: 1937 (Apr. 28) to California. Cacheted with an all-over design showing a
bridge across a river, with Mt. Koma in the distance (see the Komagatake Volcano cover below, with its scenic
datestamp portraying the mountain), and franked with 6s postage to meet the unsealed letter rate. The four stamps
are tied by two strikes of the Sapporo scenic datestamp, with blue “To US” handstamp alongside. Reverse shows
only the combination notation “C-27 new”. A lovely and fresh cover—and a one-of-a-kind, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

2039
2040
2039 )
Komagatake Volcano, Hokkaido: 1937 (Jan 22) to Connecticut. A generic hut-with-birds cachet,
made site-specific by the addition of Mt. Koma in the distance. Franked by two Wedded Rocks flanking a 7s
Tazawa, all three stamps tied by two outstanding strikes of a 12.1.22-dated Onuma scenic datestamp. Blue “To US”
handstamp at left below inscription. Reverse bears “C-24.” typed combination notation, a blue “) N (” handstamped
opening remarque, plus a blue vertical oval kan handstamp across the flap. A remarkably clean cover, Very Fine.
The only one recorded! .
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2040 )
Sapporo, Hokkaido: 1937 (Apr. 25) to California. Bearing the same cachet as the Onuma Park cover
above, but showing slight design differences (including a Komagatake that nearly pops off the envelope). The
eye-catching four-color franking totaling 6s is tied by two strikes of the Matsushima Kaigan scenic datestamp (located not in Hokkaido, but in Miyagi Prefecture on Honshu!). Blue “To US” handstamp at right, with the sole marking
on the reverse being the combination “C-26 new”. Sent unsealed. The only recorded cover from Sapporo—so
bid high and raise a glass when you win! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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2041
2041 )
Habu, Island of Oshima: 1935 (May 31) to Ohio. The sole known example from Habu, according to JP
70:6, pages 311-312. The cover is illustrated by all-over common cachet Type 3Ba (a less common variety, lacking
sun behind the mountain), and is slightly overfranked with 10½s postage, which includes two commemoratives. The
three stamps are tied by two deep-colored Tokyo/Habuminato 10.5.31 scenic datestamps. Regular “To US”
handstamp in blue to left of stamps; reverse bears “C-25.” combination and typed “) N (” opening remarque, with flap
sealed by Lewis’ sake gourd handstamp. A crisp, clean cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

2042
2042 )
Hase, Kamakura: 1933 (Oct. 18) to Texas, uncacheted. An early cover from Lewis, unillustrated. The
four stamps (10s, paying the basic international rate) are tied by two strikes of the Kamakura Hase datestamp,
which pictures the Great Buddha statue. The usual “To US” handstamp in blue is at lower left. The backflap is quite
busy, with the regular combination (“C-1.”) and opening remarque (a straightforward “O.”) plus, further down, Lewis’
inscription reading “HASE, Kamakura/JAPAN./_ _ _” (a slight variety on those listed in the JP article cited above).
The flap is sealed by both a blue square kan handstamp and a magenta Dallas General Delivery Nov. 4 receiver.
Opened at top. Included is a two-page typed and signed letter from Lewis to Von Hoffman, dated Oct. 17, 1933,
discussing a recent order and a request for covers from the USS Houston. (The letterhead shows the Kamakura
Hase scenic datestamp design used on this cover, plus an illustration of the Mt. Fuji/Lake Yamanaka scenic
datestamp, unseen on any Lewis covers.), Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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2043
2044
2043 )
Hase, Kamakura: 1934 (Apr. 9) to Ohio. Adorned by common cachet Type 2Aa (Mt. Fuji with sun and
birds, with tree line and waves in foreground), inscribed as usual at top left, and franked by combination “C-1.”
Stamps are tied by two strikes of the Kamakura Hase scenic datestamp, with blue “To US” handstamp above the
summit. Combination noted on reverse, with “ O ” opening remarque using quotation marks rather than the more
common parentheses. Blue square kan handstamp placed across bottom of flap as a seal. Cover opened neatly
along flap, with contents a cut-out from the Kaihin Hotel, Kamakura, with picture and description of the Great Buddha statue, Very Fine. This cover is imaged in JP 70:6, on page 313.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2044 )
Hase, Kamakura: 1935 (Feb. 14) to California, with single-line inscription. The sole-known ship’s
cover referenced by JP (see pp. 312-314 of the Dec. 2015 issue, where this cover is illustrated), with an uncommon
single-line inscription at top left—necessitated by the franking combination. The seven stamps are tied by four
Kamakura Hase scenic datestamps, with the blue “To US” handstamp moved to bottom center. Typed on the
backflap are the combination notation “C-60" and the remarque ”) O (“, with a large oval kan handstamp across the
flap. Neatly opened at top. Front ever so slightly toned, but still a great, uniquely known cover, nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2045
2045 )
Hase, Kamakura: 1935 (Feb. 14) to Illinois. Bearing a cachet of the Daibutsu, with a franking nearly as
impressive: 10s in 1s Tazawas (horizontal block of 8 with perforations separated between positions 5 and 6 but
carefully realigned, plus a similar horizontal pair), all tied by three strikes of the scenic datestamp. Blue “To US”
handstamp at far left. No combination or opening notations on backflap, which is sealed by a large square kan
handstamp in blue. Opened at right. A regal cover, sure to grab attention, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2046
2046 )
Hase, Kamakura: 1935 (Feb. 28) to New York. A second cover from the previous lot’s artist, this one
franked by two 1½s Tazawa coils either side of a 7s of the same issue. Coils are almost never seen on these covers—this is one of only two examples in this sale (see Lewis’ remarks on them in several letters, Lots 2183 and
2361). Two Kamakura Hase scenic datestamps tie, with blue “To US” handstamp at far left. Combination notation of
“C-J’s’n” and typed “) N (” opening remarque, with large horizontal oval kan handstamp across flap, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2047
2047 )
Hase, Kamakura: 1937 (Apr. 5) to California. A third Daibutsu cover, but clearly from another of Lewis’
artists, showing a very different style and aesthetic. Unlike with the postage due-inducing cover elsewhere in the
sale (see Lot 2115), Lewis was aware of the April 1 rate increase and franked accordingly, providing a pretty
four-color array of definitives to be tied by two Kamakura Hase scenic datestamps. Usual blue “To US” handstamp.
Reverse shows only “C-24 new” combination notation; although originally sealed (and since opened), there is no
opening remarque at top center. A beauty! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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Itsukushima/Miyajima
“These covers are common and dated between 18 August 1933 and 29 February 1940. There were three different
site-specific cachets utilized. … Besides the covers that Karl Lewis had captioned Itsukushima, there are also three
known covers identified as Miyajima, the more common name for the island…dated between 29 October 1933 and
19 April 1937…[with] two different cachets known.” (JP 70:6, pp. 320-324.)

2048
2049
2048 )
Itsukushima: 1934 (July 4) to Michigan. A brightly painted view of the torii (JP‘s torii cachet B), with the
shrine low against the water and the island rising behind. 10s postage tied by three strikes of the Miyajima Ekimae
scenic datestamp dated 9.7.4. Reverse with “C-16.” combination notation and typed “) N (” remarque. Flap sealed
by magnificent strike of a negative-character horizontal oval kan handstamp. Cover opened at top, and with oil stain
at right of address (bleeding through to inside back of envelope). Still, a lovely example of the Miyajima torii in true
vermilion—the only cover of this design in the sale, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2049 )
Itsukushima: 1934 (Dec. 24) to Missouri. A Christmas Eve day cover, with a lovely rendition of torii cachet A, presenting the view on approach to the torii and shrine from the mainland. The four definitives are tied by two
8.12.24 Miyajima Ekimae scenic datestamp strikes, with “To US” handstamp framed by the torii’s columns. “C-20.”
combination and typed “) N (” on reverse, with flap sealed by small square kan handstamp. A very pretty cover with
rich color, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2050
2050 )
Itsukushima: 1936 (Jan. 1) to Illinois. And after Christmas comes New Year’s! A bright and cheerfully
franked islands-with-temple cachet, with two well-inked strikes of the Miyajima Ekimae scenic datestamp (each
nicely set off against the cachet). Blue “To US” at lower right. “C-9.” combination notation on backflap, with no opening remarque. Horizontal blue oval genkan handstamp seals flap. Cover neatly opened at top. With great, fresh colors that just pop, this is one cover to watch, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
Sale 29 - 16 March 2019
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2051 )
Itsukushima: 1937 (Feb. 1) to Ontario. Another example of the torii and shrine from the sea (torii cachet
A), slightly more muted than the first but still as lovely. Two strikes of the Miyajima Ekimae scenic datestamp tie the
two definitives paying the 10s rate to Canada—even though the blue handstamp erroneously reads “To US”!
Combination notation “C-26.” typed on backflap, with blue handstamped “) N (” remarque and inverted vertical oval
kan handstamp across bottom of flap. A great-looking cover with a rarely seen Canada address, plus an erroneous
marking to boot, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2052 )
Itsukushima: 1937 (Mar. 15) to Connecticut. Islands-with-temple cachet, franked by three of the 1934
Red Cross commemorative set, slightly overpaying postage at 10½s. Stamps tied by two great strikes of the
Miyajima Ekimae scenic datestamp, with blue “To US” handstamp at left. “C-Sp’l.” combination notation typed, with
handstamped “) N (” and horizontal oval genkan in blue. A grand cover all around, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2053 )
Itsukushima: 1937 (Apr. 19) to California. Islands-with-temple cachet, franked by 6s in definitives, paying the old unsealed letter rate, but underpaying the new rate (effective April 1) by 4s…yet no postage due was assessed. Two good strikes of the Miyajima Ekimae scenic datestamp tying. Blue “To US” handstamp at left. “C-18
new” combination notation is the sole marking on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2054 )
Itsukushima: 1937 (Sept. 23) to Missouri. Islands-and-temple cachet bearing full first-class postage of
20s tied by two Miyajima Ekimae scenic datestamps. Blue “To US” as nearly always. Reverse with typed “C-22.N.”
combination notation, blue handstamped “) N (” and inverted double-framed vertical oval fu-in handstamp as seal
across the flap. A light bit of wrinkling at the top of the cover, but this hardly detracts, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2055 )
Miyajima: 1934 (May 5) to Ohio. This is the second of the three covers known, and the sole example of
the Mt. Fuji Type II cachet (imaged on page 323 of the Dec. 2015 issue of JP). The 5s and 4s stamps are tied by the
less commonly seen Itsukushima scenic datestamp portraying the torii and temple with two of the island’s wild deer
in the foreground, while the 1s is tied by an Itsukushima 9.5.5 domestic comb cancel. Deep blue “To US” handstamp
at lower right. Combination “C - 5 .” and “ N ” (with quotation marks) typed; blue horizontal double-framed oval kan
handstamp seals the flap. A not-to-be-missed one-of-a-kind, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2056 )
Miyajima: 1937 (Apr. 19) to California. The last-documented Miyajima cover, cacheted with torii and
shrine behind (torii cachet A). Postage again is seemingly underpaid, even for an unsealed letter, by the affixed 6s,
given the new rates in effect April 1. Two strikes of the Miyajima Ekimae scenic datestamp tie all four stamps, with a
bright blue “To US” handstamp at lower right. The sole marking on the back is the combination notation “C-19 new”.
Interestingly, of all the Itsukushima/Miyajima covers in this sale, this is the sole example where Lewis’ caption and
the scenic datestamp match! A mighty pretty cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

Did you know?
Lewis recalls in one of his letters (see Lot 2025) that he drove cattle in Australia
and “[trekked] across a very small part of the Great Australian Desert.”
He also bicycled 160 miles from Rotorua to Napier in New Zealand prior to 1906—carrying
photographic equipment with him.
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2057
2057 )
Kominato: 1937 (Apr. 18) to California. A late cover, postmarked after the rate increase of April 1, 1937,
yet with just 6s postage (contradicting the assertion in JP 70:6, pp. 326-327, that all covers bear 10s). The three
definitives are tied by two excellent strikes of the Kominato sea bream scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp
at upper right and upside down. “C-24 new” combination notation is the only marking on the reverse, as the cover
was sent unsealed. Barely noticeable small tear at bottom center, otherwise completely fresh, Very Fine despite the
tear.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

2058
2059
2058 )
Kominato: 1937 (Sept. 30) to Missouri. The last-recorded date known for this location. Common cachet
Type 2Ba with 20s postage (again contradicting JP). The 7s is tied by one of two Kominato scenic datestamps, while
the 13s, missed by the second strike, is tied by a “Tokio/3.10.37/Nippon” foreign mail comb. Blue “To US” as usual.
Combination “C-25.N.” typed on reverse, while both “) N (” and a horizontal double-framed oval kan (inverted) are
handstamped in blue. Offset from datestamps on reverse. A sharp-looking cover with one of the most deeply colored handstamps you’ll see, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2059 )
Kominato - Boshu: 1934 (Sept. 9) to New York. A lovely common cachet Type 2Ba, franked with 10s
postage tied by two solid strikes of the Kominato scenic datestamp. “Boshu” is one name for the ancient Awa Province (now Chiba Prefecture), where Kominato is located. Blue “To US” handstamp at center left. “C - 27 .” combination notation and “) N (” typed, with vertical oval kan handstamp in blue across flap, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
22
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2060
2061
2060 )
Matsushima: 1933 (Mar. 23) to Michigan; Lewis’ earliest documented scenic cover. Imaged originally in JP 45:6, p. 289, and again in color in 70:6 (p. 329), where it is mentioned as Lewis’ earliest known scenic
cover on page 305. A common cachet Type 1Aa, it bears 10s in a colorful foursome of Tazawas, tied by two
Matsushima Kaigan 8.3.23 scenic datestamps. “To US” handstamp at left, in violet, with typed “C - 15 .” combination
notation and “ N ” (in quotes, not parentheses) on reverse. Vertical oval kan handstamp seals the flap. Neatly
opened at top. The centerpiece for your collection or exhibit, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
2061 )
Matsushima: 1937 (May 6) to California. This is the fifth Matsushima cover discussed in JP 70:6. A late
cover with site-specific cachet and additional caption line of “Bay of Islands”, it bears 6s postage in total. The right
two stamps (3s and 1s Tazawas, the latter missing its lower right corner) are tied by an Oshima Onuma domestic
12.5.6 comb cancel, this 4s paying the Printed Matter rate (as noted by the manuscript Japanese insatsu butsu at
right). The 2s Mt. Fuji was then added to receive the scenic datestamp. Note that neither the comb nor the scenic
cancellation is from Matsushima (in Miyagi Prefecture on Honshu), but from southern Hokkaido! (See above, Lot
2040, where a Hokkaido cover received a Matsushima scenic datestamp; did Lewis mix them in the sending?) Blue
“To US” strongly stamped at left, with “C-23 new” combination notation on backflap, which was never sealed. A
beautiful site-specific cover for this location—and the latest of only five known, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2062
2062 )
Matsuzaka-Ise: 1934 (July 30) to Michigan. The sole known cover. Common cachet Type 1Bb (a scarce
cover design lacking both sun and birds), the 10½s franking, including a 9½s Airmail, slightly overpaying the international rate. Each stamp tied by a Matsusaka scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp upper left, with neatly
squared-up address. Combination notation of “C-18.” and “) N (” typed on flap, with horizontal double-framed oval
kan handstamp in blue sealing. Neatly opened at top. An eye-catching one-of-a-kind! Very Fine. Discussed and imaged in JP 70:6, p. 330.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
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2063
2063 )
Nagoya: 1937 (July 8) to Illinois. Although bearing a common cachet (Type 1Aa), the cover is anything
but, as it is the only known example from the old castle town. The slightly overpaid postage of 20½s is made up of
all commemoratives, an unusual combination for Lewis, with all four stamps tied by two incredibly strong strikes of
the Nagoya scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp at top left. Reverse bears typed “C-2.N./Sp’l.” combination
notation and “) O (” remarque with penciled “open this” immediately below. The flap is sealed by Lewis’ sake gourd
handstamp in blue. Opened at right. Some discoloration to the back, but the front is as fresh as the day it was mailed.
An attention-grabbing cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600

2064
2064 )
Niigata: 1933 (Oct. 27) to Texas, with assessed postage due. This cover is the last-known posting,
with a five-stamp, five-color franking totaling 10s and tied by three nice strikes of the Niigata scenic datestamp dated
8.10.27. Blue “To US” handstamp at lower left. Flap with typed “C-2.” combination notation, blunt “N.” opening remarque (but opened neatly at top anyway), and three-line “NIIGATA./JAPAN./_ _ _” inscription. Dallas General Delivery receiver dated Nov. 10 at right and, inexplicably, large crayon “due 8¢” in the middle of the backflap and a
block of four 2¢ US Postage Due stamps (perforations separated between positions 1 and 3) at left. Why postage
due was assessed we don’t know, as the rate was properly met. While the block is clearly cancelled by a “Dallas
Texas” roller, the cancellation falls solely on the stamps and at not a single point are they tied to the cover. Further, a
close examination shows discoloration between the perforations at the center of the block and on the peripheral
perforation tips. Light foxing to the face of the cover, but overall fresh and desirable, and a great research project as
well, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
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2065
2065 )
Nikko: 1937 (Dec. 21) to Illinois. A lovely riverside scene (common cachet Type 3a) adorns this cover,
the only one recorded from Nikko. 20s postage is made up by three complementary definitives, tied by two excellent strikes of the Nikko 12.12.21 scenic datestamp. Bright blue “To US” at upper left. Reverse with typed “C-17.n.”
combination notation and “) O (” remarque, with blue vertical oval kan handstamp as a seal. Opened at right, perhaps a bit roughly but not affecting the all-over cachet, Very Fine. For a discussion of the location and this cover, see
JP 70:6, p. 334.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

2066
2067
2066 )
Shimizu - Shizuoka: 1935 (Mar. 17) to New York. The cachet, a beached boat with lowered mast, with
trees surrounding and Mt. Fuji and sun in the distance, is franked by 10s postage composed of three definitives and
a commemorative. The stamps are tied by two nice Shimizu scenic datestamps, showing a ship in port, with blue “To
US” handstamp at far left. Note the inscription, which varies slightly from those listed in JP 70:6, pp.335-336. “C-20.”
and “) N (” typed on reverse, with flap sealed by vertical oval kan handstamp. 10mm tear at top, affecting the middle
1s stamp, with a crease running diagonally thence (but visible only on back). Still a bright and clean early cover from
this location, Fine to Very Fine, despite the tear.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2067 )
Shimisu - Shizuoka: 1937 (June 7) to California. A pristine cachet and cover, bearing a JP-unlisted inscription variety of “S H I M I S U - Shizuoka.” The strip of three 2s Mt. Fuji stamps are tied by two cancels, the
right-most stamp by a Shimizu scenic datestamp, the two others by a Shimizu 12.6.7 domestic comb. Heavily inked
“To US” handstamp at upper left. Back only with “C-22 new” combination notation typed. Flap was never sealed, accounting for the reduced (yet underpaid?) postage rate for an unsealed letter. A beauty and possibly one-of-a-kind,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
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2068
2068 )
Tokyo: 1937 (Apr. 22) to California. Amazingly, the only cover known from the capital city! The cachet,
which hews closely to the Tokyo Central scenic datestamp design (two of which tie the 6s postage), depicts one of
the bridges across the Edo Castle moat. Blue “To US” handstamp at lower right clear of design. Only “C-25 new”
combination notation on reverse, with the flap never sealed. A stunning cover that will take pride of place in your collection! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600

2069
2069 )
Yokosuka: 1933 (Oct. 13) to Arizona. A great early uncacheted cover bearing an envelope-wide
five-color, six-stamp franking—and the first of only two covers known, the other dated Dec. 27, 1933 (JP 70:6,
pp. 341-342). The stamps, totaling 10s, are tied by three crisp strikes of the Yokosuka scenic datestamp, with a blue
“To US” handstamp at lower left. Typed on the backflap are the combination notation “C - 7 .”, opening remarque of
“N.”, and the letter-spaced inscription “YOKOSUKA./JAPAN./_ _ _”, the flap tied by one of our favorite handstamps,
a toothed oval kan. Cover very cleanly opened at left. One for the album, if just for the franking! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2070
2070 )
Naha: 1935 (Dec. 17) to Connecticut. One of just three covers known, the all-over cachet largely copying
the scenic datestamp, which portrays the Naminoue promontory at Naha. One of two covers dated Dec. 17 (the
other was posted Aug. 31, 1935), this bears the letter-spaced inscription “NAHA,/(OKINAWA.)/LOO CHOO
ISLANDS”, the latter a transliteration of the original Chinese name for the islands. Two scenic datestamps tie the
10s postage, with blue “To US” handstamp centered below inscription. Reverse displays “C-29.” combination and
“) N (” opening remarque (both typed), plus a vertical oval kan handstamp in blue. Small spot of mounting adhesive
at lower right on the reverse mentioned solely for accuracy, as is the light line of blue crayon diagonally across the
½s stamp. A real beauty, Very Fine. See JP 70:6, pp. 331-332 for more information. Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400

FORMOSA (TAIWAN)

2071
2071 )
Ampin, Island of Formosa: 1934 (June29) to New York. JP 69:4, p. 194 states, “Only one of these covers is known and dated 5 February 1937.” But this cover is cancelled nearly three years earlier, making it the earliest known example from this location. The cover bears common cachet Type I (two men carrying a litter), and is
overfranked with 10½s postage, the four stamps tied by two strong strikes of the Anpin scenic datestamp. Note also
that unlike the 1937 cover (see the next Lot), Lewis here captions the cover “Ampin” (as pronounced) rather than
“Anpin” (as transliterated into Japanese from the original Chinese Anping). Gray blue “To US” handstamp set
against the background mountain. Combination “C - 10.” and opening remarque of “) N (” both typed on backflap.
Penciled “Lee” top center, with flap sealed by large square kan handstamp in blue. An unrecorded cover to delight
any collector! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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2072
2073
2072 )
Anpin, Island of Formosa: 1937 (Feb. 5) to Connecticut. The cover described by JP as the only one
known (though now see the previous Lot). Cachet of mountains and trees, also used on a Taihoku cover but there
without the sun, is uncommon for Lewis as it is placed at the right. Two Tazawas make up the 10s postage and are
tied by a single 12.2.5-dated Anpin scenic datestamp depicting a Dutch sailor and ship. The stamps further carry
“MERIDEN” [CT] double-oval mute cancels in black. Blue “To US” handstamp strongly struck at left. Reverse bears
typed “C-23.” combination notation, plus blue handstamped “) N (” remarque and near-circular kan handstamp
across flap, Very Fine. One of only two covers known from Anpin, and the only one so inscribed.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
2073 )
Byoto, Island of Formosa: 1934 (Sept. 14) to New York. One of two covers known incorrectly captioned “Byoto” rather than the correct “Heito”. Both “Byoto” covers are dated Sept. 14, 1934 (see JP 69:4, p. 191)
and, unmentioned there, both use the same cachet (common Type I, litter-bearers) and are addressed to the same
recipient, H. Carleton Stewart (JP images the second “Byoto” cover, which clearly differs from this). The 10s postage is tied by two light but clear strikes of the Heito scenic datestamp, with blue “To US” handstamp to the left.
“C-34.” and “) N (” both typed on reverse. Unusually, no handstamp across bottom of flap to seal. A pretty “goof”,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400

2074
2074 )
Heito, Island of Formosa: 1935 (Sept. 20) to Pennsylvania. An unrecorded, latest-known cover from
Heito—and now one of two covers known properly named in Lewis’ caption. JP (see above for citation) notes that
the “Heito” cover is dated 29 June 1934 and that its cachet depicts “a banana tree laden with fruit standing before a
mountain.” This cover bears the lower right trees and mountain with sun cachet as used at Anpin (see Lot 2072
above), with its 10½s postage tied by two full and a partial third strike of Heito scenic datestamp dated unmistakably
10.9.20. Usual blue “To US” handstamp at left, with backflap having typed “C-25.” combination and “) N (” remarque,
with toothed horizontal oval kan handstamp as seal. Reverse shows multiple previous mounting remnants (glue
stains), but the cover’s face is as fresh as the day it was painted. A great find! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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2075
2075 )
Kohoku, Island of Formosa: 1934 (Sept. 14) to New York. One of three covers known from (correctly)
Hokuko [Peikang], and the only one erroneously inscribed “Kohoku” by Lewis, reading the name in the datestamp
reversed. A lovely example of a common cachet Type II (a ploughman), and the cover erroneously described as
“only the tops of the figures are visible,” in JP 69:4, p. 195 (the author working from the image in JP 51:2, p. 58, where
the cover is shown truncated). See our image: this cover is full-figured. The 10s postage is tied by two strikes of the
Hokuko scenic datestamp in violet rather than the universally used shades of red. Blue “To US” handstamp at upper
left. Combination notation “C-33.” and opening remarque “) N (” typed, with flap tip sealed by blue vertical oval kan
handstamp. A pretty cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2076
2076 )
Mt. Niitaka, Island of Formosa: 1937 (May 6) to California. Based on information in JP 69:4 (pp.
189-191), this is an unrecorded cover from Mt. Niitaka, and only the second one known. The cover bears the all-over
cachet of the mountain, but with only 6s postage (meeting the pre-April 1 unsealed letter rate), which is tied by two
Taihoku scenic datestamps. Bright blue “To US” handstamp immediately below inscription. Reverse only shows
“C-20.” combination notation. The other Mt. Niitaka cover, imaged in the referenced JP article, is dated Jan. 6, 1936,
making the cover here the latest-known usage on this cover/caption combination. Light crease at upper left of no
importance. A cover as breathtaking as actually climbing the mountain would be! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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2077
2077 )
Shinjo, Island of Formosa: 1935 (Sept. 20) to Pennsylvania. The unique cover. Bi-color 10s postage
tied by two heavy strikes of attractive Shinjo scenic datestamp on a litter-bearer Type I common cachet, with blue
“To US” handstamp at far left. Reverse bears “C-24.” combination notation and “ N (” opening remarque, both typed,
along with near-circular kan handstamp in blue, along with (not mentioned in JP) a Victoria, Hong Kong, 26 SP 35
transit in black! Stains from mounting adhesive on back do not affect the front. Of interest to both the Karl Lewis collector and the postal historian, this is the sole Asian transit noted in this sale, Very Fine. Discussed and imaged in JP
70:2, p. 115.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

2078
2079
2078 )
Taihoku, Island of Formosa: 1934 (Dec. 28) to Missouri. A relatively early cover (JP 69:4, pp. 189-191,
records dates between March 22, 1933 and March 5, 1940), bearing a bright common cachet Type II (the bashful
ploughman, behind the trees), 10s total postage and a crystal-clear Taihoku 9.12.28 scenic datestamp. Usual blue
“To US” handstamp at top left, with typed “C-23.” and “) N (” on backflap. No handstamp used as a seal. Imaged in JP
69:4, p. 190. Fresh and clean; a lovely addition to your collection, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2079 )
Taihoku, Island of Formosa: 1935 (Feb. 6) to New York. A clean example of the litter-bearers Type I
common cachet, franked with three definitives making up the international rate of 10s, the stamps tied by two strikes
each of the Taihoku scenic datestamp and the roman-letter trisected “Taihoku/6.2.35/Taiwan/Japan” foreign mail
cancel. Blue “To US” handstamp as normal. “C-14" and ”) N (“ typed on backflap, which is sealed by near-circular
kan handstamp in blue. Remnant of white label used as a hinge at top back. Opened top, Very Fine. Estimate
HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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2080
2080 )
Taihoku, Island of Formosa: 1937 (May 24) to New Jersey. There’s nothing common about this common cachet! Clearly painted by a different hand to those offered above, the litter-bearers sport conical hats (present
on only one other cachet in this sale, Lot 2167), along with the brightest fuchsia jacket and leggings you’ll ever see!
6s postage paying the (old?) unsealed letter rate tied by two solid Taihoku strikes dated 12.5.24, with the usual “To
US” in less-common bright blue. Backflap (never sealed) is tucked in, but combination “C-1.new.” is noted in its
usual position. One cover that will definitely attract attention, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2081
2082
2081 )
Taihoku, Island of Formosa: 1937 (Nov. 5) to Missouri. Common cachet Type II (the ploughman, again
behind the trees), franked by 20s postage and tied by three crisp strikes of the Taihoku scenic datestamp, though
the date slugs were worn or lightly struck. Blue “To US” handstamp high at left. “C-21.N.” combination typed, with
blue handstamped “) N (” and double-framed circular kan across flap, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2082 )
Tamsui, Island of Formosa: 1934 (July 20) to Michigan. An unreported second July 20, 1934, cover. JP
69:4, p. 193, with illustration p. 187, notes two known covers, one this date, one dated Feb. 20, 1935; one inscribed
“Tamsui” (the Taiwanese name), one “Tansui” (the Japanese). The 1934 cover illustrated in the journal is addressed to New York. This cover bears common cachet Type II, though here there’s nothing bashful about this
ploughman, going full boustrophedon in pink in an open field. Two lovely Tansui scenic datestamps tie each of the
stamps making up the 10s rate. Blue “To US” handstamp as usual. Combination notation “C-26.” and opening remarque of “) N (” both typed, with vertical oval kan handstamp sealing flap. Neatly opened at top. The earliest known
date for this location—and one of only two so-inscribed covers now known, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
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KARAFUTO (SAKHALIN)
Maoka covers “are dated between 27 December 1933 and 8 September 1936 and are fairly common. The December
1933 covers contain generic cachets used for Mt. Fuji…and seapost…mail covers as they were sent prior to Karl
Lewis’ use of painted cachets for this location.” (JP 69:4, pp. 223-224.)

2083
2083 )
Maoka, Island of Saghalien: 1933 (Dec. 27) to Arizona. The earliest known cover from Maoka. As noted
by JP, the cover is a standard ship cachet (with Mt. Fuji, sun and birds), uncaptioned on front. The two stamps making up the 10s postage are each tied by an early crab-shaped Maoka scenic datestamp. Smudge at top right is a
handstamp/seal chop of some sort, repeated more cleanly but still illegibly on the back. Backflap bears typed
“C - 23.” combination, “ N ” (in quotation marks, not parentheses), plus a four-line inscription at bottom of flap reading
“From:-/M A O K A,/Island of Saghalien/_ _ _ _ _ _”. Blue kan vertical oval handstamp seals the flap. Against instructions, envelope was opened at left. Adhesive stain from previous auction listing sticker at upper left front; otherwise
fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600

2084
2084 )
Maoka, Island of Saghalien: 1934 (July 9) to Michigan. An unlisted, though location-appropriate,
Sakhalin cover. The cachet, of snow-covered trees in the foreground with a frozen lake/snow-covered field and
completely white mountains in the distance (and yes, the white of the design is painted on), bears two brightly colored definitives adding up to 10s and tied by crab-design Maoka scenic datestamp, which was oddly struck or already worn, as the date is difficult to read. Standard blue “To US” marking placed against the mountains. Reverse
bears “C-23.” combination notation and “) N (” opening remarque, both typed. Flap sealed by double-framed square
kan handstamp in blue. Gently opened at top. A lovely cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,400 - 3,800
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2085
2086
2085 )
Maoka, Island of Saghalien: 1934 (Sept. 12) to New York. One of several Sakhalin-specific cachets
noted by JP, this the collared bear without birds in the sky. Three stamps at 10½s total slightly overpay postage, and
are tied by two clear strikes of the Maoka crab-design scenic datestamp. Blue (slightly grayed) “To US” handstamp
at far left. Flap bears “C - 31 .” combination notation and typed “) N (”. Double-ringed oval horizontal kan seal
handstamp at lip of flap. A colorful item. Be bullish for this bear! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400
2086 )
Maoka, Island of Saghalien: 1937 (Mar. 19) to Washington. A second Sakhalin bear cachet (appearing
to be from the same hand as the previous Lot)—with an unrecorded latest-known cancellation date, more than
six months later than that reported in JP. The precisely paid 10s postage is tied by two strikes of the replacement
Maoka scenic datestamp picturing the city’s industrial area at left and a ship and train at right. A bright blue “To US”
handstamp sits atop the central peak. Combination “C-29.” on reverse, with blue handstamped “) N (” and horizontal
double-framed oval thick-text kan across flap. While unopened, a tear at top right affects the 3s stamp. Otherwise, a
very clean cover and a new addition to the Karl Lewis chronology, Very Fine save for the tear.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400

2087
2087 )
Otomari, Saghalien: 1933 (July 1) to Florida, uncacheted. An unrecorded earliest-known cover. JP
69:4, pp. 226-227, states: “Only two covers have been seen from this location. They are dated 16 June 1934 and 19
February 1935.” This cover is nearly a year older than the JP-listed item, and was cancelled one year to the day following the introduction of the Otomari scenic datestamp. Three sensational strikes of the datestamp tie the
five-stamp, five-color franking, which pays the 10s international rate. Blue “To US” handstamp at lower left as often
seen on the uncacheted covers. Backflap bears typed “C - 9 .” combination notation and four-line inscription:
“From:-/O T O M A R I ,/SAGHALIEN./_ _ _ _ _”, along with a small red oval personal seal reading “Nakamura”
(Lewis’ agent?). Opened at top. Despite the spotting on the front, an exciting Sakhalin find! nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400
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2088
2088 )
Toyohara, Island of Saghalien: 1934 (Sept. 12) to New York. One of Lewis’ best-known (and much-discussed) covers: the level-headed penguin…or perhaps simply perplexed as to why he’s north of the equator. The
10s postage is tied by two clear 9.9.12 Toyohara scenic datestamps, with the blue “To US” handstamp placed far to
the left. Reverse with typed combination notation of “C - 32.” and opening remarque of “) N (”. Vertical blue oval fu-in
handstamp seals the flap. An absolutely pristine Sakhalin cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

2089
2089 )
Toyohara, Island of Saghalien: 1937 (Sept. 25) to Missouri. The second iconic Sakhalin cover, the polar bear riverside, looking out on a snow-and-ice covered landscape but with the cresting sun incredibly warming the
sky. Two Tazawas and two Pictorials, totaling 20s, are tied by two choice strikes of the Toyohara scenic datestamp.
Blue “To US” handstamp centered below caption. Typed combination notation “C-19.N.” on backflap, as is a
handstamped “) N (” in blue. Horizontal oval blue genkan handstamp seals the flap, which was opened. The accompanying filler is a blank divided back to one of Lewis’ postcards with UPU bilingual “Postcard” inscriptions, frame for
stamp, and “Karl Lewis/[initialed sake gourd]/Yokohama” logo at upper left. A true beauty of a cover! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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2090
2091
2090 )
Chinkai, Korea: 1934 (Sept. 10) to New York. A new earliest-known usage from Chinhae! JP 69:4, p.
205, notes, “There is one cover known and it is dated 17 September 1935.” This cover bears two clear strikes of the
Chinkai scenic datestamp dated 9.9.10—53 weeks prior. 10s postage (only two of the three stamps tied) is on a Korea common cachet Type IV (building with misty mountains behind), with blue “To US” handstamp at far upper left.
Reverse has typed “C - 30 .” combination notation and “) N (” remarque, with “Lee” penciled in cursive below. A double-framed horizontal oval kan handstamp seals the flap. A bit of extraneous ink/paint on reverse and slight stain at
upper left in no way detract, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
2091 )
Chinkai, Korea: 1935 (Sept. 17) to Pennsylvania. The cover JP listed as the sole known cover (now one
of two). A pretty Korea common cachet Type III (waterfall between two hilltop buildings) with an equally attractive
four-color franking tied by two light but legible 10.9.17 Chinkai scenic datestamps. Blue “To US” to immediate left of
stamps (yuki faintly tying the ½s). Typed “C-33.” and “) N (” on flap, which is sealed by near-circular kan handstamp.
Stains on reverse from prior mounting; face as fresh as a daisy. A great-looking cover! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

2092
2092 )
Chinnampo, Korea: 1936 (Oct. 26) to New Jersey. A common cachet Type I (gatehouse and mountains), with 10s in definitives tied by two crisp 11.10.26 Chinnampo scenic datestamp strikes. Blue “To US” as usual.
Combination “C-9.” typed, with handstamped “) N (” in blue along with a vertical oval kan handstamp to seal. A
lovely, fresh cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
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2093 )
Chinnampo, Korea: 1937 (Feb. 9) to Connecticut. A Korea common cachet Type III, with tri-color franking tied by two strikes of the Chinnampo scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” boldly struck lower right. “C-28.” combination noted on reverse, along with a blue handstamped “) N (” and horizontal oval kan seal. Opened neatly at bottom
with original stiffener still enclosed, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2094 )
Chinnampo, Korea: 1937 (Feb. 12) to California. Our favorite Korea Type II common cachet, showing a
building-topped bridge with mountains (here nearly three-dimensional) behind. Franked by three definitives totaling
10½s, making this an additional cover to those seen for the JP article (all of which were franked 10s or 6s; see JP
69:4, pp. 198-199). Two bold scenic datestamp strikes tie the three stamps, with blue “To US” placed at center.
“C-25.” combination notation typed, with “) N (” handstamped in blue, as is the double-framed horizontal oval kan
seal. Gently opened along flap, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2095 )
Chinnampo, Korea: 1937 (Apr. 20) to California. A JP-unlisted cachet design, posted on the last-known
date for this location. Cachet depicts a walled brick structure with trees set before distant mountains. The cover is
franked with 6s postage, tied by two bold 12.4.20 Chinnampo scenic datestamps, with a bright blue “To US”
handstamp lower center. Sent unsealed, with just the combination notation of “C-16 new.” on reverse. A pretty cover
in pristine condition, worthy of further research, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2096 )
Fuijo, Korea: 1934 (July 26) to New York. The sole cover known from Buyeo (see JP 70:2, p. 118). The
cachet, not seen elsewhere, depicts two buildings among trees with mountains rising off into the distance. The
slightly dispersed four-stamp, three-color franking is tied by two strikes of the Fuyo (the proper Japanese reading of
the name, misspelt by Lewis in his inscription) scenic datestamp—making for a one-of-a-kind beauty. Blue “To US”
handstamp as always, with “C - 20 .” combination and “) N (” instruction typed. Blue double-framed oval thick-letter
kan handstamp seals flap. Gently and cleanly opened at right. We expect spirited bidding for this peaceful cachet,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
2097 )
Fusan, Korea: 1934 (Aug. 4) to New York. According to JP 69:4, pp. 205-26, Fusan covers are uncommon, dated between Dec. 29, 1933 and Dec. 4, 1935, and cacheted with common design Types II (bridge with building atop) and IV (buildings and misty mountains). This is an unrecorded cachet design of a tree-framed pagoda
against distant mountains—and possibly a new Korea common design type, as it is also used at Kai Nei (see Lot
2100 below). Two Fusan scenic datestamps tied the 10s postage, with blue “To US” handstamp placed low at center. “C - 13.” and “) N (” typed, with blue double-framed square kan handstamp as seal. Cleanly opened at bottom. A
very pretty cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
2098 )
Heito [Heijo], Korea: 1934 (July 30) to New York. Quite possibly a unique Karl Lewis error—and a new
earliest known usage. Cover is inscribed “Heito” which, of course, is in Formosa. The Japanese reading of Pyongyang in Chinese characters is Heijo, which Lewis properly used on another cover in 1940 (the sole known from this
location according to JP 69:4, pp. 199-200). Postage here totals 10½s, with both stamps tied by a near-perfect strike
of the Heijo scenic datestamp dated 9.7.30. This is the datestamp as originally issued (with curved date tablet within
the circular frame) rather than the bulged bottom on the 1940 cover in JP. Blue “To US” handstamp, blue vertical
oval kan handstamp as seal on reverse, with “C-18.” combination notation and “) N (” typed. Cleanly opened at right.
So here we have a Korea earliest-dated cover, overpaid, with a perfectly correct scenic datestamp and a perfectly
erroneous location caption—this one is sure to get a lot of attention, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400

Please visit our website at www.kelleherasia.com for more
images of lots containing multiple items.
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2099 )
Kai Nei, Korea: 1934 (July 27) to New York. One of two unlisted new earliest known usages (see next
lot). JP 69:4, pp. 201-202, states, “There are two covers known dated 10 December 1934 and 8 June 1937.” This
cover is dated more than four months earlier. The cachet is a variant of Korea common cachet Type IV, with a single
building, trees and mountains in the distance. Four-stamp franking totals 10s, all tied by two light but legible 9.7.27
Kainei scenic datestamps. Blue “To US” at center. Combination “C-17.” and typed “) N (” on flap, sealed by double-framed square kan handstamp. Opened at right. A fun find, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2100 )
Kai Nei, Korea: 1934 (July 27) to Michigan. The second of two new earliest known usages for Kainei.
10s postage with each stamp tied by 9.7.27-dated Kainei scenic datestamp, on previously unreported tree-flanked
pagoda with mountains extending into the distance (used also at Fusan; see Lot 2097 above. Blue “To US”
handstamp at left. “C - 22.” combination and “) N (” instruction typed. Strong strike of kan in vertical oval handstamp
across flap. Opened at top. A really lovely double-first, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2101 )
Koshu (Kongju), Korea: 1934 (Sept. 11) to New York. One of the two known covers captioned Koshu
(both dated Sept. 11, 1934; this cover is imaged in JP 69:4, p. 203). Korea common cachet Type II with 10s postage
tied by two bold strikes of 9.9.11 Kongju scenic datestamp. “To US” handstamp in blue at bottom center. “C - 29 .”
combination and “) N (” opening remarque typed. Flap sealed by kan vertical oval handstamp in blue. A colorful and
clean example, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
2102 )
Koshu (Kwangju), Korea: 1934 (Nov. 16) to Missouri. An unreported, new earliest-known usage from
Kwangju. JP 69:4, pp. 203-204, notes, “There is one known cover captioned Koshu from Kwangju dated 18 February 1935.” Cancelled three months earlier, this Korea common cachet Type IV bears 10s postage (including a 6s
Red Cross commemorative) tied by a solid strike of a 9.11.16-dated Kwangju scenic datestamp, with blue “To US”
handstamp as usual. “C-26.” combination noted on backflap along with typed “) N (” opening remarque. Blue vertical
kan in oval handstamp seals the flap, which was sealed only along its right side—and which was neatly opened. A
pretty “first”, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
2103 )
To Ei, Korea: 1934 (Oct. 14) to Massachusetts. A Korea common cachet Type II with tri-color franking
tied by two scenic datestamps from Toei (Lewis’ most commonly used Korea location, according to JP 69:4, pages.
207-209). Blue “To US” handstamp high at left. Reverse with typed “C - 8 .” combination notation and “) O (” instruction. Flap sealed by square kan handstamp in blue. Cover opened at right; contents removed, leaving just a black
sheet of filler paper inside. Lower right corner nibbed, with light overall toning. Still, a pretty cachet—and an opportunity for the detective to explain the blue pen marks by each stamp (tying the 7s at right), near Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2104 )
To Ei, Korea: 1934 (Dec. 25) to Missouri. An unplanned “Best Fishes for Christmas” cover? A bright and
fresh Korea Type I common cachet (gatehouse and mountains) bearing 8s and 2s definitives, each neatly tied by
clear 9.12.25 To Ei scenic datestamps. Blue “To US” handstamp placed bottom center. “C-22.” combination, with
typed “) N (” on backflap, which is sealed by a double-framed square kan handstamp. Remnant of small white label
used as hinge on very top edge of backflap is of no consequence, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

Did you know?
While visiting New Zealand Feb. 23, 1922, as part of his trip around the Pacific,
Lewis failed to register as an Alien upon entry, resulting in the government instituting
proceedings against him (long after he’d left the country).
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2105
2106
2105 )
To Ei, Korea: 1935 (Oct. 12) to Illinois. Featuring a location-specific cachet of mountainside temple
among the peaks, unusually placed at right. 10½s postage (JP notes that all covers from Toei carry 10s or 20s postage), tied by two nice strikes of the fish-shaped scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” at mid-right atop the cachet. “C-18.”
combination and typed “) N (” on reverse, along with vertical oval kan handstamp across flap. Slight facial scuff at
right. Neatly opened at top. An uncommon design, nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2106 )
To Ei, Korea: 1935 (Oct. 12) to New York. A second Oct. 12, 1935, cover from Toei, again bearing 10½s
postage that land two fish-shaped scenic datestamps. Design is a Korea common cachet Type I, clean and fresh,
with the blue “To US” handstamp placed at far right. “C-25.” combination noted; “) N (” typed with handwritten “Do
not open” immediately below. Backflap sealed by near-circular kan handstamp in blue. The cover was opened
(oddly) along the right diagonal seams (behind the cachet); neatly done, without damage. A pretty cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

2107
2108
2107 )
To Ei, Korea: 1936 (Sept. 7) to New Jersey. A Korea Type IV common cachet bearing 10s in postage.
Two strikes of the scenic datestamp (month numeral worn or badly aligned) with, interestingly, a touch of black in the
outline above the fish’s mouth. Slightly grayish blue “To US” handstamp again placed far to the right. “C-29.” combination notation typed, with opening “) N (” and near-circular kan handstamp across flap in blue. A neat example,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,600
2108 )
To Ei, Korea: 1937 (Oct. 1) to Missouri. A beautiful Korea common cachet Type II, with building-topped
bridge backed by a truly three-dimensional mountain spire and surrounded by flaming foliage. A single blue 20s Mt.
Fuji & Deer issue brilliantly complements the design, with a more-brown-than-red strike of the 12.10.1 scenic
datestamp tying. Blue “To US” handstamp at far right. Combination noted as “C-20.N.”, with opening instruction
“) N (” handstamped in blue. Horizontal oval heavy-type kan handstamp seals the cover shut. Pretty as a picture,
with a rather uncommon single-franking, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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2109
2109 )
Harbin, Manchukuo: 1940 (Mar. 2) to Oklahoma. According to JP 69:4, pp. 185-186, “There are two
covers known that have been mailed from Harbin. The first…is captioned as: MUKDEN. / MANCHUOKUO…. The
second…[is] the only ‘true’ Harbin cover as it is both captioned HARBIN and mailed from that city on 2 March
1940….” This, then, is a second, unreported, March 2, 1940, cover (the JP-imaged cover is addressed to another
client). Not just a “new” cover, but a new inscription variety as well, with HARBIN letter-spaced, and
“MANCHUOKUO” rather than “Manchoukuo”. Postage, totaling 20f (6f, 5f and 9f, spread out across the top of the
cover), bears three strikes of the “Harbin/2.3.40/Manchoukuo” foreign mail comb. Violet horizontal Chinese Meiguo
handstamp below address. No combination number as Manchurian stamps were used, but the regular “) N (”, here
handstamped, and kan seal are present, both in blue, Very Fine. A scarce cover. Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

2110
2110 )
Mukden, Manchukuo: 1934 (Sept. 12) to New York. JP 69:4, pp. 181-184, lists and illustrates four cachet types, none of which include this cover. The cachet shows a path leading to a pair of buildings, then continuing
on across a field with mountain crags rising in the distance, while the caption’s spacing and spelling (including a
mis-typing by Lewis) combination is not among the ten listed. The cover is franked with 1f, 2f, 3f and 4f First Issue
Manchoukuo stamps, tied by three trisected “Fengtian Province/1 9 12/Mukden” c.d.s.’s (the date reading Sept. 12
of Year One of the Empire, rather than of the State). It is interesting to note that it is the Japanese beikokuyuki
handstamp that is applied to the front of this cover, as every other Manchoukuo cover in this sale has Chinese markings. No standard markings on reverse, though flap is sealed by square kan handstamp (the flap appearing to have
been opened and then resealed), with a roman-letter trisected “Moukden/12 9 34/Manchoukuo” dater in black. A
lovely cover all around, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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2111
2111 )
Mukden, Manchukuo: 1935 (Mar. 16) to Missouri. The walled enclave cachet as imaged and described
in JP (see above). Franked with 1f and 3f First Issue and 6f Third (Imperial) Issue, each tied by trisected c.d.s. reading “Fengtian/16 March Year One/Mukden” (while top and bottom characters are the same, the top refers to the
postal district, the bottom to the city, both being one and the same name in Chinese). Vertical wong Meiguo (“To US”
in Chinese) handstamp in blue applied below inscription. Reverse bears Lewis’ “) O (” typed with manuscript “open
this” below in pencil, plus the usual horizontal oval blue kan handstamp across the flap. Opened carefully at right. A
grand cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2112
2112 )
Mukden, Manchukuo: 1938 (Apr. 2) to Missouri. All-over Ming Imperial Tombs cachet, without birds,
franked with a selection of Fourth General Issue stamps, all tied by three clear strikes of
“Shenyang/Fengtian/5.4.2/8-12 a.m.” Japanese-style comb cancels. Blue Chinese “To US” (wang Meiguo)
handstamp at center bottom. Handwritten “)O(” in blue ink, and horizontal oval genkan handstamp across flap on reverse. Neatly opened at top. Another of Lewis’ most iconic covers, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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2113
2113 )
Angauru, Caroline Islands: 1937 (Aug. 2?) to California. New latest-known usage. A magnificent
four-color franking, with the seven stamps filling the empty “sky” of the all-over cachet depicting a palm tree-lined
road with buildings in the background. Stamps (totaling 20s for the new April 1 international rate) are tied by two
slightly blurred strikes of Angauru scenic datestamp, one clearly showing “12", the other ”8" at bottom center. Blue
“To US” handstamp at upper left. Reverse with typed “C-27 new.” combination number, blue “) N (” notation and kan
in vertical oval. Despite Lewis’ notation, the envelope was opened, resulting in an inconsequential tear to the
backflap, Very Fine. JP 69:4, p. 215, notes four on-front captions, on covers dated between Nov. 11, 1936, and April
5, 1937. This cover post-dates the others by four months, and may be the sole 20s-rate cover known.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2114
2114 )
The Great Rock of Chokach, Island of Ponape, Caroline Islands: 1937 (June 10) to California.
Franked by 2s Fuji and 4s Fuji & Deer, both tied by a perfectly struck Ponape scenic datestamp. Cachet, based on
the datestamp’s design, shows the rock towering over palm-backed ocean-side houses. Blue “To US” handstamp
at left, with “C-26 new.” combination typed on reverse. Cover sent unsealed, thus accounting for the lower 6s international rate. A lovely cover, again post-dating those reviewed in JP 69:4, p. 212, by three months, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2115
2116
2115 )
Truk, Caroline Islands: 1937 (Apr. 19) to South Dakota, with assessed postage due. Franked by two
1½s and a 7s Tazawa, all tied by two pristine strikes of Torakku scenic datestamp. The cachet design borrows the
datestamp’s mangrove and mask. “C-9.” combination and blue handstamped “) N (” on backflap, along with horizontal oval blue kan and “CEEJAY STAMP EXCHANGE” address label. Front additionally bears blue “To US”
handstamp and a yet-to-be-explained black “18 2/11 ctms/T” postage due marking. The cover was obviously produced and mailed to Truk prior to announcement of the April 1 postage rate increase from 10s to 20s. According to
UPU regulations, the shortage (10s) should have been double-charged, but at the then-current exchange rate, only
7.3s was levied on the cover. A late cover from Truk, Very Fine. Discussed and imaged in JP 56:3, p. 121, and again
in 69:4, p. 213.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
2116 )
Truk, Caroline Islands: 1937 (June 16) to California. Identically inscribed and cacheted as the previous
Lot, but with 6s postage for an unsealed letter. Two sharp Torakku scenic datestamps tie. “C-25 new.” combination
typed on backflap, with no other markings. One of the few covers in this sale lacking a “To U.S.” handstamp. JP 69:4,
p. 213, notes covers dated between April 24, 1935, and May 18, 1937, making this a new last-known usage from this
location, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2117
2117 )
Yap, Caroline Islands: 1935 (Oct. 9) to Missouri. An early cover from this location, as JP 69:4, pp.
210-211, records dates from Yap between June 20, 1935, and May 27, 1937. The cachet pictures a shoreline with
palm trees, and is markedly differently colored than that pictured in JP (and note the painted-over design at the bottom right of the right datestamp—several trees were felled from the cachet). 10s postage tied by two solid strikes of
Yappu scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp as usual. Combination “C-24.” on reverse, along with typed
“) N (” and blue toothed oval kan handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
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2118
2118 )
Saipan, Marianne Islands: 1935 (Aug. 8) to Missouri. All-over cachet depicting a road with palms, leading to a town. While not site-specific, JP does not note this design used at Saipan (or at Angauru, in the Caroline Islands; see Lot 2113 above), but does mention its use at Rota (69:4, p. 219-221). Overfranked with 10½s postage,
the three stamps tied by two light Saipan scenic datestamps. Blue “To US” at upper left, darkened. Combination
“C-25.” and typed “) O (” with penciled “open this” alongside. Horizontal oval kan handstamp seals flap. Opened at
right, reduced ever so slightly. An early example, as covers are known dated between Mar. 23, 1935, and Mar. 23,
1937, Near Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

2119
2119 )
Saipan, Marianne Islands: 1936 (Apr. 22) to Ontario. Location-specific jetty-and-village cachet bearing
10s postage, the three stamps tied by two crystal-clear strikes of Saipan scenic datestamp, which served as partial
inspiration for the cachet design. Addressed to Toronto with blue “To Canada” handstamp at far right. Reverse
bears manuscript “C-4" combination notation in blue and typed ”) N (“ in black, with vertical single-oval kan
handstamp across flap. Opened at top. Note lack of penciled guide to align stamps. A scarce Canada destination,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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2120
2120 )
Saipan, Marianne Islands: 1937 (Feb. 23) to Ontario. A late cover (JP 69:4, p. 219 notes covers from
Saipan are known between Mar. 23, 1935, and Mar. 23, 1937), uncommonly to Canada, with an erroneous “To
US” handstamp in bright blue. The cachet almost perfectly mirrors the Saipan scenic datestamp, two of which tie
the three stamps (one 1s with lower left corner torn away). Again lacking penciled stamp-placement guideline.
“C-24.” combination typed on reverse, along with handstamped blue “) N (” and inverted horizontal double-oval kan
across flap. Despite the damage to the adhesive, a Very Fine error cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

2121
2121 )
Tinian, Marianne Islands: 1937 (June 29) to California. An unrecorded example—and only the second
known. Cachet design and markings identical to that described and imaged in JP 69:4, pp. 218-219, but with a different franking and addressed to a different recipient. The cachet is a lovely design of a boat alongside a pier with foreground palms, with bright blue “To US” handstamp, manuscript “Printed Matter” in red, and overpaid postage of 6s
consisting of 4s Mt. Fuji & Deer tied by 12.6.29 Tenian domestic comb (meeting the new international Printed Matter
rate), plus 2s Mt. Fuji, applied solely to receive the same-dated Tenian scenic datestamp. Note also that this cover
spells the island’s name “Tinian”, whereas that in JP reads “Tenian”. Reverse bears typed “C-33.new.” combination
notation, plus recipient’s penciled notes. Sent unsealed, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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2122
2122 )
Jaluit, Marshall Islands: 1936 (May 11) to Ontario. An uncommon cover to Canada, with appropriate
blue handstamp at far right. A lovely cachet, showing a palm-lined shore with outrigger canoe on the water (one of
four cachets recorded for Jaluit: see JP 69:4, pp. 216-217). 10s postage, made up of 9½s Airmail plus ½s Tazawa,
tied by single, solid strike of Yaruto scenic datestamp. Blue manuscript “C-6" combination notation on reverse, plus
typed ”) N (“ and handstamped horizontal blue oval kan. Opened at top; insert (wrapping paper with design and
”Yokohama") included, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

2123
2123 )
Jaluit, Marshall Islands: 1937 (June 13) to California. An unrecorded latest-known cover. JP 69:4, pp.
216-217, notes covers from Jaluit dated between Mar. 24, 1935, and Mar. 16, 1937—with this cover postmarked
nearly three months later. Identical design to the previous cachet, though note subtle differences in the treatment of
the palms. This one bears 6s postage, well and truly underpaying the then-current foreign mail rate, even if sent as
an unsealed letter. The four stamps are tied by two clear Yaruto scenic datestamps. Bright blue “To US” handstamp
at lower right. Reverse with only typed “C-31 new.” combination notation plus recipient’s penciled origin note. Appears to have been sent unsealed, though flap was at some point partly stuck down and reopened neatly and
without damage, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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2124
2124 )
Ponape, Marshall Islands: 1935 (Sept. 20) to Missouri. A Lewis erroneous “relocation” cover, as
Ponape is actually in the Carolines (JP 69:4, p. 212, does note that Lewis “on at least one occasion incorrectly identified the island group as the Marshall Islands.”). The cachet here is of huts and palms on the shoreline, one of two designs used at Ponape. A single strike of the scenic datestamp ties the two stamps totaling 10s in postage, with blue
“To US” as usual at upper left. Typed “C-23.” combination and “) N (” on backflap, sealed with horizontal thick-character kan oval handstamp across tip, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

2125
2125 )
Yap, Marshall Islands: 1937 (May 25) to California. A second, unrecorded, mis-identification by Lewis,
Yap being properly located in the Caroline Islands (JP 69:4, pp. 210-211, states that Lewis properly identified the location). Bearing an all-over cachet design of a palm-lined path with a large rai at center. The two strikes of the Yappu
scenic datestamp (inscriptions slightly obscured by the cachet design) tie the four stamps making up an odd 8s in total postage (JP notes covers from the Carolines with 10s, 10½s and 6s), which does not match any actual international rate. Blue “To US” handstamp at center above address, with only “C-29 new.” combination typed on reverse.
Sent unsealed. A lovely cover all-around, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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“These covers are rare with only one known for each caption [Pelew./Pelew Islands. and Palao./The Pelew Islands.].
Both were sent in March 1937 and are franked with 10 sen in postage. The Pelew cover depicts a nondescript scene
with palms in the foreground positioned in front of a hut with hills in the background…and the Palao cover depicts a
large hut nestled amongst some trees along the shore….” (JP 69:4, p. 214.)

2126
2126 )
Pelew, Pelew Islands [Palau]: 1937 (March) to Connecticut. This being the Pelew cover referenced
and imaged in JP. Franked with a single 10s New Diet Building commemorative at dead center, tied by a slightly difficult to read Parao scenic datestamp at top, apparently missing the day slug. Strong blue “To US” handstamp at
right. “C-34.” combination notation typed on reverse, with blue handstamped “) N (” and inverted double-framed horizontal oval kan across flap. A pretty cover, and the sole known thus according to JP, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

2127
2127 )
Palao, Island of Palao [Palau]: 1937 (Oct. 18) to California. An unrecorded cover, bearing a previously
undocumented inscription, plus a posting date seven months later than the current literature notes. The cachet design matches that described in JP of a hut amongst trees, but is captioned (ignoring Lewis’ trademark letter-spacing) “PALAO./ISLAND of PALAO.” with nine spaced underscores below. The six-color, six-stamp franking, totaling
the correct 20s international rate, is tied by three strikes of the Parao scenic datestamp dated 12.10.18, plus three
“Parao/12.10.19" domestic comb cancels. Bright blue ”To US" handstamp at right. “C-30 new.” combination notation typed on reverse, with blue “) N (” and vertical oval kan handstamps. Cover opened along flap, resulting in loss
of a section of the flap along the left-hand gum line (inconsequential to the integrity of the cover as a whole or to any
marking). An eye-catching cover, and a remarkable addition to the Lewis census, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$
2,400 - 2,800
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First Day Covers
DEFINITIVES (FIRST SHOWA SERIES)
2128 )
1937 (Nov. 1), 1st Showa Series, Ship, ½s purple (J.S.C.A. 221. Scott 257). Horizontal strip of four
placed below Lewis’ standard “A FIRST DAY COVER FROM JAPAN.” handstamp, tied by two clear Yokohama
scenic datestamp strikes dated 12.11.1, on path-and-torii, mountains behind, ship cachet. Blue “To US” handstamp
at far right. Reverse bears a blue handstamped “) N (” at top center, an 18s Airmail tied by “Yokohama/1.11.27/Nippon” foreign mail comb cancel, plus “15" typed at lower left. Opened at right, with top left showing a few wrinkles and
a small tear, none of which affects the stamps, cachet design or other markings, nearly Very Fine, a scarce cover,
with only five known.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2129 )
1937 (Dec. 11), 1st Showa Series, Harvesting, 1s fawn (J.S.C.A. 222. Scott 258). On cachet identical
to the previous Lot—and to the same client! (This cover is imaged in JP 72:2 on page 77.) Horizontal pair placed at
top center and tied by 12.12.11 Yokohama scenic datestamp, with blue “To US” handstamp at left above torii. Reverse bears blue handstamped “) N (”, an 18s Airmail sealing the flap and tied by 11.12.37 Yokohama foreign mail
comb, with typed “15" at lower left, Very Fine. JP notes eight known covers.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2130 )
1937 (Dec. 11), 1st Showa Series, Harvesting, 1s fawn (J.S.C.A. 222. Scott 258). Bearing his
straightline First Day Cover handstamp, this example is on a “Yokohama./Japan.”-inscribed cover with a cachet depicting the Ii Naosuke Statue in the city’s Kamon-yama Park—the only such cachet we’ve seen. The vertical pair of
1s stamps is placed at right and tied by a crisp 12.12.11 Yokohama scenic datestamp, with a bright blue “To US”
handstamp at left below the inscription. Blue handstamped “) N (” on reverse, along with 18s Airmail tied by
same-date Yokohama foreign mail comb and typed “15" in lower left corner. Opened neatly at bottom, with stiffener
enclosed. A 7mm tear at right is of no consequence. A lovely example of Lewis’ use of a ”left-over" cachet, Very
Fine, despite the tear. Eight First Day Covers for this issue are known.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2131 )
1937 (Dec. 11), 1st Showa Series, Harvesting, 1s fawn (J.S.C.A. 222. Scott 258). A beautiful cover, on
an envelope bearing the cachet used for Nogeyama Park, Yokohama (see Lot 2034 above, and JP 72:2, p. 77,
where this cover is illustrated). Vertical pair at center right, tied by clear Yokohama scenic datestamp with blue “To
US” handstamp at far right. Reverse bears blue “) N (” handstamp, with flap sealed by 10s Nagoya Castle and 8s Mt.
Fuji & Deer definitives, tied by single Yokohama foreign mail 11.12.37 comb. An attempt at opening the cover was
made along the left side of the flap, resulting in the 10s stamp being torn. Still desirable, with a flawless face, Very
Fine. Eight covers known.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2132 )
1937 (May 10), 1st Showa Series, General Nogi, 2s crimson (J.S.C.A. 223. Scott 259). Horizontal strip
of three, paying the 6s unsealed letter rate, tied by both a Yokohama 12.5.10 scenic datestamp and 10.5.37 foreign
mail comb, as noted in JP 72:2, pp. 78-79. The cover bears a common cachet type of building and tree on land in
foreground with Mt. Fuji in distance, handstamped (not pre-printed, as JP states) with Lewis’ standard “A FIRST
DAY COVER FROM JAPAN.” straightline. Blue “To US” handstamp at lower right. Reverse is blank, save for “12"
typed at absolute lower left. Never sealed, Very Fine. JP notes 10 covers are known.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2133 )
1939 (Dec. 11), 1st Showa Series, Hydroelectric Plant, 3s green (J.S.C.A. 224. Scott 260). A beautifully rendered ship cachet depicting a seaside hut with Mt. Fuji rising in the background (perhaps by the same artist
who produced the cachet used for the 5s block of four First Day Cover (see Lot 2136 below)). Left margin horizontal
pair (several bottom perforations separated and neatly realigned) tied by 14.12.11 Yokohama scenic datestamp,
with blue “To US” handstamp at left. The additional 14s postage (a Kasuga Shrine, Nara, definitive) is found on reverse sealing the flap, similarly tied. Blue handstamped “) N (” at top center as usual, but with Lewis’ penciled note
“Will write Dec 23" immediately below. Typed ”1 5" at lower left, Very Fine. JP notes six known examples.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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2134 )
1937 (Aug. 1), 1st Showa Series, Admiral Togo, 4s dark green (J.S.C.A. 225. Scott 261). A block of
four and single, tied by two Yokohama 12.8.1 scenic datestamps on a cachet showing a seascape with Mt. Fuji and
sun in the background and an anchor at lower left—though this example, unlike those illustrated in JP 72:2, p. 81,
has numerous birds on the wing. The pre-printed cover bears a fading-to-black “To US” handstamp as usual, with
the backflap sealed by near-circular kan handstamp in blue. Typed “) O (” at top with (curiously, given Lewis and Battle’s long history) a manuscript “Open this” immediately below. Duly opened, with resultant rough edges along the
flap seams, but no real damage, Very Fine. Eleven examples known according to JP.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2135 )
1939 (Dec. 21), 1st Showa Series, Taisho Pond & Mt. Hodaka, 5s dark ultramarine (J.S.C.A. 226.
Scott 262). A horizontal strip of four, tied by two strikes of 14.12.21 Yokohama scenic datestamp, with blue “To US”
handstamp at far right. JP 72:2 at page 82 describes this cachet as “a variation of the scene depicted on the stamp”,
though it is the exact cachet used for the Mt. Niigata, Formosa, cover above (see Lot 2076) but with that inscription
replaced by Lewis’ First Day Cover handstamp. Handstamped blue “) N (” and vertical single-framed oval kan on reverse. Small bit of rust stains from a paperclip at left hardly detract from this lovely cover, Very Fine. Nine are known.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2136 )
1939 (Dec. 21), 1st Showa Series, Taisho Pond & Mt. Hodaka, 5s dark ultramarine (J.S.C.A. 226.
Scott 262). A block of four of the stamp, tied by a single strike of the Yokohama scenic datestamp to a cover depicting Mt. Fuji with a sprig of cherry blossoms. Blue “To US” handstamp at center. Reverse with typed “) O (” at top center and “15" at lower left, with flap sealed by horizontal oval genkan handstamp. Bottom left corner slightly nibbed.
One of our favorite cachets, magnificent in its simplicity, Very Fine. JP notes nine copies known.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2137 )
1939 (June 1), 1st Showa Series, Eulanbi Lighthouse, 6s orange (J.S.C.A. 227. Scott 263). A crisp
and clean cover, bearing a horizontal pair tied by a single strike of a Yokohama scenic datestamp. The cachet is
based on the stamp design and depicts the lighthouse (known either as Eulanbi or Garambi) and its fortifications
atop its peak. Blue “To US” handstamp at lower right. Additional 8s Mt. Fuji & Deer seals the flap and is tied by 1.6.39
Yokohama foreign mail comb cancel. Blue “) N (” handstamped top center of the flap, Very Fine. JP states ten copies are known.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2138 )
1939 (Oct. 16), 1st Showa Series, Diamond Mountains, 7s deep green (J.S.C.A. 228. Scott 264). A
horizontal strip of three slightly overpaying the international rate, tied by two Yokohama 14.10.16 scenic datestamp
strikes. The all-over cachet is roughly based on the stamp design. Blue “To US” handstamp at far right. Reverse with
typed “15" at lower left, and blue handstamped ”) N (“ and vertical oval kan on flap, which has been neatly opened. A
pretty cover, Very Fine. Seven are known.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2139 )
1938 (Nov. 1), 1st Showa Series, Yomeimon Nikko, 10s lake (J.S.C.A. 230. Scott 266). A difficult
Lewis First Day, as only five are known, this being one of two known using this cachet of a stand of palms before an ocean with the sun on the horizon (though the cachet is also used, e.g., on Puka Puka (Danger Island) covers; see Lot 2214 below). The richly hued horizontal pair of stamps, placed top center, offers sharp contrast to the
softer shades of the cachet design, and is tied by a single Yokohama 1.11.38 foreign mail comb, with the usual blue
“To US” handstamp placed at far right. (What appears to be discoloration at the center of the cover is actually the
sun’s rays, slightly obscured by the airbrushed blue of the sky.) The reverse shows only a blue handstamped “) N (”
and typed “15" at lower left, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
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2140 )
1939 (Dec. 1), 1st Showa Series, Experimental Airplane, 12s indigo (J.S.C.A. 231. Scott 267). On
one of two cachet designs used, this being a generic torii before Mt. Fuji with sun behind, to which the airplane has
been added. The single stamp is tied by a Yokohama 14.12.1 scenic datestamp, as is the 8s make-up postage on
reverse. Blue “To US” handstamp as usual. Reverse additionally shows a manuscript “N” in blue between typed parentheses (Lewis apparently changed his mind), though the cover was opened at right (and slightly reduced) anyway. Running up along the left-hand side of the reverse (along the cut) is a penciled note by Lewis, “Recd your letter.
All o.k./KL.” Insert is the sheet of paper that made up the back side of a Lewis postcard, with his “Karl Lewis/[sake
gourd]/Yokohama” logo doubled, Very Fine but for the opening. Only seven examples are known.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2141 )
1938 (Feb. 11), 1st Showa Series, Kasuga Shrine, Nara, 14s rose lake & pale rose (J.S.C.A. 232.
Scott 268). A single placed top center and tied by “Yokohama/11.2.38/Nippon” foreign mail comb cancel, with blue
“To US” handstamp placed at right so as not to detract from the cachet, depicting a riverside snow-covered building
with waterwheel, with a mountain rising in the distance. Blue “) N (” handstamped on reverse, with backflap sealed
by 4s Admiral Togo and 2s New Year stamp (Scott #237), both tied by 13.2.11 Yokohama scenic datestamp. “15"
typed at lower left. The envelope was opened along the flap, amazingly with the two stamps being lifted cleanly and
without damage, Very Fine. Seven examples known.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2142 )
1938 (Feb. 11), 1st Showa Series, Kasuga Shrine, Nara, 14s rose lake & pale rose (J.S.C.A. 232.
Scott 268). On generic cachet design showing a hut on a knoll overlooking Mt. Fuji, with birds but no sun. Single
copy of stamp at top center, tied by neat Yokohama 11.2.38 foreign mail comb, with blue “To US” handstamp at
right. Additional postage across flap on reverse (1s Harvesting and 5s Tazawa) tied by single 13.2.11 Yokohama
scenic datestamp strike. “½” typed at upper left, with blue handstamped “) N (” top center, on reverse. Heavy card
stiffener, Very Fine. JP notes seven First Day Covers are known.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2143 )
1938 (Feb. 11), 1st Showa Series, Kasuga Shrine, Nara, 14s rose lake & pale rose (J.S.C.A. 232.
Scott 268). Tied by foreign mail 11.2.38 Yokohama comb at upper right, with blue “To US” handstamp at center, on
ship cachet of torii in front of building, with Mt. Fuji, sun and birds in distance. (See JP 72:2, p. 89, where this cover is
imaged.) Reverse bears 2s Nogi and 4s Togo to make up the 20s rate, tied by Yokohama scenic datestamp. Manuscript “) O (” plus typed “15" at lower left. Neatly opened at right; no enclosure. Slight discoloration on reverse only,
not affecting stamps, Very Fine. Seven recorded examples.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2144 )
1938 (Oct. 11), 1st Showa Series, Horyu Temple, Nara, 25s dark brown & pale brown (J.S.C.A. 234.
Scott 270). A spectacular all-over cachet design by one of Lewis’ master painters, showing two sampans on the
water with a hilltop castle overlooking the scene. It seems that a touch of oil (or some other substance) was added to
the sun in the design, making the envelope front at that point translucent, so with a light source behind, the sun actually appears to shine. Single, placed upper left, is tied by central “Yokohama/11.10.28/Nippon” foreign mail comb,
with bright blue “To US” handstamp at upper right. Typed “) O (” with manuscript “open this” at top of backflap,
sealed by a horizontal blue oval genkan handstamp. Opened along flap. A true stunner, Very Fine. Of the 11 recorded Lewis First Day Covers for this issue, only “a pair of covers” utilize this all-over cachet.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
2145 )
1938 (Oct. 11), 1st Showa Series, Horyu Temple, Nara, 25s dark brown & pale brown (J.S.C.A. 234.
Scott 270). A bright and cheerful ship cachet, with path leading to building, sun behind Mt. Fuji, and birds (in brown
rather than the usual black or blue) in front of the mountain. Single stamp tied by Yokohama 11.10.38 foreign comb,
with bright blue “To US” handstamp above summit. Handstamped “) N (” and vertical oval kan in blue on reverse. A
pretty cover, Very Fine. 11 in total are recorded for this issue.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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2146
2146 )
1938 (Oct. 11), 1st Showa Series, Horyu Temple, Nara, 25s dark brown & pale brown (J.S.C.A. 234.
Scott 270). On a similar ship cachet to the previous Lot, but this showing just a building on a knoll (no path), with
steamer, Mt. Fuji and sun, and birds in black. Stamp is centrally placed at top, tied by Yokohama foreign mail comb.
Bright blue “To US” handstamp at left as usual. Backflap bears a manuscript “open this” note from Lewis, and is
sealed by vertical oval kan handstamp in blue. “18" is typed at lower left twice: once where the typewriter did not advance, and again correctly. Opened neatly at top, Very Fine. According to JP 72:2, pp. 91-92, only 11 covers for this
issue are known.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

2147
2148
2147 )
1938 (Oct. 11), 1st Showa Series, Horyu Temple, Nara, 25s dark brown & pale brown (J.S.C.A. 234.
Scott 270). On a cover whose cachet is similar to that used on the Admiral Togo First Day Cover (see Lot 2134
above), though here the waves are less well defined and the anchor is larger. Single at top center, tied by foreign
comb dated Yokohama 11.10.38. Blue “To US” as usual. Reverse with blue “) N (” handstamp and manuscript “Do
not open” below, flap sealed by vertical oval kan handstamp, and “18" typed at lower left. 8mm tear at top center affects neither stamp nor cachet design, Very Fine despite the tear. Imaged in JP 72:2 on page 92. One of the 11 recorded examples.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2148 )
1939 (Apr. 3), 1st Showa Series, Miyajima Torii, 30s peacock blue (J.S.C.A. 235. Scott 271). A beautiful First Day Cover, with the cachet matching the issue (the only true match in this sale for this definitives series).
Stamp placed at upper right of cachet design and tied by a nice strike of the Yokohama scenic datestamp, missing
the leading “1" in the year slug, making the issue date appear to be ”4.4.3". Bright blue “To US” centered above torii.
Typed “) O (” and manuscript “open this” at top center of backflap, which was sealed by vertical oval kan handstamp.
Neatly opened along flap, Very Fine. JP 72:2 notes on page 72 that only nine examples are known.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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2149
2150
2149 )
1934 (Oct. 1), Red Cross Conference complete (J.S.C.A. C57-60. Scott 214-217). Set of four on common cachet depicting a building on a knoll with Mt. Fuji in distance, the stamps tied by two strikes of the Yokohama
scenic datestamp dated 9.10.1, as the special Large Commemorative Datestamp was not available for use on the
date of issue. Pre-printed two-line description of issue at top, with blue “To US” handstamp at lower center. The sole
marking on the reverse is a horizontal double-framed oval kan handstamp in blue, Very Fine. JP 72:2 notes at page
105 that nine examples of this First Day are known.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2150 )
1935 (Apr. 2), Manchukuo Emperor’s Visit complete (J.S.C.A. C61-64. Scott 218-221). An unaddressed First Day Cover, with two-line pre-printed caption and cachet showing temple and palace wall by the sea
(this without birds). The stamps are tied by two strikes of the 10.4.2 Yokohama scenic datestamp (the Large Commemorative Datestamp not valid for use in Japan until Apr. 6, the Emperor’s arrival date), with the two middle
stamps further tied by a Yokohama 2.4.35 foreign mail comb. Unsealed, and without any markings on reverse. JP
72:2 notes on page 72 that 11 First Days are known for this issue, adding on page 107, “About one-half of the known
first-day and commemorative covers exist unaddressed”—making this perhaps one of five such covers? Very Fine,
and absolutely pristine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600

Did you know?
We know Lewis, the photographer, from his postcard business, but his work also appeared in
Our Navy (a US publication), and accompanied two 1906 articles about the Japanese
Judiciary and Japanese schools in the Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser by
US Consul Col. George W. Bell.
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2151 )
1935 (Apr. 2), Manchukuo Emperor’s Visit complete (J.S.C.A. C61-64. Scott 218-221). On cover (addressed to Oklahoma) bearing the same design as the previous Lot, but with slight differences in painting, most noticeable in the buildings’ rooftops and the treatment of the sky. Two Yokohama scenic datestamps and a foreign
mail comb tie the four stamps as above, with a darkening blue “To US” handstamp at immediate left of the stamps.
Typed “) N (” and manuscript “Do not open” at top of flap. “20" typed at lower left. Backflap sealed by horizontal oval
kan handstamp. Envelope was neatly opened along flap but subsequently resealed (including tear through
handstamped seal). A nice example to one of Lewis’ main customers, Very Fine. Only 11 recorded.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
2152 )
1936 (Nov. 7), Diet Building complete (J.S.C.A. C68-71. Scott 230-233). On pre-printed envelope with
cachet of bridge across Edo Castle’s innermost moat, the same design used on the Tokyo scenic cover (Lot 2068
above). The four stamps of the set arranged at left and right of cover, each pair tied by a Yokohama Large Commemorative Datestamp, the central design of which was taken from the 10s value depicting the Diet’s main tower.
Note the lack of a “To US” handstamp—only the second example of such a cover in this sale. Reverse with blue
handstamped “) N (” and vertical oval kan handstamp, plus typed “25" at lower left. Neatly opened at left, Very Fine.
JP records a total of ten First Day Covers for this issue.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2153 )
1937 (June 1), Patriotic Aviation Fund complete (J.S.C.A. C72-74. Scott B1-B3). On the most common cachet for this issue, showing a waterside pagoda with junk (used for Lewis’ Shanghai covers; see Lots
2188-2191 below) with airplane added. The set tied by two strikes of the Yokohama Large Commemorative
Datestamp dated 12.6.1. Blue “To US” handstamp as usual. Reverse bears only a typed “12" at lower left, with the
flap unsealed. Even as an unsealed letter, the 9s postage underpaid the then-current international rate. A faultless
example, Very Fine. JP states ten are known.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2154 )
1937 (June 1), Patriotic Aviation Fund complete (J.S.C.A. C72-74. Scott B1-B3). On the standard cachet, depicting pagoda, junk and plane. Two strikes of the Yokohama Large Commemorative Datestamp dated
12.6.1 tie the three stamps, with additional 11s postage (making up the 20s international rate—and a franking undocumented by JP) affixed across backflap and tied by Yokohama 12.6.1 scenic datestamp. Reverse also bears
the typed name “H. P. Clein.” at top center, on whose behalf the cover was sent. The addressee, Walter Conrath,
was an early leader in aerophilately, publishing the American Air Mail Catalog, The Airpost Journal and Through the
Air, posthumously named a member of the APS Hall of Fame. Small spot of sticker residue at upper left hardly detracts, given that only ten examples are recorded, this one with aerophilately royalty attached, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2155 )
1939 (Nov. 15), Red Cross Membership 75th Anniversary complete (J.S.C.A. C75-78. Scott
295-298). A possibly unique unaddressed cover, depicting a torii between two trees with sea and Mt. Fuji in background. The set of four arranged horizontally below the three-line pre-printed inscription and tied by two strikes of
the Yokohama Large Commemorative Datestamp for the issue, dated 14.11.15. Reverse is without markings of any
kind, other than a penciled manuscript “30" at lower left. Note that the apparent horizontal crease across the
backflap is not a crease at all, but an artefact from the letterpressed line of dashes in the inscription. A pristine and
exciting example calling for further research, Very Fine. JP 72:2 notes six covers are known, but makes no mention
of an unaddressed cover.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
2156 )
1940 (Feb. 11), 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu (J.S.C.A. C79, C81. Scott
299, 301). The first of two covers for this set, issued on two dates in 1940, and the first of three First Days by Lewis’
(unknown) master painter. The 2s and 10s stamps are tied by a single strike of the Yokohama Large Commemorative Datestamp dated 15.2.11, on an exquisitely painted cachet of a hut and boat on shore, with two sampans off the
coast and Mt. Fuji rising in the distance. Blue “To US” handstamp placed at far left so as not to interfere with the cachet design. Typed “) O (” with manuscript “open this” alongside at top of flap, plus typed “15" at lower left. The requisite additional postage is paid by a right margin 8s Meiji Shrine single affixed across backflap and tied by an 11.2.40
Yokohama foreign mail comb. Cover neatly opened at left, Very Fine. JP notes only eight are known!
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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2157
2157 )
1940 (Nov. 10), 2600th Anniversary of the Accession of Emperor Jinmu (J.S.C.A. C80, C82. Scott
300, 302). The second issue date for the set honoring the 2600th anniversary of Japan’s founding. The two stamps,
20s and 4s, placed at far left and right of the envelope so as not to obscure the all-over design, with each tied by a
clear strike of the Yokohama Large Commemorative Datestamp for the issue. The cachet shows four sampans on
the water, two close-up with magnificent detail in the sails, with Mt. Fuji rising majestically behind. Blue “To US”
handstamp at lower right. Reverse is without any of Lewis’ regular notations, bearing only a near-circular kan
handstamp in blue. In addition to being a wonderful piece of art, this cover clearly demonstrates the water-fastness
of the colors Lewis’ artists used, as the cover at some point suffered serious dampness: note that both handstamps
are blurred and runny, but the cachet is as fresh as the day it was created. Flap unsealed. A breathtaking cover, Very
Fine. A great rarity - JP notes only four known.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

2158
2158 )
1940 (Oct. 25), Imperial Edict on Education complete (J.S.C.A. C83-84. Scott 313-314). The two
stamps, on beautifully painted cover portraying a lantern atop a breakwater with two sampans beyond, aligned below two-line pre-printed inscription and tied by 15.10.25 Yokohama scenic datestamp as the issue’s Large Commemorative Datestamp was not available until Oct. 30. “To US” handstamp at far left in a blue nearing violet.
Reverse bears violet small-cap “open this” handstamp plus bottom margin 14s Kasuga Shrine definitive similarly
tied. Note also the new envelope design, with flat rather than pointed backflap. Cover neatly opened at left. This lot
includes the enclosed single-page typed letter from Lewis to Battle, dated Oct. 20, 1940, which reveals a playful
side to Lewis, but also discusses the more serious issue of rationing then in place in Japan—but with the line, “But
we can’t complain; on the whole; we Americans are well treated”, Very Fine. JP 72:2, p. 72, notes five known
examples.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2159
2159 )
1936 (July 10), Fuji-Hakone National Park complete (J.S.C.A. P1-4. Scott 223-226). An unaddressed
cover, not mentioned in the JP article on this issue (72:2, p. 96). The complete set on the sole-known cachet design
for this: a group of five buildings on two outcroppings of land with Mt. Fuji and the rising sun in the background. The
stamps are tied by two strikes of the 11.7.10 Yokohama scenic datestamp. Reverse without markings of any kind. It
is interesting to note that on both this and the addressed cover in the next Lot, the sun behind Mt. Fuji is darkened.
This is not a changeling (note the sun’s rays are still bright), and it is not the result of ink colors intermingling. This is
intentional and individual, each cover showing a slightly different application of the darker ink to the sun’s disk. Of
course, no self-respecting (or self-preserving) Japanese artist would ever darken the symbol of Nihon in this way.
We like to think that one of Lewis’ painters was an amateur astronomer who found a creative way to commemorate
the solar eclipse that had occurred on June 19, just three weeks before this set was issued. The path of totality
crossed the northern tip of Hokkaido, but Yokohama experienced approximately 80% totality. We can’t prove it, of
course, but we dare you to come up with a better explanation! Very Fine. Only 11 covers recorded by JP.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000

2160
2160 )
1936 (July 10), Fuji-Hakone National Park complete (J.S.C.A. P1-4. Scott 223-226). Cachet with
pre-printed inscription as in the previous Lot, with the full set present (though in reverse order) and tied by two strikes
of the Yokohama scenic datestamp. A darkening blue “To US” handstamp at far right. Reverse with handstamped
“) N (” and manuscript “Do not open” immediately below. Flap sealed by near-circular kan handstamp. Opened
cleanly at right. Again exhibiting a darkened sun behind Fuji-san. A lovely example of this first National Park set First
Day Cover, Very Fine. Only 11 recorded.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,800
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2161 )
1938 (Dec. 25), Nikko National Park complete (J.S.C.A. P5-8. Scott 280-283). An unrecorded cachet
variety. A one-line pre-printed issue inscription at top, with cachet showing a tree and house behind a knoll, with Mt.
Fuji and birds—but no ship or sun as reported in JP 72:2, p. 97. The set complete, with the 2s and 20s stamps tied by
Yokohama 13.12.25 scenic datestamp, and the 20s, 10s and 4s values tied by date-equivalent Yokohama foreign
mail comb cancel. Bright blue “To US” handstamp at bottom center. Reverse with manuscript “Open” instruction,
plus blue horizontal oval genkan handstamp. Opened neatly at left, but with resultant 2mm reduction. Nonetheless,
a pretty cover, Very Fine. JP notes 10 known.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

2162
2162 )
1938 (Dec. 25), Nikko National Park complete (J.S.C.A. P5-8. Scott 280-283). A beautiful cover with
pre-printed inscription and sacred bridge (as depicted on 10s stamp) cachet. This is a departure from most all other
Lewis cachets as, with the exception of the bridge itself, the entire design is in shades of black. It also seems that a
new artist was at work, or an old hand was trying something new, as the trees, rocks and bridge supports are all in a
pure black, heavily laid on that, in raking light, shine (the top of the tree at left in particular showing a very clear texture of the applied ink). The stamps are tied by two Yokohama cancels, the 2s and 10s by a 13.12.25-dated scenic
datestamp; the 10s, 20s and 4s by a foreign mail comb dated 25.12.38. Bright blue “To US” handstamp to left of address. Reverse with typed “) O (” and partially erased penciled “Open this” below, with flap sealed by vertical oval
kan handstamp. Oddly, a reverse printing of the recipient’s address also appears at lower left. Opened at top with a
bumped corner and a small tear above “25" of the date in the inscription; stamps and cachet unaffected, Very Fine.
Ten covers for this issue are known, as reported in JP.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
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2163
2163 )
1939 (Apr. 20), Daisen & Setonaikai National Parks complete (J.S.C.A. P10-13. Scott 285-288). On a
cover bearing a single-line pre-printed inscription for the issue and an all-over cachet of Abuto-Kannon with sailboats in the distance (based on the 10s stamp design in reverse). The four stamps are tied by two strikes of the
Tottori Daisen scenic datestamp, with blue “To US” handstamp at far right. This is another departure from the standard Lewis cover, as the moon (?) and its reflection on the water (to the immediate left of the 2s stamp) are painted in
metallic silver that shines under angled light. Reverse with typed “22" at lower left, and blue handstamped ”) N (“ and
near-circular kan, the latter rotated 90º clockwise. Despite instructions, cleanly opened along flap. A pretty cover,
Very Fine. JP reports nine known.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

2164
2164 )
1939 (Aug. 15), Aso National Park complete (J.S.C.A. P15-18. Scott 290-293). On a smoking caldera
of a cachet, whose design is based on the 10s stamp’s image. The four stamps of the set are tied by two 14.8.15 Yokohama scenic datestamps, with blue “To US” at far right and partly obscured by the 2s stamp. The photographic,
almost three-dimensional effect of the cachet is heightened by a layer of reflective darker ink along the front edges
of the caldera. As JP 72:2 notes (p. 101, where this cover is imaged), the two-line inscription was altered, the original
date of August 10 being corrected to August 15 by impression of a “5" over the ”0"—the impression heavy enough
on this cover to show through the backflap! A typed “22" at lower left and standard-location blue handstamped ”) N (“
and vertical oval kan on reverse. Lower left corner creased, but this hardly detracts, Very Fine, despite the corner
crease. One of seven copies known.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2165
2166
2165 )
1940 (Apr. 20), Daisetsuzan National Park complete (J.S.C.A. P20-23. Scott 303-306). A printed
one-line inscription above another of the master painter’s works, depicting a sampan sailing among tree-topped islets. The set of four tied by two strikes of the Yokohama scenic datestamp dated 15.4.20, with blue “To US”
handstamp at far left. The reverse is, interestingly, completely blank, and the cachet is on a new-style envelope with
flat, rather than pointed, backflap, which is unsealed. A beautiful and pristine cover, Very Fine. JP records nine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2166 )
1940 (Aug. 21), Kirishima National Park complete (J.S.C.A. P25-28. Scott 308-311). Another example
of the master painter’s work, showing mountains through a flower-strewn glad. The four stamps of the set are tied by
two strikes of the Yokohama scenic datestamp dated 15.8.21, with the “To US” handstamp uncharacteristically in
purple at far left. Reverse bears two “) N (” indicators, one manuscript in pencil, the other handstamped in blue immediately below. The squared flap of the envelope is sealed by a near-circular kan handstamp in a blue-shading-to-violet. This cover was kept sealed, with the original stiffener included. With strong backlight, two words can be
made out on the enclosed card: “Lincoln Zephyr”. Lewis was a car salesman, after all…. An absolute beauty of a
cover, Very Fine. JP reports only seven known.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2167
2167 )
1941 (Mar. 10), Daiton and Niitaka-Arisan National Parks complete (J.S.C.A. P30-33. Scott 315-318).
Lewis’ last-known First Day Cover, and an interesting use of “left-over” cachets. The set honors the National Park
established in Formosa, so Lewis went into his stores and pulled out a Formosa common cachet Type II, our familiar
litter-bearers, still in their yellow conical hats and pink outfits, if not quite so jauntily (compare Lot 2080). The four
stamps are tied by two strikes of the Yokohama 10.3.41 foreign mail comb cancels, with “To US” handstamp at far
right in pure purple. Reverse shows “open this” in small caps and vertical oval kan handstamps in purple. Neatly
opened at left, Very Fine. JP notes four covers known.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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2168
2168 )
1935 (Mar. 21), Japan-UPU Money Order Agreement 50th Anniversary commemorative cover. The
sole known cover, on a generic cachet of seaside hut with Mt. Fuji and birds. Full international postage of 10s made
up by four definitives tied by two strikes each of Yokohama 10.3.21 Large Commemorative Datestamp and 23.3.35
foreign mail comb. Blue “To US” to left of stamps and below the two-line typed inscription. “C-10.” combination and
“) O (” typed on backflap, with manuscript “Open this” below. Flap sealed by Lewis’ sake gourd handstamp in blue.
Opened at right. Includes the original enclosure, a typed but unsigned single-page letter providing translations of
the Japan Post Office notices for the Large Commemorative Datestamps for this issue and for the upcoming Manchurian Emperor’s Visit issue. Addressed to Al Burns at The Gossip Printery, publishers of the Weekly Philatelic
Gossip, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600

2169
2169 )
1935 (July 14), Commodore Perry Monument commemorative cover. Created for the 33rd anniversary of the monument, erected in 1902. Postage of 6s only, underpaying the first-class international rate as the letter
was sealed. Two strikes of the Yokahama scenic datestamp tie the three stamps, with blue “To US” handstamp at
far right. “C-9.” and “) N (” typed on reverse, with flap sealed by near-circular kan handstamp in blue. Recipient’s
penciled notes on reverse as well. Neatly opened at right. Also included are a July 12, 1935, single-page typed and
signed letter from Lewis to Gillam discussing the cover and stating, “I had my artist paint two covers only….” In addition, a Lewis postcard of the monument (No. 619) is present (its layers beginning to separate), with Lewis’ notes on
the back that the image is in reverse, and that “the 2 old men marked with X saw Commodore Perry land in 1853.” A
remarkable item for either the Lewis or the Perry enthusiast, Very Fine. The sole cover known.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
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2170
2171
2170 )
1935 (Oct. 1), Fourth Census commemorative cover. The sole unmailed cover recorded, with only one
other known mailed. A common cachet of building on knoll with Mt. Fuji in background, with three-line typed inscription, franked by 3s (the domestic letter rate), tied by two 10.10.1 Large Commemorative Datestamps from Yokohama. Reverse without markings of any kind, flap unsealed. All-over toning affects the reverse only. A remarkable
cover and a one-of-a-kind, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400
2171 )
1936 (Jan. 26), Japan-Manchukuo Postal Agreement commemorative cover. The only example
known of this special cover. Three-line typed inscription above cachet of a temple on the water with a tower behind.
A clear strike of the Yokohama Large Commemorative Datestamp ties the two definitives making up the 10s postage, with a black Yokohama 26.1.36 foreign mail comb alongside. Blue “To US” handstamp at upper left. “C-22.”
combination notation, along with typed “) N (”, the “N” crossed out and “Open this” added in pencil. Blue circular pictorial seal across the flap. Opened neatly at right. Enclosure (included) is a clipping from the Jan. 24, 1936, Japan
Times & Mail on the new mail agreement and the availability of the commemorative cancel. Addressed to Al Burns of
the Weekly Philatelic Gossip, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2172
2172 )
1939 (Aug. 26), Nippon Round-the-World Flight large commemorative datestamp. A 2s red postal
card addressed to one of Lewis’ constant clients, the indicia cancelled by 14.8.26 Nippon Large Commemorative
Datestamp on the date of her departure. Typed and signed note on reverse explains the cancel and informs
Dutcher, “This special cancellation will be used EVERY DAY, - with the daily date;-until the NIPPON returns to Japan.” Note misspelling of “San Francisco” in the address. A nice piece of Lewis’ customer service, and an interesting item for the aerophilately enthusiast, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000
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2173
2173 )
1935 (Dec. 25), Yokohama Christmas Day cover. The earlier of two known covers, the second dating
from 1938. A bright ship cachet adorns the cover, franked by 10s postage (two of the three stamps commemoratives), tied by 10.12.25 Yokohama scenic datestamp and/or 25.12.35 foreign mail comb. Blue “To US” handstamp
at left below inscription. “C-9.” combination notation and “) N (” instruction typed, with “Don’t open” added in pencil.
Flap sealed by oval genkan handstamp. Cleanly opened at right. A rare cover, in pristine condition, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

2174
2174 )
1936, Year of the Rat postcard, with message. A Tanaka & Co. postcard with design of rat, box and
mask along with pre-printed greeting on picture side. Address side is a typed and signed note from Lewis to George
Dinges, a solid customer, discussing a recent order and wishing him a Happy New Year. Obviously sent under separate cover, as the card lacks an address or postage. A nice collateral item, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000
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2175

2176

2177

2178

2179

2180
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2175 )
1936 (Jan. 1), 1½s New Year’s Greeting (J.S.C.A. N1. Scott 222). One of six examples known. This
front is imaged on page 113 of JP 72:2, but the inscription on the reverse differs slightly from those listed in the journal. A generic cachet of a building in the foreground, with sampans on the water and Mt. Fuji and sun in distance,
bearing a single plus a horizontal block of six of the 1½s Mt. Fuji New Year issue, totaling 10½s postage, tied by two
New Year’s Day Yokohama 11.1.1 special datestamps. Blue “To US” handstamp below inscription. Reverse bears
“A First Day Cover,/of a New Issue./_ _ _ _ _ _” and “) O (” at top of the backflap, along with “22" at lower left, all typed.
Vertical oval kan handstamp across flap. Opened at left. Minor condition issues (tear affecting top left stamp, bottom
right stamp with turned corner) are of minor concern. A scarce item, with an unrecorded caption reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2176 )
1936 (Jan. 1), 1½s New Year’s Greeting (J.S.C.A. N1. Scott 222). A second example, from six known
(imaged at JP 72:2, p. 113), on a ship cachet showing a path leading to a torii with mountain and sun in background.
The seven stamps comprise a single, a vertical pair plus a block of four, all tied by three Yokohama 11.1.1 special
New Year’s Day comb cancels. Blue “To US” handstamp below inscription noting “New Year’s Day,/1936.” Reverse
only with typed “) O (” instruction and handstamped horizontal oval genkan across seal—lacking any indication that
this is a First Day Cover. Opened both left and right. A great cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2177 )
1937 (Jan. 1), 1½s New Year’s Greeting (J.S.C.A. N2. Scott 234). Block of four and irregular block of
three Wedded Rocks issue, tied to cover with matching cachet and printed inscription, tied by two strikes of the Yokohama 12.1.1 scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp at lower left. Typed “) O (” at top center of backflap and
“15" at lower left. Flap sealed by double-framed circular kan handstamp in blue. Neatly opened at right. A lovely
cover, Very Fine. According to JP, only eight covers are known.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2178 )
1938 (Jan. 1), 2s New Year’s Greeting, Year of the Tiger (J.S.C.A. N3. Scott 256). A horizontal pair at
upper right of cover immediately below printed inscription, tied by Yokohama 13.1.1 scenic datestamp with blue “To
US” handstamp alongside. Cachet (discussed and imaged in JP 72:2, p. 116) shows a tiger in profile emerging from
a bamboo grove with Mt. Fuji in the distance. Reverse bears blue handstamped “) N (” indicator and typed “15" at
lower left, with flap sealed by pair of 8s Mt. Fuji & Deer stamps, making up the 20s postage, tied by Yokohama 13.1.1
New Year’s Day comb cancel, Very Fine. One of 14 known Year of the Tiger covers.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2179 )
1938 (Jan. 1), 2s New Year’s Greeting, Year of the Tiger (J.S.C.A. N3. Scott 256). On the second of
two cachet designs known for this issue, a rather self-satisfied looking tiger amidst bamboo, with Mt. Fuji in the distance. Horizontal pair of New Year stamps placed below inscription and tied by 13.1.1 Yokohama scenic
datestamp, with blue “To US” handstamp at left. Reverse carries a blue handstamped “) N (” notice, “20" typed twice
at lower left, plus an additional 16s postage across backflap, tied by Yokohama New Year’s Day comb cancel. Flap
partially opened along right-hand side, stopping before reaching the stamps. An eye-catching cover of a
three-legged tiger, Very Fine. JP notes 14 covers are known.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2180 )
1939 (Sept. 2), “The Year of the Rabbit,” Japanese Zodiac cover. On cachet showing rabbits playing in
snow, with Mt. Fuji in the distance. 20s postage (a 10s Daisen and Inland Sea National Park issue, plus two
definitives) tied by two strikes of the Nippon around-the-world-flight commemorative cancel dated 14.9.2. Blue “To
US” handstamp at lower right. Reverse with small caps “open this” instruction and vertical oval kan handstamp, both
in blue. Cover opened along flap. The use of a small commemorative datestamp is unusual on Lewis’ covers, with
this one even more interesting, as it was the final day of the Nippon‘s original flight plan, as Britain and France declared war on Germany on Sept. 3, forcing her to cancel her planned European tour and return to Japan over North
Africa to the Middle East. JP (72:2, p. 117) notes these covers are “relatively uncommon” and lists three inscription
types. Perhaps one of three covers known, but difficult whatever the quantity, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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2181 )
1939 (Nov. 18), The Year of the Rabbit, Japanese Zodiac cover. On the second known cachet type,
showing a pair of rabbits playing in the summer, with Mt. Fuji in the distance. Postage overpaid by 1s, consisting of
4s and 10s Daisen & Inland Sea National Park issues, plus 7s Diamond Mountains definitive, tied by two strikes
(one half-way off the cover at left) of the Yokohama scenic datestamp dated 14.11.18. Blue “To US” handstamp at
bottom center. Reverse bears none of the usual Lewis markings, with the flap unorthodoxly sealed by a cut-out (apparently partly cancelled by a Yokohama comb) of The Last Supper. “Kanagawa Scenic Cancel Yokahama [sic]” in
pencil at lower left. Opened a bit roughly at right, but a scarce cover—and the latest known date according to JP,
nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 3,000
2182 )
1939 (Jan. 1), Year of the Rabbit postcard from Lewis to New York. The card portraying a rabbit, sun,
cherry blossoms and soldier’s kit and rifle with bayonet, along with pre-printed New Year’s message. Franked by 2s
Mt. Nantai stamp, which is tied by Yokohama scenic datestamp dated 14.1.1. Reverse bears the heading, “A Japanese New Year Card of Greeting for 1939./(The ‘Year of the Rabbit,’ Japanese Zodiac.)” along with a blue “To US”
handstamp at left and typed address of recipient. Obviously sent under separate cover. A nice collateral item, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000
2183 )
1940 (May 27), The Year of the Dragon, Japanese Zodiac cover. Three First Showa Series definitives
tied by two Yokohama scenic datestamps dated 15.5.27 to cover with dragon in gray blue with Mt. Fuji and rising sun
behind. Blue “To US” handstamp at far right. No markings on reverse, but cut-out from Lewis’ stationery used as a
seal across the backflap. Opened neatly at right. This cover is illustrated on page 119 of JP 72:2, but the journal fails
to mention the enclosed (and included) single-page typed and signed letter from Lewis to Battle. Dated May 25,
1940, the letter is an absolute treasure for the Lewis collector: topics include a word of thanks for Battle’s
get-well-soon card and its curiosity value in Japan, the death of Lewis’ wife (and his look at his own impending mortality), the failed experiment of Japan’s first coil issue (and Scott’s undervaluing them in their catalogue), plus information on his one-time stamp collection, pawned, “with my gun, and a gold ring,” but never redeemed. Be sure to
read the entire letter online—it’s well worth it, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
2184 )
1941 (Jan. 1), Year of the Snake postcard. A Seikyokudo postcard depicting cranes flying over buildings
with mountains behind, addressed to a client in Louisville. Bears pre-printed message from Lewis (with location of
“Yokohama-Nippon”, rather than “Japan”). Typed address, violet “To US” and “U.S. of AMERICA.” handstamps.
Horizontal pair of 5s Tazawas tied by two strikes of (Yokohama) 1.1.41 foreign mail combs. Imaged in JP 72:2, p.
127, though the reverse is incorrectly ascribed there. The last New Year’s card Lewis could have sent, as postal relations were severed following Pearl Harbor, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,000
2185 )
1941 (Apr. 7), Winter in Japan. A beautiful all-over cachet from Lewis’ master painter, depicting a boat
moored on the water with snow-covered buildings behind and Mt. Fuji in the distance. One of two cachet designs recorded. Four definitives pay the 20s postage, tied by three Yokohama 7.4.41 foreign mail comb cancels (a bad slug
makes the day appear to be “17"). Violet ”To US" handstamp at lower right, with receiver’s magenta boxed dated
handstamp at center (further tying the 3s stamp). Backflap shows client’s message, “With my Compliments./F. C.
G.”, and is sealed by violet vertical oval “kan” handstamp. Neatly opened at top. A simply stunning, late cover, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

Please visit our website at www.kelleherasia.com for more
images of lots containing multiple items.
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2186
2186 )
1941 (Apr. 7), Winter in Japan. A second cachet design by the master painter, showing a figure with
parasol gazing out at a snow-covered scene with a house nearby. The four stamps totaling 20s are tied by three Yokohama foreign mail combs dated 7.4.41. Violet “To US” handstamp at lower right. Reverse blank save for violet kan
vertical oval handstamp. Cleanly opened at left. Addressed to Frederick C. Gustetter, the “F.C.G.” of the previous
Lot, and mailed the same day. An absolutely beautiful cover, and one of the latest known from Lewis, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2187
2187 )
1941 (June 5), Karl Lewis’ last known cover. Bearing a peaceful all-over cachet of a figure in an outrigger canoe near a palm-lined shore, with a warm and bright sky overhead. Franked by three stamps, each depicting
Lewis’ beloved Mt. Fuji, and tied by two strikes of a Yokohama/5.6.41/Nippon" foreign mail comb. Violet “To US”
handstamp at bottom center. Reverse with only a vertical oval kan handstamp in violet. Opened cleanly along flap.
Addressed to a long-time client, this seems a fitting end (as currently recorded) to Lewis’ career, the cover with a
calm design and addressed to a town named, poetically for an old mariner coming onto his last days, Haven, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,600
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CHINA
“These covers are fairly common and are known to have been sent between 6 March 1935 and 27 July 1936, and
potentially as early as 1932…. The cachets include a junk sailing in a cove towards a pagoda…. The amount of
postage is highly variable, ranging between 22 and 27 cents.” (JP 68:5, p. 291.)

2188
2188 )
Shanghai, China: 1934 (Aug. 12) to Oklahoma. A new earliest known cover. Irregular block of ten 2¢
and a single 4¢ Sun Yat-sens, plus 1¢ on 3¢ Junk make up the 25¢ total postage, all of which is tied by seven strikes
of a bilingual Shanghai 12.8.34 c.d.s. “) N (” handstamped on reverse. The sharp-eyed will notice that the year slug
in each datestamp strike is faulty, leaving only the leading “3". We’re certain of the date because of an Aug. 18,
1934, letter from Lewis to Battle, sent to the customer via the Heian-Maru, in which he (Lewis) states, ”I HAVE JUST
SENT A COVER TO SHANGHAI, franked with various Chinese stamps for you, DO NOT OPEN THIS COVER, it
has) N (on the back." Lewis may be using “recently” loosely, but this must be the cover in question. The Heian-Maru
cover and letter (tantalizingly mentioning a painting Mr. Battle commissioned) are included and imaged on our
website. A storytelling centerpiece for your next exhibit, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400

2189
2189 )
Shanghai, China: 1935 (Mar. 19) to Missouri. On the sole cachet known used at Shanghai, franked using a balanced five-stamp, three-color mix of Martyrs, Sun Yat-sens and a Junk to total 25¢. The stamps tied by
three very nice strikes of bilingual Shanghai 19.3.35 c.d.s.’s. Reverse shows only a typed “) N (” instruction at very
top center. Opened neatly at right. A pretty cover with vibrant color, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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2190
2190 )
Shanghai, China: 1935 (July 3) to Connecticut. Three Junks and a Reaper totaling 25¢, each of the four
stamps tied by a Republican-dated Shanghai 5/3.7.24 c.d.s. Backflap marked “) O (”, which it was, neatly, at top,
with flap sealed by Lewis’ sake gourd logo handstamped in blue. Why this cover bears the Chinese-style dater,
whereas every other Shanghai cover in this sale uses the Western year, is a question to research. Was it just this
sub-station? A nicely executed cover, with the stamps mirroring the cachet’s colors, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

2191
2191 )
Shanghai, China: 1936 (Sept. 10) to New York. A new last-known posting date from Shanghai. 25¢
postage paid by a 2¢ Junk plus three Martyrs issues, all tied by three bilingual Shanghai 7/10.9.36 c.d.s.’s. Reverse
with “) N (” and blue oval genkan across the flap, each handstamped. A wrinkle to the top right corner slightly affects
the 17¢ stamp, but not enough to detract from this new find, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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2192
2193
2192 )
Bangkok, Siam: 1936 (Apr. 7) to Oklahoma. A relatively early example, as the earliest recorded by JP is
dated Jan. 1, 1936. A beautiful rendition of the Royal Pantheon in Bangkok, one of two cachets used for the city (see
Lot 2194 for the second), franked by three values of the Chakri Dynasty Sesquicentenary issue tied by two grand
strikes of the bilingual “7.4.36/Bangkok G.P.O.g” comb cancel. Reverse, with light overall toning, has only a typed
“) N (” indicator. A fresh and clean example from this popular location, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000
2193 )
Bangkok, Siam: 1936 (June 1) to Washington, DC. A magnificent cover, portraying the Royal Pantheon, with 15stg postage provided by three First Issue Airmails. The stamps are tied by two clear strikes of the
Bangkok G.P.O.g bilingual 1.6.36 comb c.d.s. Reverse with typed “) N (” at top. Exquisite color and rendering of the
cachet, with multicolored Garudas keeping watch. A great item, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 6,000 - 8,000

2194
2194 )
Bangkok, Siam: 1937 (Mar. 8) to Pennsylvania. A single 15stg First Issue Airmail covers the postage,
and is tied by a fully legible Bangkok G.P.O.g bilingual comb cancel dated 8.3.37. The cachet here is the second design known for Bangkok, portraying the Royal Palace and Wat Phra Kaew. Reverse bears blue handstamped “) N (”
and vertical oval kan. A clean and inviting cover, the stamp’s rich color complementing the softer tones of the
cachet, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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French Oceania (Tahiti)
“These covers are fairly common and dated between 13 August 1935 and 2 September 1939. The cachets contain a
view of the harbor with mountains and a church in the background and two schooners in the bay.” There are two
styles of the cachets, “with one showing a greater degree of realism than the other.” (JP 68:5, pp. 279-280.)

2195
2196
2195 )
Papeete, Island of Tahiti: 1935 (Aug. 13) to Missouri. An example of the more impressionistic cachet
style, on the earliest known date for Papeete, and with a cachet variety showing four boats rather than two in the
harbor. A pretty cover, with the fruit in the trees shining in light due to the different paint used. 1F50 postage tied by a
slogan c.d.s. (“Visitez Tahiti Perle du Pacifique”) dated “Papeete/13 -8/35/Ile Tahiti”. Reverse with typed “) N (” in
black and inverted blue vertical oval kan handstamp across flap. Cleanly opened at right. Small paper scrape at upper right is easily missed, nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2196 )
Papeete, Island of Tahiti (French Oceania): 1936 (Apr. 20) registered to Oklahoma. A stunner of a
cover, and not just for the cachet. An example of the more realistic portrayal of the harborfront, bearing 3F in stamps
to cover both postage and the Registry fee. The front bears single copies of 5c, 10c, 15c and 30c values from the
1934-40 series, with a 1F50 blue folded over the top of the envelope…bringing us to vertical pairs and a single of the
5c and 10c, and a vertical strip of three 15c stamps on the back. All are tied by multiple “Papeete/20 -4/Ile Tahiti”
c.d.s.’s. Papeete Registry label on front, with San Francisco (May 3) and Seminole, OK (May 7) Registry markings
(the Seminole receiver struck twice, by two different stamps, with the day scratched out and written in on one of
them). There’s a barely visible typed “) N (” at the top, and the stamps completely seal the backflap. Mr. Battle won
big when he received this cover—and it’s still worth a fight today, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

Please visit our website at www.kelleherasia.com for full
imaging of lots containing more than one item.
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2197
2197 )
Moesi River, Palembang, Sumatra, Nederland Indies: 1935 (Apr. 8) to Missouri. A relatively early
cover (earliest known, according to JP, is Mar. 9, 1935), sporting a four-line inscription and a cachet of huts on stilts.
Each of the three stamps tied by a “Palembang/-8.4.35" bridge c.d.s. Reverse bears a typed ”) N (“, plus the signature ”D.A. Pieren/Palembang/D.E.I." (Lewis’ agent in Palembang and in Bandjermasin, Dutch Borneo.) Opened
cleanly at right. A lovely cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2198
2198 )
The Moesi River, Palembang-Sumatra, Nederland Indies: 1937 (Dec. 2) to Missouri. A bright,
eye-catching franking on the huts-on-stilts cachet. The stamps are tied individually by “Palembang/-2.12.37" bridge
cancel (note the new style of canceller). Blue handstamped ”) N (“ at top of backflap, which is sealed by vertical oval
kan handstamp. Minor edgewear across the top, which does not detract, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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2199 )
Guam, Island of Guam: 1936 (May 22) to Korea. A lovely beachfront buildings scene, franked by 5¢ US
postage, all three stamps tied by a single long four-bar “Guam/May/22/4 PM/1936/Guam.” c.d.s. Typed “) N (” on reverse with no other markings. Addressed to Dr. Sherwood Hall, a medical missionary. Note the hastily penciled
“Haiju” in Chinese characters. A most unusual origin/destination cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2200 )
Guam, Island of Guam: 1937 (June 10) to Ontario. Similarly cacheted to the previous item, franked by
two US stamps totaling 3¢ postage, each tied by a short four-bar “Guam./Jun/10/4 PM/1937/Guam.” c.d.s. No opening instruction on reverse (the cover was neatly opened at top), but with double-circle kan handstamp across flap in
blue, plus black shield-shaped personal seal of J.H. Underwood, Postmaster at Guam, Lewis’ agent on the island. A
very pretty cover with the uncommon destination of Canada—and a rarely seen agent’s mark. The apparent toning
to the front of the cover is actually a very thin all-over wash of color laid down by the artist, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2201 )
Manila, Philippine Islands: 1939 (July 18) to Kentucky. One of two covers known, this the latter from
July 1939. Cachet depicts a sampan, presumably on Manila Bay, with onlookers on shore. 6¢ in Philippine adhesives tied by two Manila c.d.s.’s. Reverse shows two “) N (” handstamps in blue, along with double-ringed circular
kan handstamp, plus black straightline “AUG 18 1939" receiving stamp as seen on covers addressed to Lewis (e.g.,
Lots 2019 and 2259). Was this returned to him and forwarded under separate cover? A beautiful item to grace your
collection, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
2202 )
Pago Pago, Island of Tutuila, American Samoa: 1935 (July 8) to Missouri. An unreported earliest
known date—pre-dating the JP-listed earliest cover by one day. Two US definitives pay the 3¢ domestic rate, and
are tied by a single short four-bar “Pago Pago/Jul/8/A.M./1935/Samoa.” c.d.s. The cachet, a beachfront hut among
trees, is that used on Apia, Western Samoa (see Lot 2246 below), and is unrecorded used here by JP. Reverse with
black typed “) N (” opening remarque and blue double-framed horizontal oval kan handstamp. Two tears (center left
and center bottom) are of minimal concern, Very Fine, apart from the tears.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2203 )
Pago Pago, American Samoa: 1936 (Apr. 14) to Korea. On a generic shore-and-mountains design, one
of two used from this location, according to JP (though see the previous Lot for a third, unrecorded). Four stamps,
three at upper right, one lower left, comprise the 5¢ postage to Korea, and are all tied by two “Pago Pago/Apr 14/9
AM/1936/Samoa” duplexes. Reverse unmarked in any way. Flap neatly opened, with filler paper still enclosed. A
slight usage wrinkle along the top, but otherwise a clean cover with an uncommon destination, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2204 )
Pago Pago, Island of Tutuila, American Samoa: 1937 (Feb. 20) to California. A later cover, as JP 68:5,
p. 279, notes the last-known cover is dated June 3, 1937. The cachet is a generic shore-and-mountains design, one
of two used from this location. A single short four-bar “Pago Pago./Feb/20/1937/Samoa.” c.d.s. ties the three
stamps making up the 3¢ domestic rate. The sole marking on reverse is a horizontal oval kan handstamp in blue
(along with a penciled notation from a previous owner). Opened neatly at top, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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2205
2206
2205 )
Victoria Parade, Thursday Island, Torres Straits: 1935 (Oct. 12) to Washington. A new earliest
known cover, pre-dating that mentioned in JP 68:5, p. 260 (as Jan. 15, 1936) by three months. The cachet is the sole
design known for Thursday Island, a beachside view with a pier jutting into the water. A single Australian 3d King
George V pays the international postage, and is tied by one of two solid strikes of the “Thursday Island/1/9-A12OC35/Queensland” c.d.s. The reverse has a typed “) N (” remarque at top center, and a near-circular
blue kan handstamp across the flap. Neatly opened (and ever so slightly reduced) at right; reverse shows where
hinges once mounted the cover. A great early cover from the northern coast of Australia, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2206 )
Victoria Parade, Thursday Island, Torres Straits: 1936 (Nov. 9) to Oklahoma. Cachet as above, with
slight variance in Lewis’ three-line inscription at upper left. The three colorful King George V definitives total 3d,
each tied by “Thursday Island/1/9-A-9NO36/Queensland” c.d.s. Reverse with only blue vertical oval kan
handstamp. Slight discoloration from corner mounts, but still a difficult location, nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

2207
2207 )
Cape York, Australia: 1938 (Apr. 4) to Pennsylvania. The only known cover (according to JP 70:2, pp.
110-111) from, as Lewis described it, “The most Northerly Cape of AUSTRALIA.” The cachet depicts an aboriginal
man and a cockatoo, neither drawn particularly accurately. Three King George V definitives pay the 3d foreign mail
postage, tied by two solidly struck “Cape York/-4AP38/QLD.” daters. Reverse without opening remarque at top,
bearing only an inverted vertical oval kan handstamp. Opened cleanly at right, with reverse showing mounting residue at the corners (front unaffected). A remarkable recent find, and a one-of-a-kind, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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2208
2208 )
Victoria Parade, Thursday Island, Torres Straits, Australia: 1940 (Dec. 6) to Michigan. Offering a
new latest-known usage date, plus a previously unrecorded agent. Postmarked nearly a year and a half after JP‘s
last-known cover (July 7, 1939), the same cachet is still in use, franked by three King George VI definitives totaling
3½d, tied by two “Mil.P.O.Bathurst/-6DE40/N.S.W.-Aust” c.d.s.’s. Small tear at bottom center is hardly worth mentioning, as it is just barely visible. The front with a penciled address correction, the back with a two-line inked “Posted
by W.F. Cullen/Thursday Island. Qld.” inscription. William Francis Cullen (Oct. 13, 1908-Dec. 26, 1954) was appointed Postmaster at Thursday Island on Apr. 5, 1939. He enlisted in the AIF July 18, 1940—five months before he
posted this letter at the Military Post Office where he was presumably stationed with the Corps of Signals. He was
taken prisoner in Malaya in July 1942 and held in Singapore until released Sept. 12, 1945. An important item for the
Lewis postal historian! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

2209
2210
2209 )
Norfolk Island, South Pacific: 1936 (Jan. 23) to Oklahoma. A single Australia 3d King George V pays
the international postage, and is tied by a “Norfolk Island/23 JA 36/Australia” c.d.s. to an example of the sole known
cachet used for this location, depicting a road looking toward Sydney Bay. Reverse bears “) N (” typed, plus darkening blue sake gourd logo across the flap. Miniscule tear (4mm) at top center barely noticeable. A tough locale, Very
Fine, despite the single tear.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2210 )
Norfolk Island, South Pacific: 1936 (Sept. 30) to Ontario. A seldom-seen Canada destination, especially on Lewis’ non-Japanese covers. Standard cachet with bi-color franking tied by a single “Norfolk Island/30SE36/Australia” c.d.s. Black handstamped “) N (” and blue near-circular kan across flap. Light toning along
right-hand side. Neatly opened at top. A neat inter-Empire cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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2211 )
Auckland, New Zealand: 1936 (Apr. 23) to Korea. Using the all-over design found on New Zealand
Lake Taupo & Mt. Ngauruhoe covers, but here with the volcano dormant (compare the following), with four stamps
making up the 2½d postage and tied by four “Upper Symonds St, C.3./23AP36/N.Z” c.d.s.’s from Auckland. The
sole backflap marking is Lewis’ typed “) N (”, ignored as the envelope was opened along its flap. Blue crayon “To Korea” in Chinese characters on front. JP 68:5 does not list having seen any Auckland covers, though the city is listed
in Lewis’ 1936 price list, and he apparently had an agent, Henry W. Geoghegan, in the city, Very Fine. Possibly a
unique cover.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
2212 )
Lake Taupo & Mt. Ngauruhoe, New Zealand: 1937 (July 13) to Pennsylvania. The standard view of the
lake and mountain which is here, as usually found, erupting. JP 68:5, p. 263, states that “Lewis’ spelling of
Ngauruhoe is consistently incorrect”, but here he gets it right. Horizontal pair of ½d definitives are tied by a single
“Auckland/13JL37/N.Z” c.d.s. Reverse with only Lewis’ sake gourd logo handstamped across flap. Opened neatly
at left. Mounting residue on back, which is starting to show through at top corners on the front; otherwise a fresh and
clean cover. Lewis had visited this area in his travels, speaking about his trip through New Zealand (with “extremely
beautiful limelight views”) at a Jan. 19, 1906, meeting of the Yokohama Literary Society, whose report on the presentation specifically mentions the lake, mountain, and their surrounding Maori legends, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200
2213 )
Lake Taupo & Mt. Ngaruhoe, New Zealand: 1939 (Nov. 29) to Michigan. A last-known date cover, on
cachet identical to the previous Lot, though here with the mountain’s name misspelled. Three King George VI
definitives add up to 3½d postage, and are tied by two Auckland “Upper Symonds Street/29 NO 39/N.Z” c.d.s.’s. Reverse with handstamped “) N (” in blue, typed “25" at lower left, and a ”Maori Chief/New Zealand" poster stamp (cut
down) sealing the flap. As on the previous cachet, note the window and door on the hut, which are not voids but are
painted in. A great cover all around, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200
2214 )
Danger Island (Puka Puka), South Pacific: 1938 (Oct. 9) to Missouri. A new earliest-known cover. JP
68:5, pp. 265-266 states, “These covers are rare, the only two known being dated 13 January 1939 and 20 July
1939", whereas this is dated three months earlier. The cover, cacheted by an all-over design of foreground palms
with the sun on the horizon, is franked by two ½d Cook Island definitives, each tied by a ”Danger Island/-9OC38/N.Z" c.d.s., with “Apia/24.OC.38/[W]estern Samoa” transit at left. Reverse with “) N (” and sake gourd
logo handstamped in blue, along with partially erased “10-21-37" at upper right and ”rec 11-21-38" below the opening remarque. Small 5mm tear at bottom center, previously tape-repaired on reverse (tape now removed). A little
rough around the edges, but a great new early cover. Take a chance and bid! Fine to Very Fine on its specifics, but a
better cover taken as a whole.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2215 )
Danger Island (Puka Puka), South Pacific: 1939 (July 20) to New York. Posted on the last date covers
are known, this one traveled from Danger Island to Long Island. Franked by 2½d Cook Islands postage tied by three
“Danger Island/20 JL 39/N.Z” c.d.s.’s, this cover design of a hut among trees with sun on the horizon is unrecorded
by JP for this location, making this the fourth cover known from Pukapuka, and the third cachet used. Blue “) N (”
handstamped on reverse. A lovely addition to the Lewis census, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2216 )
Niue, Island of Niue: 1934 (Dec. 8) to California. An unreported cachet for this location, picturing a seaside town with a mountain rising in the distance. Franked by a splendid full lower right corner margin Niue 4d single
tied by one of two “Niue/-8DE34/N.Z” broken-ring c.d.s.’s. Back with only typed “) N (” opening remarque. A great
chance to add something old, something Niue to your collection, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
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2217
2218
2217 )
Niue, Island of Niue: 1935 (May 4) to Oklahoma. A standard Type I cachet depicting a tree-lined shore
overlooking a bay with mountains in the distance. 3d Niue Cook Islands postage tied by two “Niue/-4MY35/N.Z”
c.d.s. strikes. Reverse with “) N (” typed. A nice, clean example, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2218 )
Niue, Island of Niue: 1936 (Aug. 14) to California. On a brightly painted Type I cachet, with address angled across bottom right field of brown. A single 2½d Niue pictorial is tied by a faint but legible Niue c.d.s. Reverse
without any of Lewis’ standard markings, but with penciled notations from a former owner. An eye-catching cover,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

2219
2219 )
Penrhyn Island, South Pacific: 1936 (June 12) to Oklahoma. JP 68:5 states, page 266, “These covers
are rare with two covers reviewed dated 12 June 1936 and 16 May 1940.” This is a third, unrecorded, cover, the
second bearing the earliest known date of June 12, 1936. Utilizing the palm-lined beach with sun on horizon cachet (also used at Danger Island and Nauru; see Lots 2214 & 2238), the cover bears a third variety of the inscription
at upper left (here in all capital letters) and only 1d in postage (JP notes their 1936 cover bore 2½d). The stamp is
tied by a solid “Penrhyn Island/1/12 JE/36/N.Z” c.d.s. Backflap is sealed by a sake gourd logo handstamped in blue,
with “) N (” typed in black at top center. A few toned areas from corner mounts, but still a great rarity: one of three
known, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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2220
2220 )
From Adamstown, Pitcairn Island: 1934 (Feb. 23) to New Jersey. Perhaps the most exciting cover in
the sale: An unrecorded location/inscription, an unrecorded cachet, plus a new earliest known date! Covers from
Pitcairn described and illustrated in JP 68:5 (pp. 281-283) bear captions of “Pitcairn Island”, “Bounty Bay” or “Point
Lookout”; this follows Lewis’ early covers’ wording of “From,/ADAMSTOWN./Pitcairn Island.” with seven spaced
underscores. The cachet is a breathtaking depiction of the Bounty, her lines and rigging at first appearing engraved
(note the original sketch, still visible amid and around the final inked design). Each stamp of the 3d New Zealand
postage is tied by an unmistakable “Pitcairn Island/23.FE.34/N.Z. Postal Agency” dater, further tied by a London
“Victoria Docks/27 MCH/1934/E.1" wavy-line c.d.s. Reverse with ” N “ remarque (in quotation marks), offset from an
unknown roller cancel, a second London 27 MR 34 dater, plus a blue circled ”KL" handstamp at lower left. Neatly
opened at right. A stunning cover all around—we expect mutinous bidding, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

2221
2221 )
Pitcairn Island (From the Sea): 1935 (May 30) to Oklahoma. A warm portrayal of the “barren island” cachet variety, with a complementary 1½d New Zealand King George V tied by one of two “Pitcairn Island/30 MY.
35./N.Z. Postal Agency” daters, further tied by a “Cristobal, C.Z./Aug 29/10AM/Paquebot” duplex—a three-month
journey, and showing that mail from Pitcairn went around the world in both directions (see previous Lot)! “Ship’s
Mail” in heavy manuscript reading up the left edge of the cover. Reverse is blank other than a typed “) N (” opening
remarque. A relatively early cover (the earliest dated by JP is Nov. 25, 1934), with nice dual-country route markings,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200
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2222
2222 )
Pitcairn Island (From the Sea): 1935 (Dec. 27) to Pennsylvania. A “barren island” cachet in cooler
tones, bearing 1d postage as a horizontal pair of ½d New Zealand definitives, tied by single Pitcairn Island dater.
Reverse with only typed “) N (” remarque. A few toned spots on face, with top edge of reverse lightly soiled. Still a
pretty cover from a remote location, nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 3,000

2223
2223 )
Look-out Point, Pitcairn Island, South Pacific: 1937 (Dec. 10) to New Jersey. A second cachet (of the
six Lewis prepared) for Pitcairn, with a foreground of buildings, with trees and mountains in the background. Two ½d
New Zealand definitives each tied by Pitcairn Island double-ring c.d.s., the cachet bearing an unlisted variety in the
caption (“Look-out Point.”). Blue handstamped “) N (” remarque and inverted vertical oval kan across flap. Accompanied by newspaper clipping, undated, noting the islanders’ being “convinced the end of the world is imminent”,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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2224
2224 )
Rarotonga, Cook Islands: 1934 (June 18) to California. A new earliest known usage from the Cook Islands, as JP 68:5 (pp. 267-268) notes covers between Apr. 20, 1935, and May 28, 1936. The cachet, also unlisted in
JP for Rarotonga, depicts two banana trees with a mountain rising in the distance. 2d and 1d Cook Islands pictorials
are each cancelled by “Rarotonga/18 JE 34" daters, the year date obscured by the black in the stamps’ designs.
While the date could be 1939 (therefore making it a new last-known cover), the fact that Lewis’
”From:-/RAROTONGA [spaced], Cook Islands./_ _ _ _" inscription is on the bottom of the backflap suggests an
early date. An interesting cover whenever sent, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2225
2226
2225 )
Rarotonga, Cook Islands: 1934 (Aug. 28) to California. An uncacheted cover, pre-dating those listed in
JP by eight months. The 3d postage is paid by two Cook Islands pictorials, each tied by a “Rarotonga/28 AU 34"
split-ring c.d.s. Inscription at upper left as usual (compare the previous cover). Black typed ”) N (“ on reverse.
Cleanly opened at top. A neat early cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
2226 )
Rarotonga, Cook Islands: 1935 (Apr. 20) to Missouri. A lovely example from the first date noted by JP.
Cachet depicts a schooner and buildings on stilts on the water, with trees, birds and mountains in the background—a design based on Cook Islands Scott #77. A single 1d Captain Cook pays the postage, tied by split-ring
“Rarotonga/20 AP 35" c.d.s. A typed ”) N (“ remarque at top with a blue handstamped kan vertical oval seal across
flap. Expertly opened at right, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
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2227
2228
2227 )
Avarua, Island of Rarotonga, South Pacific: 1936 (July 12) to Washington, DC. An unlisted origin
caption on a lovely example of the shoreline road cachet design, which post-dates the last-known cover listed in
JP by six weeks. Single 1d Captain Cook placed at top center with “Rarotonga/12 JL 36" split-ring c.d.s. tying. Back
with only ”) N (“ remarque. Great color and a sole-known inscription, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
2228 )
Rarotonga, Cook Islands, South Pacific: 1936 (Dec. 30) to Oklahoma. A pretty Type I (shoreline road)
cachet, franked by a horizontal pair of ½d Cook Island pictorials tied by a “Rarotonga/30 DE 36" split-ring c.d.s. The
cover boasts an inscription variety unlisted in JP, all three lines here being spaced all capitals. No opening remarque
on back, just a heavy square kan handstamp across the flap. A nice late cover, posted seven months after the latest
described in JP, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

2229
2229 )
Rarotonga, Cook Islands: 1939 (Apr. 12) to Maryland. An unlisted cachet for the Cooks, on a new
last-known cover sent nearly three years after the covers reviewed in JP. The all-over design, by Lewis’ master
painter, portrays a sailboat in harbor as seen between two palm trees. 2½d postage is tied by two “Rarotonga/12 AP
39" three-ringed c.d.s.’s. Reverse with typed ”) O (“ remarque and manuscript ”open this" immediately below, with
the flap sealed by vertical oval blue kan handstamp. A wrinkled lower left corner is hardly visible through the design.
A gorgeous cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400
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2230
2230 )
Mandalay, Upper Burma: 1940 (Oct. 23) Censored to Michigan. A new last-known cover. JP 68:5, p.
293, notes that covers are uncommon and dated between Mar. 30, 1933, and July 26, 1939, while this example was
mailed 15 months later. Bearing the standard all-over cachet of the royal palace with bridge and bastion, the postage here totals 3A6p, each stamp tied by a “Mandalay Civil Lines/23 OCT 40" comb/bridge-style dater. Penciled address correction at center, with triangular ”Passed/Censor/7/Rangoon" handstamp at center top. Back of cover
shows evidence of contact with water, as both the “) N (” and double-circle kan handstamps are blurred. Unevenly
opened at left with minor resultant reduction (Censor 7 no doubt more concerned with security than with artistic conservation). Nevertheless, a beautiful cover worthy of the finest collection, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

2231
2231 )
Suva, Fiji: 1934 (Oct. 29) to California. A new earliest-known cover, mailed six months prior to those recorded at JP 68:5, p. 284. The cachet, also undocumented in JP, shows a still-smoking steamer at a short pier, with
palms before and mountains behind. Three King George V definitives totaling 3d are tied by two “Suva/29 OC
34/Fiji” c.d.s.’s (the day difficult to read). Clean reverse other than “) N (” opening remarque typed at top center. A
simple cachet, but prettily executed on a previously unknown cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2232
2233
2232 )
Bay of Suva, Fiji: 1935 (Apr. 11) to Oklahoma. On a previous earliest-known dated cover from Fiji, with
the standard cachet from the island showing a boat alongside a pier, with trees and building in foreground and
mountains in the distance. The three King George V definitives are tied by four “Suva/11 AP 35/Fiji” daters. Sole
marking on reverse is a typed “) N (” remarque. Back with a few toned areas of no consequence. A pretty cover, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2233 )
Suva Bay, Fiji Islands: 1935 (June 28) to Ohio. The standard ship-in-port cachet franked by two 1½d
definitives, each tied by “Suva/28 JU 35/Fiji” dater. Typed “) N (” remarque at top, ignored as the cover was opened
along the flap at some point. A small surface tear to back of envelope mentioned solely for accuracy. A nice example, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

2234
2235
2234 )
Buca Bay, Fiji Islands: 1935 (Sept. 12) to Oklahoma. A standard cachet, but from an unrecorded location. Three definitives tied by two clear “Buca Bay/12 SEP 35/Fiji” c.d.s. strikes, with a “Suva/18.SP.35/Fiji” transit on reverse. No opening instruction, but a near-circular kan handstamp (slightly darkening) seals the flap, Very
Fine, despite the transit wear along top. Possibly a unique cover.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2235 )
Suva, Fiji: 1936 (Nov. 21) to North Dakota. On a scarcer hand-addressed cover. Standard cachet, postage and cancel, but with the location inscription on two lines at lower right, the recipient’s address at upper left. JP
68:5 (p. 284) notes that these covers have the address and caption (when present) in green ink. The caption here is
in green (perhaps), but the address is most clearly in black. JP surmises that Lewis sent a stock of “blank” cachets to
Fiji, some of which were “sold unauthorized and mailed.” Reverse is without any of Lewis’ standard markings, with
damage to the backflap including the right quarter missing. The face, however, is largely pristine and will make a
great addition to your collection or exhibit, Fine to Very Fine, only because of back damage.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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2236
2237
2236 )
Kwala Lumpur, Malaysia: 1938 (Mar. 21) to Missouri. An unrecorded third cover from Kuala Lumpur,
the other two dated Oct. 30, 1937, and Dec. 15, 1939 (JP 68:5, p. 292), bearing an unrecorded inscription at upper
left. The all-over cachet is the standard design used for this location, three figures walking a country road. Postage
totaling 12c is tied by two strikes of “Station Street (Kuala Lumpur)/21 MR/1938/F.M.S.” handstamp of the Federated Malay States. Blue handstamped “) N (” remarque and genkan seal on reverse. A nice example with an interesting alternative spelling of the city’s name, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2237 )
Tanjong Katong, Singapore, Straits Settlements: 1937 (Aug. 11) to Pennsylvania. A warm cachet
depicting a view from the beach, with the blue 12c Coronation issue nicely offsetting the design’s colors. Stamp tied
by “Singapore/11 AU/1937/11" c.d.s. Opening remarque omitted on reverse, which bears only a negative
thick-character horizontal oval kan handstamp in bright blue. Mounting residue on reverse. Opened at left. A pretty
cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

2238
2238 )
Island of Nauru, South Pacific Ocean: 1935 (Dec. 31) Registered to Pennsylvania. A new earliest-known cover, with both cachet for this location and inscription undocumented. The sole cover known to JP
(68:5, p. 264) dates from “perhaps 1939", and is captioned ”Nauru Island/Central Pacific". Here, Lewis has moved
the island south, using a generic cachet of five palms on a beach with the sun on the horizon (used also at, e.g., Danger Island & Penrhyn; see Lots 2214 & 2219 above). In addition to its mailing date—nearly four years earlier than the
previously known cover—this is a Registered cover, thus bearing a staggering 1sh6p in postage (Silver Jubilee
overprints), each of the four stamps tied by a “Nauru/12 DE 35/Central Pacific” c.d.s., with a 27 FE 36 Melbourne
Registry transit below. The reverse with a red Nauru Registry label across the flap; San Pedro, Calif, MAR 21 and
Greenville, PA, MAR 25 Registry transit and receiver. Opened at top. Small tear at top is barely visible and does not
affect stamps or markings. A remarkable cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
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2239
2239 )
Annabele Bay, Nauru Island, Central Pacific: 1937 (Dec. 9) to New Zealand. A spectacular cover from
an unrecorded location, on an unrecorded cachet design, mailed prior to the previous sole-known cover—and sent
from one Karl Lewis agent to another. The cover is inscribed “Annabele Bay” (Anibare Bay?) with a cachet depicting
five palms on a rocky (?) beach with sea beyond. Each of the three stamps comprising the 3d postage is tied by a
light but fully legible “Nauru/-9 DE 37/Central Pacific” c.d.s. The reverse with the usual “) N (” remarque and blue
oval kan handstamp, but it additionally bears the four-line notice: “Posted By/Les. V. Douthat./Nauru Island./Central
Pacific” in his own hand. The original recipient’s address was scratched off the cover, with “H W Geoghegan/P.O.
Box 39, Symond St.” written in—Geoghegan being Lewis’ agent in Auckland. A true Grail for the Lewis collector or
researcher, illustrating the ties among his network, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000

2240
2241
2240 )
Rabaul, New Guinea: 1935 (Apr. 26) to Missouri. An early cover, the first known being dated Mar. 2,
1935. Cachet depicting a village scene of huts, franked by 3d of Airmail-overprinted Birds-of-Paradise (no scrolls),
each tied by well-struck “Rabaul/26AP35/New Guinea” c.d.s.’s. No back markings. Opened right, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2241 )
Rabaul, New Guinea: 1935 (Dec. 10) to Oklahoma. On the second of three cachet types known for
Rabaul, a view of a village with sea and mountains beyond. Franked by 2d and 1d Airmail overprints, the 2d tied
once by a “Rabaul/10DE35/New Guinea” c.d.s., and again with the 1d by a “Postage Paid/11DE35/Rabaul” dater.
Reverse with only “) N (” remarque. Light overall toning, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2242
2242 )
Rabaul, New Guinea: 1936 (June 17) to California. The third known cachet design, a colorful view of a
sailing boat just offshore from palms and two huts. The 3d postage is tied by a single clear “Rabaul/17JE36/New
Guinea” c.d.s. Reverse with only “) N (” remarque typed. A clean and colorful cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2243
2243 )
Port Moresby, Papua: 1936 (Feb. 3), registered to Pennsylvania. The sole known example from this
location. The cachet is a common design of a seaside hut amongst trees. The cover is franked by the complete Papua Silver Jubilee overprinted set, overpaying postage and Registration fees by 5d. Each stamp is tied by a
socked-on-the-nose “Port Moresby/-3FE36/Papua” c.d.s., with a fifth strike below. Registration label at far left,
wrapping around to the back of the envelope, which bears a sixth Port Moresby c.d.s. along with Brisbane (21FE36),
Sydney (24FE36), Chicago (MAR 23) and Greenville, PA (MAR 24) Registry transits and receiver (Greenville
mis-dated as 1986!). The flap is sealed by a stationery cut-out giving Lewis’ address over four lines. No opening remarque, but neatly opened at top. An exquisite cover that has only recently come to light, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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2244
2245
2244 )
Apia, Island of Upolu, Western Samoa: 1935 (July 9) to Missouri. An earliest-known date cover (JP
68:5 gives the date as July 8 based, we believe, on a misreading of the broken day slug), on an unrecorded cachet
for this location (though used at, e.g., Port Moresby, Papua; see the previous Lot). Postage paid by two ½d Samoa
hut-with-flag issue, only one of which is tied despite there being two strikes of the “Apia/-9.JL.35" c.d.s. Reverse
shows only a typed ”) N (“ remarque, but cleanly opened at right. The cover appears to be slightly reduced as the
second c.d.s. runs off the right edge, but it measures full-size (149 x 101 mm)., Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2245 )
Apia, Samoa: 1936 (Jan. 16?) to Minnesota. A generic shoreline huts and palm trees cachet, as used at,
e.g., Pago Pago (see Lot 2204 above). A left margin single 1d Western Samoa Apia pictorial pays postage, tied by
an “Apia/16.JA.36/Western Samoa” broken-ring c.d.s. (with day slug unclear). Typed “) N (” remarque at top center
of the backflap, with Lewis’ sake gourd logo handstamped in blue across the flap. Opened at top, with a ragged
14mm tear at top center tape-repaired both front and back, only Fine to Very Fine, thanks to the tear, but still a pretty
cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

2246
2247
2246 )
Apia, Western Samoa: 1936 (Apr. 14) to Minnesota. To the same recipient as the previous cover! This
one bearing a shoreline building among trees cachet (one of four commonly found for Apia), with postage paid by
two ½d Western Samoa Girl and Kava Bowl pictorials, which are tied by a single “Apia/14 AP. 36/Western Samoa”
c.d.s. strike. Reverse, without flap seal, is marked “) O (”, and is cleanly opened at top. Filler paper still enclosed. A
nice, clean example, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2247 )
Apia, Island of Upolu, Western Samoa: 1937 (Jan. 23) to Ontario. On an all-over cachet depicting a
harbor town (based on the 1d Western Samoa pictorial used in Lot 2245). Two ½d Samoan Girl and Kava Bowl
definitives pay the postage, each tied by a clear “Apia/23.JA. 37/Western Samoa” c.d.s. Reverse without any Lewis
markings. Neatly opened at top, Very Fine. One of the few Canada-bound non-Japan covers in this sale.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2248
2249
2248 )
The Datu’s Road, Kuching-Sarawak, Borneo: 1935 (Apr. 6) to Oklahoma. The first of three covers, on
each of which Lewis mis-identifies Sarawak’s location, here referring to it as part of Borneo rather than as an independent state. This copy is an example of the more common cachet used at Kuching, showing a road parallel to a
river which is crossed by two bridges, with buildings on the far side (note also the telegraph/telephone pole at center!). Each of the three stamps making up the 12c postage is tied by a “Kuching/6/APL/1935" c.d.s. Reverse shows a
”N (“ remarque, missing the leading parenthesis, plus a blue vertical oval kan handstamp across the flap, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2249 )
The Datu’s Road, Kuching-Sarawak, North Borneo: 1937 (Feb. 23) to Pennsylvania. Identically
cacheted to the previous Lot, but here Sarawak is placed in North Borneo and a later issue of the Brooke definitives
is used to pay the 12c postage, each stamp tied by a Kuching c.d.s. A blue handstamped “) N (” remarque and double-ringed circular kan handstamp adorn the backflap. Cleanly opened at top. Small areas of mounting residue on
reverse. A nice cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

2250
2250 )
Kuching-Sarawak, British North Borneo: 1940 (Nov. 20), Censored to Michigan. A last-known date
cover, Sarawak now part of British North Borneo. The cachet is a lovely design of riverside buildings, to which are
tied three definitives by two “Kuching/20/NOV/1940" c.d.s.’s, the 2c value further tied by the violet boxed ”Passed
by/Censor" handstamp at top center. Reverse with “) N (” handstamp nearly washed off by water, plus double-circle
kan handstamp across flap also bleeding. Opened at left. Blank insert plus the cut-away left edge of the envelope
enclosed. A pretty war-time cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,400
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2251
2252
2251 )
Nukualofa, Island of Tonga: 1934 (Aug. 30) to California. A new earliest-known cover, pre-dating
those listed in JP 68:5 by nearly six months. A single 2½d Toga Queen Salote tied by “Nukualofa/30.AU.34/Tonga”
c.d.s. to a cover depicting a banana tree with birds and a mountain behind. Backflap with typed “) N (” remarque.
Opened at top. A clean, simple cover that is sure to please, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2252 )
Nukualofa, Island of Tonga: 1935 (Apr. 29) to Missouri. On the standard cachet for this town, a quay
with harbor structures. Single 2½d Queen Salote stamp is tied by “Nukualofa/29.AP.36/Tonga” c.d.s., while back
has only a typed “) N (” remarque. Opened neatly at right. Posted five days after JP‘s earliest-recorded cover, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

2253
2253 )
Niuafoou (“Tin-can” Island), Tonga: 1937 (Mar. 18), Tin Can Mail to Connecticut. A coastal village cachet in muted colors, franked by a Toga 2½d Queen Salote single tied by a “Niuafoou/18MR37/Tonga” c.d.s. Four
“Tin Can Mail” handstamps accompany on the front (one of which additionally ties the stamp), including a
straightline “Tin Can-Canoe Mail: Island” handstamp. Reverse without any of Lewis’ usual markings, but filled with
six additional Tin Can Mail handstamps: three in English (one dated 22 MAR 1937—the only fully-dated example in
this sale), one in Irish and one in Greek (!), plus Walter George Quensell’s two-line signature handstamp. Light
crease lower left hardly detracts from this fun cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
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2254
2254 )
Niuafoou (“Tin-Can” Island), Island of Tonga: 1937 (June 17) Tin Can Mail to Pennsylvania. A second coastal village scene cachet, this time in richer colors. Postage of 2½d paid by ½d Coat-of-Arms and 2d Queen
Salote, each tied by a 17JE37 Niuafoou, Tonga, c.d.s. Three Tin Can Mail handstamps on front, including a
“Tin/Can/Mail”-in-circle, plus a magenta combined slogan/wavy-line c.d.s. with day slug omitted (and here dated
American style, unlike the previous cover, where the date was given Continental-style). Reverse with Lewis’ trademark “) N (” and vertical oval kan handstamps in blue, along with seven additional Tin Can Mail handstamps in four
varying colors. Who knew a biscuit tin could yield so much fun? Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2255
2255 )
The Mail Canoe, Niuafoou (“Tin-Can” Island, Island of Tonga: 1937 (June 17) Tin Can Mail to Nebraska. A magnificent all-over cachet showing three men paddling an outrigger canoe on the water. Postage comprises two ½d Coat-of-Arms issues plus a 1½d Queen Salote, all tied by two Niuafoou c.d.s.’s (date easily
discernible under magnification). Three Tin Can Mail markings on front, with an additional seven on reverse. No
opening remarque, but Lewis’ horizontal oval genkan handstamp in blue is present. Included with the cover is a note
from a previous owner stating that “75 covers were made from Tonga for Special Tin Can Mail”. An absolutely beautiful cover, Very Fine. Brave the sharks for this one!
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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2256
2256 )
Mount Lavinia, Colombo, Ceylon, India: 1937 (Mar. 20) to Pennsylvania. A new earliest-known cover
with an unlisted five-line inscription. JP 68:5 (p. 296) states, “These covers are uncommon and are known to be sent
between December 1937 and 19 July 1939.” This cover predates the prior earliest known by nine months. The cachet depicts the Mt. Lavinia hotel sitting on a peninsula, with the cover franked by four King George V Ceylon pictorials, all but the 6c at lower left tied by strikes of the “Colombo/20MR/37/4" c.d.s. Blue ”) N (“ and double-ringed kan
handstamps on reverse. A lovely cover from a difficult location, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2257
2258
2257 )
The Rugged Coast of Mahé, Seychelles Islands, Indian Ocean: 1936 (Dec. 29) to Oklahoma. A very
early cover, the earliest recorded by JP being Dec. 6, 1936. The cachet portrays the rocky coast, with palms but
without seagulls as mentioned at JP 68:5, pp. 297-298. A vertical pair of 9c plus a single 2c Seychelles King George
V make up the postage, tied by two of three “Victoria/C/DE 29/36/Seychelles” c.d.s.’s. Lacking an opening remarque, the backflap is sealed by a double-circle kan handstamp in blue. Minor discoloration from mounting corners hardly detracts, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2258 )
Pointe Cabris, Island of Mahé, Seychelles Islands: 1937 (Dec. 24) to Pennsylvania. A Christmas Eve
cover, bearing the rocky coast cachet, this time with birds, and franked by 21c postage composed of a 3c King
George V definitive plus 12c and 6c King George VI Coronation issues, all tied by two of three “Victoria/B/DE
24/37/Seychelles” daters. Reverse with remarque “) N (” and horizontal double-oval heavy-character kan
handstamps in blue. Mounting residue on reverse, but colorful cover on its face, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2259
2259 )
Pointe Cabris, Island of Mahé, Seychelles Islands: 1939 (Apr. 18) addressed to Karl Lewis. One of
the few covers in this sale addressed to Lewis himself. The standard rocky coastline (with gulls) cachet is franked by
21c postage, a 3c King George V definitive plus 12c and 6c King George VI pictorial definitives. The stamps are tied
by two of three “Victoria/B/AP 18/39/Seychelles” c.d.s.’s. Reverse without opening remarque, but carries Lewis’
blue horizontal oval genkan handstamp across the flap, a “Yokohama/11.5.39/Nippon” foreign mail comb receiver,
plus Lewis’ own straightline “MAY 11 1939" handstamp in blue. Opened at left. Perhaps the most distant cover
Lewis sent to himself, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

BRITISH AFRICA (SOUTH AFRICA)

2260
2261
2260 )
Johannesburg, South Africa: 1934 (Oct. 24) to California. An unreported early uncacheted cover,
pre-dating those listed in JP 68:5 (p. 299) by 8½ months. The 3d postage, comprising two South Africa stamps (one
in Afrikaans with “Official” overprint, the other in English), plus one each from Natal and Cape of Good Hope, is tied
to the cover by two strikes of a wavy-line “Johannesburg/OCT24/1934" roller cancel. Reverse with only Lewis’ typed
”) N (“ remarque. A great item just as Lewis was moving to cacheted covers, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2261 )
Johannesburg, South Africa: 1936 (Jan. 29) to Missouri. Cover cacheted by image of three Zulu beehive huts among trees with birds, franked 3d for the non-Empire rate by Orange River Colony, Cape of Good Hope,
plus two South Africa (one in Afrikaans, one English, both with advertising tabs for telephone services), cancelled by
wavy-line Johannesburg roller c.d.s. Back blank save for typed “) N (” remarque. A relatively early cacheted cover;
JP notes the first known is dated July 6, 1935, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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2262
2263
2262 )
Johannesburg, South Africa: 1937 (July 22) to Pennsylvania. A Zulu beehive hut cover, its 3d postage
comprising Transvaal, Cape of Good Hope plus two South Africa issues (one bilingually inscribed, the other in Afrikaans), tied by wavy-line roller “Johannesburg/22JL37/E” cancel. Blue handstamped “) N (” and horizontal oval
genkan across flap. Fresh and bright, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2263 )
Johannesburg, South Africa: 1938 (Apr. 7) to Pennsylvania. Four South Africa definitives, two with advertising tabs, tied by three “Johannesburg/7-.IV.38/92" double-ring bridge c.d.s.’s on the second cachet known for
the location, depicting a single hut on a low bluff with the sun and mountains in the distance. A manuscript ”) N (“ in
blue ink plus vertical oval kan handstamp across the flap. Mounting residue on reverse, but the face of the cover
crystal clear, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

BRITISH SOUTH ATLANTIC (ST. HELENA)

2264
2265
2264 )
“Lot” & “Lot’s” Wife, Island of St. Helena, South Atlantic: 1936 (Feb. 15) to Oklahoma. A cachet of
the two rock formations, franked by 1d and 2d King George V Badge of the Colony stamps, each tied by poorly
struck “St. Helena/C/FE 15/36" c.d.s.’s. Reverse, toned, with typed ”) N (“ and darkening blue sake gourd logo
handstamp across flap. Worth its weight in gold, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2265 )
Island of St. Helena, South Atlantic: 1936 (Mar. 13) to Ohio. A second cachet type, based on the Badge
of the Colony (as depicted on the three King George V issues paying the 3d non-Empire rate). The three stamps are
tied by four “St. Helena/A/MR 13/36" c.d.s.’s. Typed ”) N (“ on back, with blue sake gourd logo handstamp across
flap. Opened at left. Light overall toning, but an artistically produced cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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2266
2266 )
James Valley, Island of St. Helena, South Atlantic: 1937 (Jan. 7) to Washington, DC. A previously unrecorded location and cachet design. The cachet, depicting several groups of buildings within walls, is presumably
Jamestown, located in James Valley at the northern end of the island—though the valley is made to look far wider
and gentler than its reality. Three King George V Badge of the Colony stamps make up the 3d postage, each tied by
a clear “St. Helena/C/JA 7/37" c.d.s. Only a typed ”) N (“ appears on the back. Just a pretty cover—and the only one
documented to our knowledge, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

2267
2267 )
Sandy Bay, Island of St. Helena, South Atlantic: 1940 (Feb. 26) to Michigan, marked postage due. A
new latest-known cover, posted ten days after the JP-listed Feb. 16, 1940, cover. The cachet depicts a hilltop farm
scene with Lot and Lot’s Wife rising in the background. Franked by a single 3d King George V Badge of the Colony
stamp tied by crystal-clear “St. Helena/A/FE 26/40" c.d.s., the black boxed ”T/20 [in manuscript] C" postage due
handstamp on the reverse is a bit of a mystery—especially as the “due” postage was never assessed. The cover
has seen contact with water, as both the “) N (” and vertical oval kan handstamps have run, but the cachet is as crisp
as the day it was painted. Opened at left, the cover shows some minor edge wear, but a stunning piece nonetheless,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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JAPANESE
I.J. Sea Post
2268 )
Imperial Japanese Seapost, 1933: Group of six ships’ covers. All early, uncacheted covers to various
customers in the US, mailed between Feb. 23, 1933 (Hiye-Maru) and Nov. 9, 1933 (Asama-Maru). Each cover
bears a different combination number on reverse (Asama-Maru: C-4, Chichibu-Maru: C-2, Heian-Maru: C-1,
Hikawa-Maru: C-5, Hiye-Maru: C-15, and Tatusuta-Maru: C-3), with the Asama-Maru‘s number typed at top center
of the backflap (where the opening remarque is usually found) with a simple “N.” typed further down the flap. Some
with opening remarques, some without; five different handstamped seals across the flaps. All opened. The
Chichibu-Maru is toned, but a great grouping of these early covers, Very Fine as a whole.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 4,500
2269 )
Asamu-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1933 (Jan. 20) to Pennsylvania. Uncacheted, each of the three
definitives tied by a clear strike of the ship’s I.J. Sea Post scenic datestamp dated 20.1.1933. Unusual directional
marking at lower left, reading only Beikoku (“America”), lacking the standard third character yuki (“To”). Reverse
with typed “C-4.” combination notation; no opening remarque, with flap sealed by perfectly struck double-framed
square kan handstamp. Receiving date and “cat 48" penciled on reverse. Cleanly opened at top with filler (the back
of another envelope with a handwritten note in Japanese) still enclosed. Mailed just six months after the scenic
datestamp was introduced, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2270 )
Asama-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1934 (Jan. 18) to Ontario. The sole ship cover to Canada in this
sale—and a very early cacheted example, the covers painted sometime between Oct. 5 and Nov. 18, 1933, with this
used just two months later. A beautiful rendering of the sun behind Mt. Fuji, with tree line and ship on the waves in
the foreground, the five-color franking tied by two solid strikes of the ship’s I.J. Sea Post scenic datestamp. Blue “To
Canada” handstamp at lower left. Reverse with typed “C-2.” combination and opening of remarque of “ N ” (in quotations), with flap sealed by blue horizontal oval double-framed kan handstamp. Two Kitchener, Ont., receivers dated
FE 8/34 on reverse as well. A grand cover all around, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2271 )
Asama-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1934 (Jan. 18) to Oklahoma. An early cacheted cover showing a
building on spit of land, with Mt. Fuji, sun and ship behind. Dark blue “To US” handstamp as usual below typed service inscription at top. The four stamps are tied by two ship I.J. Sea Post scenic datestamps. “C-1.” and “O” (in quotations) noted on reverse, with flap sealed by toothed oval kan handstamp. Slightest hint of toning at right. Opened
neatly along flap, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2272 )
Asama-Maru I.J. Seapost covers: 1934 (Jan. 18 & Mar. 15) to the US. A pair of identically cacheted
covers (though compare and contrast the design differences), each with typed inscription at top and blue “To US”
handstamp at left. January cover (to Illinois) is noted “C-1.” and “ O ” (in quotes) on reverse; March cover, to Massachusetts, bears combination number “C-34.” Each opened, January at top, March at bottom, with kan handstamp
sealing the flap of each. Toning to top of March cover front. Still, a pretty pair of early cacheted ship covers, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2273 )
Chichibu-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1933 (Dec. 9) to New York. A bright and lively cachet, with typed inscription at top, blue “To US” handstamp at left and two good strikes of the ship’s scenic datestamp tying the three
adhesives. Combination “C-24.” and “ O ” (in quotation marks) typed on reverse, with flap sealed by vertical oval kan
handstamp. “Carl O. Flint.” in ink neatly running up the left on back. Cleanly opened at bottom. Slight toning along
top edge, but a nice cover nonetheless, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
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2274 )
Chichibu-Maru I.J. Seapost covers: 1933 (Feb. 22 & Apr. 21) to the US. A pair of uncacheted covers,
February to New York with “C-3.” noted, April to Connecticut bearing a “C-1.” combination. Both with typed inscription at top and blue “To US” handstamp at lower left. Stamps on each tied by ship’s Sea Post Datestamp. February
cover without opening instruction and flap sealed by cut-out of musician; April with “Open this” penciled in and flap
sealed by horizontal double-framed oval kan handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2275 )
Chichibu-Maru I.J. Seapost covers: 1934 (Feb. 15 & Apr. 12) to the US. A pair of differently cacheted
covers, still incredibly fresh, each with typed inscription and two strikes of the scenic datestamp from the ship’s post
office. The February cover, addressed to Michigan, has the “To US” handstamp in the usual blue with, on reverse,
typed “C-27" notation and ” O “ (in quotations) remarque, the flap sealed by a vertical oval kan. April’s cover, sent to
New Jersey, has a dark violet ”To US" handstamp on front, with “c-4.” (uncharacteristically, a lower-case “c”) and
“ N ” in quotations, the same vertical kan handstamp sealing the flap. Both opened (February at left, April along flap)
and looking amazingly good for 85 years old, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2276 )
Heian-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1933 (Jan. 24) to Pennsylvania. An uncacheted cover, with typed inscription and four stamps canceled by two bold strikes of the Heian-Maru‘s I.J. Sea Post scenic datestamp. This
cover bears a second example of the erroneous Beikoku-only handstamp in blue at lower left. Typed “C-3.” combination on reverse without opening remarque. Double-framed horizontal oval kan seals the flap. Cleanly opened at
top, with “2-8-33" receiving date penciled at lower right back, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2277 )
Heian-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1934 (Mar. 13) to Indiana. Cacheted, depicting a tree on hill with Mt.
Fuji, sun, ship and birds. The 10s postage, including a 9½s Airmail, is tied by two strikes of the ship’s I.J. Sea Post
scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp at upper left. Combination number “C-6.” and opening remarque of “ N ”
(in quotation marks) typed at top reverse, with square kan seal across flap. A pretty cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2278 )
Hikawa-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1932 (Aug. 11) to Massachusetts. An uncacheted early cover, with
the four definitives making up the 10s postage tied by three neat ship scenic datestamps. In place of the standard
“To US” handstamp, a vertical kan handstamp is placed on the front, the backflap sealed by a cut-out portrait of a
woman looking at a nighttime city scene. Combination “C-1" noted in manuscript at upper left of flap as usual. Light
toning at very top edge of the envelope, but otherwise clean, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2279 )
Hikawa-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1934 (Feb. 6) to Illinois. Cover with cachet depicting a torii among
trees, with Mt. Fuji, sun, birds and ship in the distance. Typed inscription at top and blue “To US” handstamp at upper
left. The three definitives are tied by two crystal-clear scenic datestamps from the ship dated 6.2/1934. Combination
designation of “C) 4 .” and opening remarque “ N ” (in quotation marks) on reverse, with flap sealed by vertical kan
handstamp. Slight tear to backflap (expertly resealed) is of no consequence. A nice cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

Did you know?
For a time, Lewis worked for Sale and Frazer, an Anglo-American trading firm in Yokohama,
in their Automotive Department. (And if those wheels don’t suit you, he also managed an American
skating rink in the city for a while.)
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2280 )
Hikawa-Maru I.J. Seapost covers: 1934 (Mar. 7) pretty pair. Two from the same sailing, one to New Jersey with combination C-3 on torii-and-trees cachet design, the other to Pennsylvania with C-5 on tree-on-knoll design. Both with blue “To US” handstamp and two I.J. Sea Post scenic datestamps. Each marked “ N ” (in quotation
marks) but opened along flap anyway. Slight damage to back of Pennsylvania envelope, but fronts sound and generally clean. A nice duo, nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,600
2281 )
Hiye-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1932 (Sept. 8) to New York. An uncacheted cover franked by three
definitives, each tied by a legible Hiye-Maru I.J. Sea Post scenic datestamp dated 8.9./1932. No “To US”
handstamp. Reverse with “C-5" and ”DO NOT OPEN", both manuscript in pencil, with a vertical kan handstamp
sealing the flap. Addressed to one of Lewis’ earliest cover customers, Harry G. Avery, in Buffalo. Opened cleanly at
right. Penciled “S” on face at lower left supposedly means “a first voyage” (see Lot 2285), but the Hiye-Maru was
launched in 1930, and her scenic datestamp was introduced June 16, 1932. Perhaps this was the first sailing for
which Lewis obtained a cancel? Note the typed inscription omits the ship’s name. One for further research, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2282 )
Hiye-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1933 (Jan. 1) to Pennsylvania. A New Year’s Day sailing. Typed inscription includes the ship’s name, the five definitives tied by three 1.1/1933 scenic datestamps. Erroneous Beikoku-only
handstamp (missing yuki) in blue at lower left. Reverse with typed “C-2.”, no opening remarque, and vertical blue
kan handstamp across flap. “1-17-33" penciled at lower right on the back. Also included is an Oct. 19, 1932, typed
and signed letter from Lewis on early letterhead, in part requesting payments by cash (or ”[Washington]
Bi-Centeniial [sic] 8¢ and 9¢ well-centered, stamps…"). The letter also mentions that there are eight Imperial Japanese Trans-Pacific ships for which covers are available. Tear at center left of letter, but it, and the cover, are a great
addition to any Karl Lewis collection, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2283 )
Hiye-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1933 (Nov. 14) to Indiana. One of the absolute earliest cacheted ship
covers possible. In addition to the dates noted above (see Lot 2270), JP 66:5, p. 251, reports a Nov. 9, 1933, letter
from Lewis to a customer, noting it was “enclosed in the 4th of 6 ship covers and that this one [i.e., the Nov. 9 cover]
and covers hereafter would be painted in watercolors by a Japanese artist he had just engaged.” Depending on the
sailing dates of the ships used, this cover—dated Nov. 14—may well be the second cacheted NYK ship cover
known. One of our favorite designs in the entire sale, with waves drawn in in black, and one not seen (in this sale,
anyway) in later years. The cover is pristine in every respect, with full markings and three clear ship scenic
datestamps. “C-2.” and “ N ” (in quotations) typed on reverse, with a toothed oval kan handstamp sealing the flap.
Neatly opened at top, Very Fine. A definite must-bid.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,200
2284 )
Hiye-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1933 (Dec. 30) to Massachusetts. With such a gorgeous cachet, we had
to give you a second chance. Typed inscription at top, violet “To US” handstamp at upper left, and three solid strikes
of the ship’s scenic datestamp are all on the front. Reverse bears typed “C-5.” notation and “ N O as the opening remarque. A thick-character, double-framed oval kan handstamp seals the flap. We don’t know what the stiffener is
(the cover was never opened), but it is heavier than anything else we’ve come across in this sale. A true beauty of a
cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2285 )
Shidzuoka-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1932 (July 26) to Kansas. Posted on the date the ship’s scenic
datestamp was introduced. Typed inscription at top, with Lewis using an alternate spelling of the ship’s name
(“Shizuoka”), with five-color franking tied by three clear “26 7./1932/Shidzuoka-Maru/I.J. Sea Post” cancels. Vertical kan handstamp in blue on front along with penciled “S” at lower left. Reverse with penciled “C-2.” combination
notation, vertical blue fu-in handstamp across flap, and penciled “Signed L.R./1st sailing” at lower left. Addressed to
the Weekly Philatelic Gossip, with typed and signed letter enclosed, dated July 25. In the letter, Lewis notes that
the ship “will use,for the first time, tomorrow (July 26th) a PICTORIAL CACHET on all letters mailed on board.” He
goes on to say that he is very busy, “two steamers with mails having arrived the same day in Yokohama…”, but
promising copy and payment for further advertising in the journal. The Shidzuoka-Maru‘s post office was open only
between July 26 and Sept. 30, 1932, making any cover from the ship incredibly rare—with this being a “First Day
Cover” of sorts, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,200 - 3,600
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2286
2286 )
Tatsuta-Maru I.J. Seapost cover: 1932 (Oct. 27) to New York. With typed and signed letter on back of
advertising leaflet offering photographs reproduced in gold or silver Japanese lacquer. A pre-cachet period cover,
franked by four Tazawa definitives. Typed inscription at top, with the stamps tied by two deep-colored strikes of the
ship’s I.J. Sea Post scenic datestamp dated 27.10/1932. With blue handstamp at lower left reading only Beikoku,
the yuki omitted. No opening remarque on reverse, but “C-15.” combination at upper left and vertical blue kan sealing the flap, which was neatly opened. Toning on reverse and at top only of the front. Still, a nice early cover, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

Sea Post Nippon

Ex 2287
Ex 2288
2287 )
Seapost Nippon covers: 1934-35, six ships, six combinations. Each with a typed inscription at top,
and varying cachet design, destination and date. Combinations C-1 through C-6 present as follows: C-1:
Hiye-Maru (Feb. 21, 1935), C-2: Heian-Maru (June 29, 1934), C-3: Asama-Maru (July 12, 1934), C-4: Hikawa-Maru
(Dec. 15, 1934), C-5: Chichibu-Maru (Aug. 17, 1934) and C-6: Tatsuta-Maru (Aug. 24, 1934). Markings on reverse
vary. All but the C-1 cover opened. Some toning on the C-5 and C-6 covers, mainly visible on reverse. A great group
of combinations, Very Fine as a whole.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 4,500
2288 )
Seapost Nippon covers: 1935-36, set of six with printed inscriptions. Similar to the prior lot, but these
covers with the inscription at top printed, the ship’s name added by Lewis by typewriter. The set comprises C-1
through C-6, each on a different ship’s cover with varying cachets. C-1: Chichibu-Maru (Aug. 14, 1935), C-2:
Hikawa-Maru (July 18, 1935), C-3: Hiye-Maru (Aug. 1, 1935), C-4: Asama-Maru (Nov. 7, 1936), C-5: Heian-Maru
(Mar. 12, 1936) and C-6: Tatsuta-Maru (Aug. 22, 1936). All opened except C-4. C-5 cover toned but still presentable. A chance to own all six ships’ covers, a Very Fine group.
Estimate HK$ 4,000 - 4,500
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2289
2290
2289 )
Asama-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (Sept. 11) to Washington. A second cover from the same
sailing, with tree on bluff in the foreground. Typed inscription, slightly faded blue “To US” handstamp at upper left,
and two clear Sea Post Nippon scenic datestamps tying the four stamps, one a Red Cross commemorative. The reverse is where this cover gets interesting, though: Instead of the usual combination notation, Lewis here has “Ship
cover./No. C-1.” And while there is no opening remarque, Lewis has typed his name and address at the bottom of
the flap, which was sealed by a 1934 Japan Anti-Tuberculosis seal (subsequently torn when the cover was opened
along the flap). Light evidence of prior mounting on back. An interesting (and unique in this sale) set of back
markings, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2290 )
Asama-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (Sept. 11) to New York. A wonderfully fresh cover with cachet portraying a path to a building with ship, birds, Mt. Fuji and sun beyond. Inscription typed, blue “To US”
handstamp as usual, and two strikes of the Asama-Maru‘s Sea Post Nippon handstamp tying the four stamps.
“C-3.” and “) N (” typed; horizontal double-framed oval kan handstamp across flap. A pretty cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

Ex 2291
2291 )
Asama-Maru Seapost Nippon covers: 1934 (Sept. 11). A pair of covers from the same sailing, the first
to Virginia, the second to Illinois. Both with blue “To US” handstamp as usual. Each with a different cachet and combination (Virginia being C-4, Illinois C-1). Virginia cover marked “) N (” and opened right, Illinois marked “) O (” and
opened along flap. Some foxing, mainly to back, on the Virginia cover, but cachets fresh and clean on both. A pretty
pair, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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2292 )
Asama-Maru Seapost Nippon covers: 1935 (July 11) & 1937(Jan. 15). Two covers from the busiest period of Lewis’ business. Both with printed inscription and blue “To US” handstamp. The 1935 cover, to Michigan, has
a trees-on-hill cachet and a C-1 combination tied by two strikes of the Sea Post scenic datestamp. The cover from
1937, sent to Nebraska, has the two stamps (including 9½s Airmail; combination C-6) tied by a single strike of the
cancel on a cachet of a house overlooking the sea. Pictorial handstamp across the flap on 1935 and double-framed
box kan handstamp on 1937. Both opened, despite the “) N (” remarque. A nice pair of covers, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2293 )
Asama-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1936 (Jan. 21) to Washington. A lovely trees-on-hill cachet, with
printed inscription. The three stamps—all commemoratives, uncommon for Lewis—are tied by two neat strikes of
the ship’s scenic datestamp, with an under-inked “To US” handstamp at left. Reverse with “Sp’l.” combination notation and “) O (” remarque typed, with “open this” added in pencil below. A pictorial handstamp seals the flap. Opened
at top neatly, as one would expect from someone who worked at the Seattle Post Office’s Philatelic Window, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2294 )
Asama-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1936 (July 12) to Illinois. A cacheted cover with printed inscription, blue “To US” at far right, and two solid strikes of the ship’s scenic datestamp tying the five-color franking. Reverse with typed “C-2" notation and ”) O (“, and near-circular kan handstamp across flap. Cover opened along flap.
Included with the cover is a single-page typed and signed letter, which turns out to be a goldmine of information:
thanking Mr. Johnson for the plate blocks sent as payment, Lewis notes, ”I am delighted to get them; and so is my
wife; who collects U.S., as I am too busy for collecting nowadays." After a discussion of the Japanese and American
liners’ covers available, Lewis turns to his personal history, telling that he was named for a German friend of his father’s, reminiscing about his time in Germany, and closing with the cheeky, “I have also been to Cape Grabusa, on
the Island of Crete, in the Mediterranean; but never in your city.” A spectacular letter that provides more information—and raises more questions—on Lewis’ pre-Yokohama days. All imaged online, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2295 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (June 14) to New York. From the first day of the ship’s
Sea Post scenic datestamp. Inscription is typed on tree-on-knoll cachet, with left-most of the five stamps partially
covering the blue “To US” handstamp. Three clear strikes of the “Chichibu-Maru/Sea Post/Nippon/14.8/1934" scenic datestamp. ”C-2." and “) N (” typed on reverse, with flap sealed by vertical kan handstamp. A nice “First Day” of
the cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2296 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (Dec. 11) to Missouri. Bearing a “C-1.”/[manuscript]
“Special” combination: a 1s Tazawa plus two Red Cross commemoratives. The tree-on-knoll cachet has a typed inscription, blue “To US” handstamp and two nice strikes of the ship’s Sea Post scenic datestamp. “) N (” typed on reverse, with double-framed kan handstamp across flap. “12/27/34" date received penciled in on the front at lower
right. An uncommon ”Special" combination, noted in Lewis’ own hand, Very Fine. Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2297 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (Dec. 11) to Ohio. A typed inscription on a
house-on-ground cachet bearing the uncommon “C-11" combination franking, here including a 3s Red Cross
commemorative. Two strikes of the Sea Post scenic datestamp tie the four stamps, with blue ”To US" handstamp at
their immediate left. Typed “C-11.” and “) O (” on backflap, sealed by vertical oval kan handstamp. Opened along
flap, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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2298 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon covers: a 1935 (Sept. 14) & 1937 (Aug. 13) pair. On nearly matching
cachet designs, each with printed inscription and blue “To US” handstamp. The 1935 cover, bound for Pennsylvania, bears 10s postage (including a 9½s Airmail), noted “C-6.” on reverse with typed “) N (” remarque and double-framed square kan handstamp. The 1937 cover (to Missouri) has 20s postage, the three definitives designated
“C-5.N.” on reverse, which only has a blue handstamped “) N (” remarque. 1935 opened top, 1937 at left. A nice,
two-rate pair, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2299 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1935 (June 14) to Connecticut. The house-on-ground cachet
bearing a printed inscription, blue “To US” handstamp, and four-color franking tied by two clear strikes of the Sea
Post scenic datestamp for the ship. Reverse with typed “C-3.” notation and “) N (” remarque, along with horizontal
oval kan handstamp and a hand-written note from Lewis running up the left side, “Next cover will be late.” Light
crease at bottom center hardly detracts, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2300 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1935 (Aug. 11) to Kentucky. An unusual three-commemorative franking (two Red Cross issues plus a 6s Manchurian Emperor’s Visit), tied by two ship Sea Post scenic
datestamps, on a house-on-ground printed inscription cachet. Reverse with typed “C-6.” with “Sp’l” added in blue
pen. Opening remarque of “) N (” typed, vertical blue kan handstamp across flap, and a circled “43" handstamp in
black. Neatly opened at right. A nice ”Special", Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2301 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1935 (Aug. 11) to Illinois. A neat trees-on-knoll cachet with
printed inscription top, blue “To US” handstamp, and four definitives tied by two strikes of the ship’s Sea Post scenic
datestamp. Reverse with typed “C-1.” and “) O (” and pictorial handstamp across flap in blue. Included with the cover
are the original enclosures, a typed and signed letter, dated Aug. 8, 1935, on letterhead with the design at top in
brown, plus a revised price list (no date) with many additional changes made either by hand or typed. including, “MY
SHIPS’ COVERS ARE THE HANDSOMEST COVERS YOU EVER SAW, and only a dime each.” The letter mentions six Japanese liners and 11 Dollar Steamship liners for which covers are offered, and much, much more, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2302 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1935 (Aug. 11) to Michigan. A lovely cachet with torii before
Mt. Fuji and printed inscription, the three stamps tied by two Sea Post scenic datestamps with a blue “To US”
handstamp to left. Postage paid by two definitives and a 1½s Red Cross commemorative, noted on reverse as typed
“C-4.” with “sp’l” penciled below. Opening “) N (” typed, with horizontal blue kan handstamp across flap. Neatly
opened at top despite instructions otherwise. A pretty cover, and an uncommon “Special”, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2303 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1936 (Sept. 10) to Illinois. An over-sized envelope used to
send multiple covers or cards, with a cachet of three buildings on a low hill with ship, birds, Mt. Fuji and sun beyond.
Three Tazawas are spaced below the typed inscription, each tied by a Sea Post scenic datestamp. Blue “To US”
handstamp as usual. Combination notation of “C-9.”, along with “)O(” instructional remarque—both manuscript in
blue ink. A pictorial handstamp seals the flap. The cover has seen either water or high dampness, and while the
handstamps are a little faded, the cachet’s ink is good as new. Opened at right, with backflap unsealed by moisture.
Despite the rough appearance, this is the only large-sized ship cover in this sale, Fine, only due to causes beyond its
control.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,200
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2304 )
Chichibu-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1937 (Apr. 9) to Connecticut. Our astronomer friend strikes
again, this time with the sun’s disk completely black. A printed inscription tops this house-on-a-bluff cachet, with
a heavy layer of black applied to the sun (hints of red show through). Interestingly bearing only 6s postage, despite
the flap having at one time been sealed; the two stamps tied by the Chichibu-Maru‘s Sea Post scenic datestamp.
“C-3.” combination typed on reverse, with blue handstamped “) N (” and oval kan across flap. Light toning to the back
and top of front, but a conversation piece for sure, nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2305 )
Kamakura-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1939 (Feb. 8) to Ohio. An ebullient cover, only fitting for the
first day of the ship’s scenic datestamp use. The cachet depicts several buildings nestled against a low hill, Mt.
Fuji with sun, birds and ship in distance; printed inscription and blue “To US” handstamp. Two National Park issues
plus a 14s Showa First Issue definitive are all neatly tied by a “Kamakura-Maru/Sea Post/Nippon/8. 2/1939" scenic
datestamp. Reverse notes ”C-14.n." and “) O (”, both typed, with “Open this” added in pencil. Further adding to the
festivities is the pictorial handstamp across the flap. Later penciled notes on back can easily be ignored. Opened at
left. The Kamakura-Maru was the final incarnation of the Chichibu-Maru, whose spelling was changed briefly to
Titibu-Maru before being renamed entirely. A late Lewis ship cover., Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2306 )
Heian-Maru Seapost Nippon covers: 1934-37 group of five. On various cachets, the 1934 and 1935
covers with typed inscriptions, the 1936 and 1937 printed. Combinations include C-2 (1934, to Oklahoma), C-6
(1934, to New York), C-1 (1935 to Missouri and 1936 to New Jersey) and C-2.N. (1937 to Missouri). Each opened.
The 1937 cover a less common variety, with the main design at right and the ship sailing towards left. Light overall
toning on the 1934 Oklahoma cover, the others fresh. A nice group from the Heian-Maru, a Very Fine selection.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
2307 )
Heian-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1935 (May 2) to Connecticut. A nice ship cachet of Mt. Fuji with
tree line, with a five-color franking tied by three Sea Post scenic datestamps on the sole two-line inscription cover
in this sale. Blue “To US” handstamp at far left. Typed “C-2.” and “) N (” on reverse along with a pictorial handstamp
across the flap. Opened at top neatly. Pretty, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2308 )
Heian-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1937 (Mar. 18) to Connecticut. With large commemorative
datestamp for Prince & Princess Chichibu’s journey to England for the coronation of King George VI. (The first part
of their trip was aboard the Heian-Maru.) The large commemorative datestamp depicts the ship and Japanese and
British flags, and is dated 12.3.18 and bears the ship’s name at bottom. Two strikes tie the four definitives to the otherwise standard ship cover. “C-1.” noted reverse, along with handstamped “) N (” and pictorial seal in blue. Neatly
opened along flap. A nice example of the cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2309 )
Heian-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1937 (Aug. 19) to Kansas. With the Sea Post scenic datestamp in
bright cherry red rather than the standard red brown. The new 20s rate tied by two scenic datestamp strikes, with
“C-1.N.” and “) O (” typed on reverse and pictorial handstamp sealing flap. Enclosed is a same-day dated letter from
Lewis, on brown letterhead, discussing the increase in costs for covers, the six Japanese and ten Dollar Line ships
available, and a request not to send coin in letters as a tax is levied against them. Opened top and right. An arresting
cancel, the brightest we’ve seen, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600

Please visit our website at www.kelleherasia.com for more
images of lots containing multiple items.
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2310 )
Heian-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1938 (Aug. 24) to Illinois. Bearing two 13.8.24-dated Yokohama
scenic datestamps. House-on-hill cachet with printed inscription, 20s postage including a New Year issue. Blue “To
US” handstamp at left. “C-5.N.” notation typed on reverse, with a manuscript “)O(” over-stamped by blue “) N (” and
penciled “Do not open this”. Double-framed horizontal oval kan handstamp across flap. Heavy stiffener. The use of
the Yokohama cancel is curious, as the ship’s post office was open until August 1941. The sole example in this sale,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2311 )
Hikawa-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (Oct. 25) to California. The sole Sea Post comb cancel in
this sale. The cover’s cachet depicts a road leading to a torii, with mountain and sun, steamer and sampans, plus
birds, in the distance. Typed inscription at top with much-faded “To US” handstamp at upper left. The four Tazawa
issues, three 1s oranges and a 7s yellow, are tied by three “Hikawa-Maru/Sea Post/25.10.34/Nippon” combs.
“C-21.” and “) O (” typed reverse, with thick-character negative kan handstamp sealing flap. Opened top. Light overall toning, but a nice-looking cover still, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2312 )
Hikawa-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (Dec. 15) to Illinois. A pretty Mt. Fuji with tree line cachet
with typed inscription and faded blue “To US” handstamp at upper left. Four stamps, including two 1½s Red Cross
commemoratives, tied by two pristine strikes of the ship’s Sea Post scenic datestamp. “C-2.” and “) N (” typed reverse, with “Do not open” added in manuscript. Toothed horizontal kan across flap, which has been neatly opened.
Filler (wrapping paper) still enclosed. A colorful mix, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2313 )
Hikawa-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1935 (July 18) to Kentucky. The cachet a torii before the sea and
Mt. Fuji, with printed inscription, the three stamps (including two from the Manchurian Emperor’s Visit issue) tied by
two good strikes of the Sea Post scenic datestamp. Blue “To US” handstamp at left. Combination notation “C-4.”
typed with “Sp’l” added manuscript in blue ink below. Typed “) N (” remarque, thick-character negative kan across
flap, and circled “44" handstamp in black. A very pretty special franking, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
2314 )
Hikawa-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1937 (Apr. 1) to Connecticut. A first day of new rate cover—with
a franking that does not match the combination number. The cachet a less common building and land at right, ship
sailing to left, with printed inscription and blue “To US” handstamp at lower right. The cover is franked by 7s and 13s
Tazawas for the new international rate, each tied by a strong Sea Post scenic datestamp from the ship. The confusion arises from the combination notation on reverse, typed “C-2.” which, of course, is a five-stamp, 10s franking.
Perhaps Lewis omitted the “.N.” after the number, but the 7s + 13s combination is also “C-13.N.” The light toning
does not detract. A neat example of a Lewis inconsistency, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2315 )
Hikawa-Maru Seapost Nippon covers: 1934-35 trio of C-3 combinations. On three nearly identical cachets of a building overlooking the sea, the covers date Sept. 4, 1934 (to Virginia), Dec. 15, 1934 (to Oklahoma) and
Feb. 7, 1935 (to Indiana). Each with typed inscription at top and blue “To US” handstamp as expected. All identified
as “C-3.” on reverse, but each with a different combination of stamps making up the 10s; Virginia is all-definitives,
Oklahoma includes two Red Cross commemoratives with definitives, and Indiana a single Red Cross plus three
definitives. Proof positive that a single combination can take many forms. The Virginia cover with light foxing, Very
Fine overall.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400

Did you know?
Several letters in the sale mention Lewis' collecting areas over the years (e.g., Lot 2025, 2183 & 2294).
He was also a member of the Universal Ship Cancellation Society, along with the Union Souvenir Card
[postcard] Exchange, the Metropolitan Philatelic Association and the Japan Postage Stamp Association.
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2316 )
Hikawa-Maru Seapost Nippon covers: 1935-37, a fabulous foursome. A very pretty group of four, two
with torii cachet design, the others with trees or building in foreground. Various frankings/combinations (1937 a 20s
cover), all tied by good strikes of the ship’s Sea Post scenic datestamp. The matching torii covers are noted “C-4.”
(1935) and “C-4.N.” (1937), while trees on knoll is “C-1.” and building is “C-3.” Only fault is a small tear to backflap on
the “C-3" cover. Join us on the bridge for this one, Very Fine overall.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
2317 )
Hiye-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (June 7) to New York. With a Sea Post Nippon scenic
datestamp 5½ months earlier than known. JP 34:6, p. 286, cites Nov. 23, 1934, as the date this scenic datestamp
was introduced, but this cover bears two crystal-clear strikes dated 7.6./1934! Four definitives on a torii-and-cherry
blossoms cachet with printed inscription and blue “To US” handstamp. Reverse with typed “C-1.” and “) N (”, and
double-framed square kan handstamp across flap. Opened at top. An exciting earliest known usage of the
datestamp, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,000 - 3,400
2318 )
Hiye-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (Aug. 2) to Oklahoma. A second early usage of the
Hiye-Maru’s Sea Post Nippon scenic datestamp, this one 3½ months prior to the date listed in current literature. Two
clear 2.8/1934-dated strikes tie the three definitives to the typed-inscription house-on-a-bluff cachet, with blue “To
US” handstamp at far top at left. Typed “C-4.” and “) N (” on back, with flap (since opened) sealed by vertical kan
handstamp. Light overall toning, but a nice cover nonetheless., nearly Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2319 )
Hiye-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (Sept. 20) to New York. Yet a third early date for the
Hiye-Maru‘s Sea Post Nippon scenic datestamp, used two months prior to its known introduction. Cachet depicts a
torii between trees with Mt. Fuji, sun and ship in background. Typed inscription, blue “To US” handstamp, and two
solid 20.9/1934-dated cancels. “C-4.” and “) N (” typed on reverse, the flap sealed by a vertical kan handstamp.
Opened at top, with the filler (included) part of a wrapper sent to Lewis from London (?), carrying his partial typed
name and address, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2320 )
Hiye-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1934 (Sept. 20) to Virginia. The final example of an early usage of
the ship’s Sea Post Nippon scenic datestamp, and the second dated 20.9/1934. Cachet depicts a house overlooking the ocean, with Mt. Fuji, sun and ship behind. Typed inscription, blue “To US” handstamp and two cancels tying
the three definitives. Noted “C-5.” and “) N (” on reverse, both typed, with flap sealed by thick-character negative kan
handstamp in blue. Slight toning and spotting, but still an interesting addition to either a Lewis or a postal history collection or exhibit, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2321 )
Hiye-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1935 (Aug. 1) to Kentucky. An all-commemorative franking, comprising 3s and 6s Red Cross issues plus a 1½s Enthronement of Emperor Hirohito, thus overpaying the international
rate by ½s. The three stamps are tied by two 1.8/1935-dated ship’s Sea Post Nippon scenic datestamps, with blue
“To US” handstamp at left. Cachet, with printed inscription, is of a building overlooking the sea. Combination noted
as “C-5.” typed, with “Sp’l” added manuscript in blue ink below. Typed “) N (” remarque, toothed horizontal oval kan
handstamp across flap in blue, and circled “44" handstamp in black round out the markings on the back. Opened
right. A nice commemorative-only complement to your standard definitives-franked covers, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

Japanese Philately, the journal of the International Society for Japanese Philately, is the pre-eminent
source of information on Lewis, with well over 250 pages of articles on the man and his work—not
counting the six magisterial articles published by Todd Lewis over the past several years.
Their website (isjp.org) provides access to a complete index to the journal from 1946-2017.
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2322 )
Hiye-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1937 (Jan. 1) to Washington. The final “darkened sun” cover we
have, on what should have been a bright and cheerful New Year’s Day cover. Cachet of building overlooking the
ocean, with printed inscription, blue “To US” handstamp and four-color franking tied by 1 1./1937-dated Sea Post
Nippon scenic datestamp. Combination “C-3.” typed on reverse, with both “) N (” and thick-character negative kan
handstamped in blue. Opened at top. A pretty cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2323 )
Hie-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1939 (Apr. 17) to Oklahoma. An interesting cover from the respelled
Hiye-Maru. The Hie-Maru‘s post office opened on March 24, 1938, but nearly 14 months later the ship was still using
its original “Hiye”-inscribed Sea Post Nippon scenic datestamp! The cachet of a building overlooking the sea has a
printed inscription, blue “To US” handstamp and two strikes of the old-spelling cancel tying the three
definitives—though Lewis has respelled the ship’s name correctly. “C-6.n.” typed on reverse, with small-capitals
“open this” and vertical kan handstamped in blue. Neatly opened at top. JP 34:6, p. 286 indicates that there is no certain date for the issuance of a “Hie-Maru” scenic datestamp, Very Fine. One to research!
Estimate HK$ 2,400 - 2,800
2324 )
Tatsuta-Maru Seapost Nippon covers: 1934 (June 28) & 1935 (Mar. 6) pair of C-2 combinations.
Both covers bearing a Mt. Fuji with tree line and ship in foreground, with typed inscriptions and blue “To US”
handstamps, but showing two different C-2 combinations. The 1934 cover has the standard five-stamp franking,
while the 1935 cover has a 4s Mt. Fuji & Deer, two 1½s Tazawas and a single 3s Tazawa; 10s either way in total, but
a mix of frankings that must have been maddening to keep track of. Combinations noted as “C - 2 .” on 1934, “C-2.”
on 1935, each with typed “) N (” and “Do not open” penciled in below. Both still vibrant, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2325 )
Tatsuta-Maru Seapost Nippon covers: 1935-38 trio. Each differently cacheted and with a different
combination used. The cover to Kansas dated April 29, 1935, has two trees on a hill, with “C-1" combination. That to
Illinois (Oct. 25, 1935) shows a building overlooking the sea with ”C-2." notation. And the 1938 cover (May 12) to
Washington, DC, sports the right-hand cachet with a “C-5.n.” franking for 20s. Illinois cover shows some slight toning, while the other two are clean and bright. A nice Tatsuta-Maru mini-collection, Very Fine overall.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2326 )
Tatsuta-Maru Seapost Nippon covers: 1935 (June 29) & 1936 (Oct. 26), C-1 and C-1 Sp’l. pair. Each
bearing a franking of 1s, 2s, 3s and 4s stamps, the 1936 C-1 to New Jersey a mix of definitives only, the 1935 C-1
Special substituting a 3s Red Cross issue. Two different cachets, each with printed inscription and blue “To US”
handstamp. “Sp’l.” added in blue ink by hand to the back of the 1935 cover, which has a few spots of toning and a
small inconsequential tear on the top. The 1936 cover is pristine. Both bear pictorial handstamps as flap seals, and
the 1935 cover additionally has a circled “42" handstamp in black on reverse, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2327 )
Tatuta-Maru Seapost Nippon cover: 1938 (Oct. 1) to Ohio. The respelled Tatsuta-Maru (as of Mar. 24,
1938), properly identified by Lewis in his caption as Tatuta-Maru, but with the ship still using its original Sea Post
scenic datestamp. The two definitives each tied by a separate strike of the cancel, on a printed-inscription cachet of
a building and land at right with the ship sailing left. Blue “To US” handstamp at upper right. “C-14.n.” and “) O (” both
typed with “Open this” added in pencil below. Horizontal oval genkan handstamp across flap, which has been
opened. No date for the introduction of a “Tatuta”-inscribed scenic datestamp is known. A necessary complement to
your Tatsuta-Maru collection, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
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Ex 2328
Ex 2329
2328 )
Seapost Nippon covers: 1935 & 1936 pair of C-1 combinations. On covers to Connecticut (Apr. 29,
1935) and Nebraska (Dec. 3, 1936), each with a different cachet design. The 1935 cover mailed aboard the
Tatsuta-Maru, that of 1936 is from the Heian-Maru. Back markings match perfectly, each with typed “C-1.” and
“) O (” with penciled “open this” added, both flaps sealed by a pictorial handstamp in blue. The Connecticut cover additionally has a Morgan Annex New York, NY, c.d.s. dated May 12 on the back. Spots of black ink from rollers on
front of Connecticut cover, otherwise both fresh with strong colors, a nearly Very Fine duo.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2329 )
Seapost Nippon covers: 1937 (Aug. 5) & 1938 (May 26) 20s C-6.n. covers. The 1937 cover sent via the
Hiye-Maru to Missouri, the 1938 via Hikawa-Maru to Washington, DC. Similar cachets of a building overlooking the
sea, franked with 6s, 13s and 1s stamps for the new international rate, the 1937 1s a Tazawa, the 1938 a Harvesting
definitive (same 6s and 13s stamps on both). Combination noted as “C-6.N.” on the 1937 cover, “C-6.n.” on the
1938. Pretty covers both, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

Ex 2330
2330 )
I.J. Seapost and Seapost Nippon covers: 1933-37 ship covers balance of consignment. Thirteen
covers posted between July 19, 1933, and Feb. 25, 1937. The I.J. Seapost covers contain both plain and cacheted
examples, while the Seapost Nippon items have both typed and printed inscriptions. A variety of cachet designs,
combinations used, opening remarques, handstamped seals, etc. Includes a 1934 cover with “With Compliments./Mrs Anna.C.Hettler,/Seattle./_ _ _” on backflap, plus a 1937 cover to Mrs. Hettler (a long-time customer)
herself. Some pristine, some with minor flaws affecting the backflap, some toned…but a quick and easy way to see
the breadth of Lewis’ ship cover work in one go. Definitely worth a look, either in person or on-line, Fine to Very Fine
with many better.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
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Ex 2331
2331 )
American Mail Liners: 1935 set of four ships. One each from the eastbound journey of the President
Grant, President Jackson, President Jefferson and President McKinley. Three addressed to the same recipient
(B.A. Brown in Ohio), the fourth (President McKinley) to Connecticut. Each with a different cachet and combination
number. In ship name’s alphabetical order: C-11., C-7., C-13. and C-12. Three with “) N (”, the President Jackson
with typed “) O (” and manuscript “Open this” in pencil. President Grant opened right, President Jackson and President Jefferson opened left. All fresh and bright, the President Grant with a very small piece of tape at upper right
corner. The group imaged online, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200

2332
2333
2332 )
American Mail Liner, SS President Grant: 1934 (Dec. 14) to Missouri. A colorful cover whose cachet
depicts a torii and lantern before Mt. Fuji, franked by three Tazawa issues and a 6s Red Cross commemorative. All
but the far right 1½s tied by two strikes of the ship’s EAST duplex. Blue “To US” at upper left. “C-7.” and “) N (” typed
on reverse, with thick-character negative kan handstamp across flap. Cleanly opened at right. A receiving date of
12/27/34 penciled in at lower right front. A pristine cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2333 )
American Mail Liner, SS President Grant: 1937 (Dec. 19) to Missouri. A 20s franking, on cachet depicting a walled building and tree overlooking the ocean with Mt. Fuji and sun in the background. The three stamps
(including a 16s Airmail), are tied by two strikes of the President Grant’s EAST U.S.T.P. Sea Post duplex. Blue “To
US” as usual. Combination notation “C-12. N.” typed on backflap, with “) N (” and horizontal oval genkan seal
handstamped in blue. Opened at top. A nice example of a later cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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2334 )
American Mail Liner, SS President Jackson: 1937 (Oct. 3) WEST to Missouri. A four-color franking
graces this cachet depicting buildings and trees in foreground with a bright sun appearing behind Mt. Fuji. Blue “To
US” handstamp to left of stamps."C-14.N." notation typed on reverse, accompanied by handstamped “) N (” and
horizontal oval genkan seal, both in blue. Opened at left. An uncommon WEST journey for a letter from Yokohama
to St. Louis, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2335 )
American Mail Liner, SS President Jefferson: 1935 (Feb. 23) WEST to New York. The three
definitives are tied by two duplexes to a cachet depicting a coastal village with bridge, torii and banners (?) with Mt.
Fuji and sun in the distance. Blue “To US” handstamp. Combination “C-8.” and “) N (” remarque typed, with horizontal oval kan handstamp across the flap. A scarce WEST marking, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2336 )
American Mail Liner, SS President McKinley: 1937 (Sept. 5) to Missouri. A later cover, the 20s postage paid by two definitives and a 9½s Airmail. The stamps are tied or cancelled by one full and two partial strikes of
the ship’s Sea Post duplex. Blue “To US” handstamp at immediate left of stamps. “C-10.N.” typed on back, with
“) N (” and double-framed square kan both handstamped in blue. Cleanly opened at top, with a light wrinkle (from removed stiffener) running down the left side. Nicely colored, with Mt. Fuji defined only in outline, the only such cover
in the sale, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2337 )
American Mail Liners: 1935-36 trio of same-yet-different C-9 combinations. Clear evidence that
Lewis’ C-numbers depended on denomination rather than issue specifics. Each of the three covers here (President
McKinley, Sept. 7, 1935, to Ohio; President Jackson, Dec. 14, 1935, to Oklahoma; and President Jefferson, Mar.
21, 1936, to New Jersey) with a typed “C-9.” notation on reverse, each bearing two 1½s Tazawas either side of a 7s
of the same issue. The 1½s stamps, however, differ on each cover: booklet singles (corners both!) on the McKinley, coils (see his commentary on these in letters in Lots 2183 & 2361) on the Jackson, and sheet singles on the
Jefferson. Coil and booklet singles are much less common on Lewis’ covers. Each a matching cachet with various
seals used on the back, the Jackson sporting a cut-out from an advertisement showing a Dollar Line steamer underway. A great opportunity for the specialist—or to complete your set of American Mail Liner covers to Mr. Brown of
Ohio (see lot 2331 above), Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000
2338 )
American Mail Liners: 1935 (July 27 & Dec. 14) pair to Seattle. One President Grant (July 27, to Connecticut) and one President Jackson (Dec. 14, to New Jersey), on different cachets and with different combinations
(“C-14.” and “C-16.”, respectively). The President Jackson‘s cachet the land-at-right, ship-to-left variety. A lovely
pair, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

For more information regarding this sale
please contact us via email at:
stamps@kelleherasia.com or info@kelleherauctions.com
You may also visit our website at
www.kelleherasia.com
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Ex 2339
2339 )
Dollar Steamship Line covers: 1934-36, complete set of 11 ships. An example from each of the Dollar
Line “President” ships available to Lewis: the SS President Cleveland, Coolidge, Grant, Hoover, Jackson, Jefferson, Lincoln, McKinley, Pierce, Taft and Wilson. All cacheted (various) with different Japanese frankings (and combination numbers on reverse) or franked by a single 3¢ US Whistler’s Mother (Scott #737 or 738). All with typed inscription and “To US” handstamp. Some opened. One or two lightly toned, but on the whole incredibly fresh and
clean, Very Fine. See each cover online.
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000

Ex 2340
2340 )
Dollar Steamship Line covers: 1934-37, 11 ships complete. A copy of each of Lewis’ Dollar Line “President” ship covers, from the SS President Cleveland, Coolidge, Grant, Hoover, Jackson, Jefferson, Lincoln, McKinley, Pierce, Taft and Wilson. All variously cacheted with different Japanese frankings (and combination numbers on
reverse) or franked by a single 3¢ US Whistler’s Mother (Scott #737 or 738). All with typed inscription (the Cleveland
with the highly uncommon “-)-)-)” type of underscoring) and “To US” handstamp. Some opened. Perhaps one or two
lightly toned, but on the whole incredibly fresh and clean, Very Fine. The set imaged in full online.
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000
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2341
2341 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Cleveland: 1936 (Jan. 23) to Indiana. Typed inscription on cachet of torii and lamp with Mt. Fuji, sun, ship and birds. The 10s postage paid by a 1s Tazawa, two 1½s Mt. Fuji New
Year issues plus a 6s Red Cross. All tied by “U.S.T.P. Sea Post/Jan/23/193[6]/East/S.S Pres. Cleveland” duplexes.
Reverse with another full strike of the duplex, along with typed “C-7" and ”) O (“, the flap sealed by horizontal kan
handstamp. With the cover comes its original enclosure, a letter typed and signed by Lewis on his letterhead showing the Hase Kamakura scenic datestamp design. The letter discusses the ship covers available, and asks that Mr.
Gasho not send coins again since, as his last letter was not Registered, Lewis had to pay a 30¢ fine. A pretty cover
and a glimpse into postal regulations and Lewis’ business, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

Ex 2342
2343
2342 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Coolidge: 1935-37 trio of combinations. Comprises two covers dated 1935 (one to Ohio, one to Illinois) plus one from 1937 to Missouri. Three different cachets, each with a different stamp combination used. The Ohio cover is marked “C-14.”, Illinois has “C-7.” and Missouri, from the 20s rate
era, bears “C-13.N.” Each marked “) N (”, but only the first remains sealed. A different kan handstamp on each, the
Missouri example inverted. See them all online. Even Silent Cal would make some noise for this threesome, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2343 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Coolidge: 1936 (Apr. 1) to Connecticut. Similarly cacheted to
the previous Lot (though note the very different treatment of the background items), franked by 10s postage (including a 1½s Mt. Fuji New Year), the three stamps tied by two of three “U.S.T.P. Sea Post/East/APR 1/S.S. Pres. Coolidge/1936" duplexes. Blue ”To US" handstamp at upper left. Reverse shows that the cachet was painted on
upside-down, as the flap seals to the top and is sealed by a Dollar Steamship Lines Inc., Ltd./San Francisco" sticker,
and the “C-7.” and “) O (” typed remarques at the bottom of the envelope and upside down. A fun little cover, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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2344 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Hoover: 1935-37, selection of four covers. Each bearing a different franking combination, the cachets also all-different. The combinations present are “C-9.”, “C-12.”, “C-10.” and
“C-7. N.”, in chronological order, with destinations of Oklahoma, Connecticut, Ohio and Illinois. Oklahoma and Illinois covers are a little toned around the edges, but the other two are wonderfully fresh, though Ohio has a small tear
at bottom center. None of the faults detracts from these covers, Fine to Very Fine+. Be sure to view them online and
then bid. Your stock can only go up.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
2345 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Jackson: 1934 (Mar. 17) WEST to the Philippines. A scarce
West-bound cover. The vast majority of Lewis’ ship covers were to clients in the US, and thus mailed as the ship
sailed East to either San Francisco or Seattle. But mail was also posted on the return journey, as the ship travelled
West. This is one such cover. With a cheerful red torii and cherry blossoms in the foreground and Mt. Fuji with sun,
ship and birds in the distance. The typed inscription states “By Dollar Steamship Liner, ‘President Jackson’ to Manila, P.I.,”. The 10s paid by three definitives tied by two “U.S.T.P. Sea Post/WEST/MAR/17/1934/S.S. Pres. Jackson” duplexes. The back carries a “C-5.” notation and “ O ” (in quotes), along with a thick-character negative kan
handstamp across the flap and a straightline “MAR 27 1934" datestamp receiver. Opened with military precision
across the top. A truly difficult-to-find marking, and an uncommon destination, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2346 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Jefferson: 1934 (Mar. 30) WEST to the Philippines. A second
West-bound cover, this time aboard the President Jefferson. Cachet shows a torii between trees with Mt. Fuji behind. The 10s postage—four definitives—is tied by one full and three partial strikes of the ship’s duplex dated
“MAR/30/1934/WEST”. “C-7.” notation on reverse along with “ N ” (in quotations) typed, a double-framed square
kan handstamp plus an “APR 9- 1934" straightline personal receiver. Opened at top. Slightest hint of toning and
wear at right. A great cover and a scarce destination, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2347 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Jefferson: 1934 (Nov. 3), a curious pair. Two covers, one date,
one ship…two owners? Both covers clearly cancelled by Nov. 3, 1934, East duplexes, but Lewis lists the ship as being owned by the Dollar Line on one and the American Mail Line on the other! Actually, both companies were owned
by Dollar, the American Mail Line previously known as the Admiral Oriental Line. The “American” cover is franked by
combination “C-8.” and bears the unusual (unique from what we have seen) opening remarque of “) (”—that is, with
nothing between the parentheses. The “Dollar” cover is franked by a US 3¢ issue. Both covers opened (“American”
neatly along flap, “Dollar” at an angle at right). Both pretty covers despite their flaws, and a history lesson as well,
Fine to Very Fine, but still a fun duo.
Estimate HK$ 2,800 - 3,200
2348 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Lincoln: 1935-37, one cover per year. All eastbound to San
Francisco and points beyond. The 1935 cover (Sept. 4) to Ohio bears an uncommon village scene at bottom left with
bridge, torii and unidentified structures, postage paid by three definitives with blue “To US” handstamp. Reverse
with “C-8.” and “) N (” both typed and rotated kan handstamp across flap. The 1936 cover (Nov. 26) is addressed to
the Western Stamp Collector in Oregon. Its cachet is the land at right/ship to left variety, franked by two Tazawas (including a 1½s booklet single) plus a 1½s Diet Building commemorative. “To US” handstamp as expected, plus on
reverse “C-9.” and “) O (” typed with pictorial handstamp as seal. Its only flaw is a longish tear at the bottom. Finally,
the Sept. 15, 1937, cover to Missouri has a variety of a building and torii design, with 20s in definitives and “To US”
handstamp. Reverse with typed “C-11.N.” notation plus blue “) N (” and oval genkan handstamps in blue. Each
opened (1935 at right, others at top). A grand trio with several less common cachets, Very Fine overall.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2349 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Lincoln: 1936 (Apr. 14) to New Jersey. But curiously with a
WEST datestamp! The cover is inscribed “By…’PRESIDENT LINCOLN’ to San Francisco”, so it was obviously on
its eastbound route, and the cover is addressed to New Jersey (even further East), so how it came to receive a
“WEST” duplex is a bit of a mystery. Regardless, it’s a gorgeous item, both in terms of cachet and franking, with
“C-11.” and “) N (” typed on reverse, plus a near-round kan handstamp sealing the flap, Very Fine. Worth it for the
hunt for an answer!
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
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2350 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Lincoln: 1937 (Sept. 15) to Illinois. A pretty cachet showing a
cliff-side road and village with Mt. Fuji, sun, birds and ship in the distance. Franked by two 9½s Airmails plus a 1s
Tazawa to meet the 20s international rate, the stamps tied by one glancing and one of two complete strikes of the
ship’s U.S.T.P. Sea Post duplex. Blue “To US” handstamp at upper left. Reverse with “C-9.N.” notation typed, plus
“) N (” and inverted double-framed oval kan across the flap, both handstamped in blue. Cleanly opened along the
flap. A light bump to the upper left corner is of no concern, given the lovely colors and crisp cancels, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2351 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Pierce: 1935 (July 10) to Connecticut. With two Mt. Fuji Summit
Post Office scenic datestamps tying the stamps—on its 1935 opening day. The hut-with-gate cachet bears the
proper 10s international postage and blue “To US” handstamp, but no ship duplex, either on its face or its back. The
reverse has only typed “C-10.” and “) N (”, plus a horizontal oval kan handstamp across the flap. Opened with a slight
wobble on the right. An interesting item, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,200 - 2,600
2352 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Taft: 1934 (Mar. 27) WEST to the Philippines. A scarce
U.S.T.P. Sea Post WEST postal marking, on a cachet depicting two trees on land in the foreground with birds, ship,
Mt. Fuji and sun behind. Typed inscription notes “to Manila, P. I.,” with each stamp receiving an S.S. Pres. Taft
“MAR/27/1934/WEST” duplex. Reverse bears typed “C-6.” notation, “ N ” (in quotation marks), toothed oval kan
handstamp across flap, plus straightline “APR 5- 1934" personal handstamp receiver. Light foxing on reverse. A
nice Yokohama-to-Manila piece, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2353 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Taft: 1935 & 1936 matching pair of combination C-17 covers.
Each franked by two ½s Tazawas, a 7s Tazawa and a 2s green Mt. Fuji on matching cachet of buildings and land at
right, ship sailing to left. The 1935 cover (Oct. 30, to Pennsylvania) has one full and three partial strikes of the President Taft‘s EAST duplex, while the 1936 cover (Feb. 19, to Ohio) has two crisp, complete strikes of the duplex, each
with year slug inverted. Blue “To US” handstamp on both (1935 at far left, 1936 to right of stamps). “C-17.” and
“) N (” typed on the back of each, with sealing handstamps vertical kan on 1935 and horizontal genkan on 1936. The
1935 cover opened neatly at top. A nice duo of less common cachets and combination number, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 3,600 - 4,000
2354 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Wilson: 1934 (Oct. 30) to New York. Franked by a highly uncommon “C-30" combination number—so uncommon that it’s written manuscript on the reverse! Cachet depicts
a seaside (cliff-side?) village and road, with Mt. Fuji et al. in the background. One full and three partial ship duplexes
tie the stamps. Blue ”To US" handstamp as usual. Reverse, as noted, with handwritten “C-30.” notation, plus typed
“) N (” and fancy horizontal oval genkan handstamp sealing the flap. Semi-circular oil stain at bottom right does not
interfere with the design. This is the highest combination number we recall seeing, probably necessitated by the
steady early business from the recipient, H.J. Madison, Very Fine, except for the stain.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2355 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Wilson: 1934 (Nov. 6) to Oklahoma. A lovely, warm cachet portraying a torii and lantern before Mt. Fuji, with an unusual commemorative-laden franking (two 1½s Red Cross, 6s
Red Cross plus 1s Tazawa). The stamps are tied by four partial strikes of the ship’s duplex, with a fifth full strike below. Faded blue “To US” handstamp at far left. “C-7.” notation and “) O (” typed at top of backflap, neatly opened,
though originally sealed by fancy horizontal oval genkan handstamp in blue. Just a pretty cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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2356
2356 )
Dollar Steamship Liner, SS President Wilson: 1937 (Oct. 13) to Missouri. A late 20s cover, with
three-color franking consisting of a 1½s Wedded Rocks New Year, 18s Airmail and ½s Tazawa. Cachet depicts a
cliff-side town and road, with Mt. Fuji et al. behind. Two light but perfectly legible ship EAST duplexes tie the stamps,
with a blue “To US” handstamp as usual. “C-15.N.” notation typed, with “) N (” and vertical oval kan handstamped in
blue. A nice all-round cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200

U.S. Warships

Ex 2357
2357 )
USS Black Hawk: 1934 M.B. Owens correspondence plus cover to Ohio. A cover story lot. The first
item, dated Apr. 14, 1934 (9.4.14), is a plain cover from Lewis (his name and Post Office Box address pre-printed in
green on backflap) to Mr. M.B. Owens, C.M.M., aboard the USS Black Hawk, then in Yokohama. Owens’ address
appears both in Lewis’ standard typed format, and written in ink in Japanese to the left. Enclosed is a same-date letter from Lewis’ home address to Owens, who had contacted Lewis two years earlier. Lewis states his intention to
visit the ship on the 17th or 18th, and that he wants to mail some covers on the Black Hawk, if possible. Apparently it
was, as the second item is an uncacheted cover to Ohio, franked by 1¢ and 2¢ US definitives, tied by
“U.S.S./APR/23/A.M./1934/BLACK HAWK” three-bar “Yokohama/Japan” cancel. The latter is inscribed “U.S.S.
‘Black Hawk’./Yokohama - Japan.” with seven spaced underscores, at top left; reverse with typed “ N ” (in quotations), violet handstamp “M.B. Owens, C.M.M./U.S.C.S. 25.” and blue circled “KL” handstamp at right. Opened
right. Lot also includes a Yokohama Post Office receipt, signed Yamaguchi, U.S. Consulate. This was clearly the
start of a warm friendship between Lewis and Owens, as Owens’ name appears several times in this sale (see immediately below, plus correspondence in Lot 2025 above), Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,000 - 2,400
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2358
2358 )
USS Black Hawk: 1934 (June 12) cover to M.B. Owens in Shanghai. Cacheted, and addressed to
Owens aboard the ship, “C/o Naval Purchasing Office” in Shanghai. The three Tazawas, totaling 3s, illustrate the reduced postage rate to China in effect at the time. Each stamp is tied by a Yokohama foreign mail comb dated
12.6.34, and further tied by Shanghai bilingual “15 6 34" slogan c.d.s.’s. Cachet is of a tree on a knoll with Mt. Fuji
and sun, birds and ship behind. Reverse bears typed ”C-1." notation and “) O (” remarque, along with blue
handstamped vertical oval kan across the flap and circled “KL” at right. Opened at right; sadly no correspondence
here. Still a lovely cover and part of the Lewis-Owens correspondence, Very Fine. Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800

2359
2359 )
USS Black Hawk: 1935 (May 12) letter to M.B. Owens. Cover, with correspondence, evincing the friendship between Lewis and Owens. The cover with Lewis’ name and Post Office Box address corner card, carrying a
cachet of a house on a hill with Mt. Fuji and sun (no ship or birds) behind. Franked by a 3s Manchoukuo Emperor’s
Visit commemorative tied by a 10.5.12 Yokohama domestic comb cancel. Addressed to Owens on the ship, at
Kobe, in both English and Japanese. Reverse bears only a pictorial handstamp as seal, plus violet boxed “American
Consulate/May 13 1935/Kobe, Japan.” receiver. The letter, dated May 12, expresses the Lewis’ regret that they
won’t get to see Owens on this port call, and goes on to discuss a pages shipment Lewis is sending to Owens, coil
stamps (available only in Tokyo and from a finicky slot-machine), the Airmail miniature sheet, and correspondence
with D.C. Bartley of the U.S.C.S. (the last discussed in JP 67:5, p. 248). The letter closes with “kind regards from
Sada san” and himself. One of the few references to his wife while she was alive, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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2360 )
USS Astoria: 1939 (Apr. 23) cacheted cover to Pennsylvania. The same cachet design as used on the
Augusta, with a warship replacing the steamer. Horizontal strip of three 1¢ Franklin’s tied by the ship’s three-bar
“Yokohama/Japan” (no printers’ flowers) c.d.s. Blue “To US” handstamp immediately below Lewis’ typed inscription
at upper left. Reverse bears blue handstamps of “) N (” remarque, a straightline “K. LEWIS.” reading down at right
and a near-circular kan sealing the flap. At bottom center is “F. A. BATTS” in manuscript in blue ink, followed by two
lines of handstamps: “Navy Mail Clerk” in violet and “U.S.S. ASTORIA” in black. Typed “10" at lower left. Opened at
right. Mounting residue on reverse, Very Fine. A new name, to us at least, in the circle of Lewis’ agents and contacts.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2361 )
USS Augusta: 1936 (May 26) cacheted cover to Massachusetts. An alternate cachet design, with a
destroyer replacing the steamship. Franked by a 3¢ US National Recovery Act issue (Scott #732), tied by a clear
strike of the “U.S.S./26/MAY/1936/P.M/AUGUSTA” three-bar YOKOHAMA/JAPAN (without printers’ ornaments)
c.d.s. Blue “To US” handstamp below typed inscription top left. The reverse with a handstamped “) N (” in blue, with a
typed two-line “With our Compliments./ K.l & S.L” salutation. Blue near-circular kan handstamp across flap, Very
Fine. The only example we have seen where Sadako Lewis is mentioned on a Karl Lewis cover.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2362 )
USS Chester: 1935 (Oct. 16) cacheted cover to Ohio. On a rarely seen customer-supplied envelope,
wider and shorter than Lewis’ own, with the recipient’s name and address pre-printed. The general ship cachet of a
house and tree on a spit of land, with Mt. Fuji, the sun and a steamer, carries a typed four-line inscription by Lewis for
the ship. The two stamps (1¢ and 2¢ Fourth Bureau Issues, Scott #552 & 554) are tied by the ship’s three-bar “Yokohama/Japan” (with printers’ flowers) cancel, clearly struck. Blue “To US” handstamp at bottom center across the cachet. A typed “) N (” remarque and “12" at lower left, along with sake gourd handstamp in blue across seal, are the
sole markings on the reverse. A clean cover. Richell, a member of the Universal Ship Cancellation Society and
President of the American Naval Cancellation Society, was himself a cachet designer, with three of his designs
among the USCS’ ”Royal Family of Ten" in 1934, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2363 )
USS Chester: 1935 (Oct. 16) cacheted cover to New York. A different house on a different knoll, with a
warship rather than a steamer, but posted on the same day as the previous Lot with the identical franking and ship’s
postmark. Blue “To US” handstamp at far upper left. Reverse with “) N (” typed at top center and “10" at lower left.
Lewis’s sake gourd logo is handstamped in blue across the flap. Unopened and pristine, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
2364 )
USS Gold Star: 1935 (Feb. 6) cacheted design to Ohio. Again to C. Wright Richell on his pre-printed
and supplied envelope. The cachet depicts a gated wall with trees enclosed, with a steamer far out to sea and Mt.
Fuji and a brilliant sun in the background. Lewis’ typed inscription at upper right. A 2¢ Fourth Bureau Issue and 1¢
Washington Bicentennial are tied by a thick “U.S.S. GOLD STAR/FEB/6/1935" three-bar ”Yokohama/Japan" (no
flowers) c.d.s. Blue Beikokuyuki stamp across Mt. Fuji, plus a blue “U.S. of AMERICA.” straightline handstamp below the pre-printed address. Reverse with only “10" typed at lower left and the near-circular kan handstamp across
the flap. Heavy wrinkle at far left (front only) not immediately visible as the artist hid it along the tree lines. Still a pretty
cover, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
2365 )
USS Gold Star: 1936 (Dec. 10) cacheted cover to Washington. Addressed to D.C. Bartley, the 1935
President of the USCS who named Lewis (to the latter’s consternation) Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations" (see Lewis’ letter to M.B. Owens, a fellow USCS member, in Lot 2359 above). Cachet is of a house on a hill,
with Mt. Fuji, sun, birds, and warship on the water. Franked by 1¢ Franklin and 2¢ Washington stamps, which are
tied by the “U.S.S./AM/DEC/10/1936/GOLD STAR” three-bar “Yokohama/Japan” c.d.s. (note dater’s changed format). Blue “To US” handstamp at far right. Manuscript “) O (” remarque at top reverse, with cut-out of a (Japanese-drawn?) tall ship across the flap. Opened at top. We can only wonder what was in that letter, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,800 - 2,200
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Miscellaneous

MISCELLANEOUS
2366 )
Combination cover: 1932 (Sept. 7) to New York. From the start of Lewis’ cover days, a lovely example
of a “picture-frame” franking. A block of nine 1s Tazawas with the central stamp removed, a 2s green Mt. Fuji definitive put in its place (equaling the 10s international rate). The lot tied by eight strikes of the “Yokohama/7.9.32/JAPAN” [not ‘Nippon’, as later] foreign mail comb cancel. Vertical oval kan handstamp at top left front,
the back with “C-12" penciled at top left and a double-framed square kan handstamp across the flap. Penciled ”Yokohama/Sept 7 1932" penciled at lower left reverse. Small wrinkle at lower right is of no consequence. A fresh cover,
Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2367 )
Combination covers: 1932 set of nine different. All posted between Apr. 4 and Sept. 7; one (C-1) to
LeRoy Brown of Olean, NY, the rest to Harry Avery of Buffalo. Combinations shown are C-1, C-2, C-8, C-11 (“picture
frame”, ½s surrounding 6s), C-12 (“picture frame”, 1s surrounding 2s), C-14, C-15, C-16 and C19 (strips of three
each ½s, 1s and 2s). All pay the proper 10s rate except C-19, overpaying by ½s. All cancelled by Yokohama/JAPAN
foreign mail combs in violet, with the exception of C-19, cancelled by three Yokohama foreign mail rollers. Various
kan handstamps on fronts, while backs bear combination notations in pencil (C-1 partially obscured by previous
mounting), various seals across the flap, and recipient’s penciled notes at bottom left. Also included is a typed but
unsigned letter on Lewis’ letterhead to Avery in C-19, asking that he send cash rather than stamps as payment in future: “U.S.postage stamps are not easily disposed of here just now but good old U.S.green-backs are good
EVERYWHERE.” A chance to obtain some of Lewis’ earliest covers that won’t come again soon, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 7,000 - 8,000
2368 )
Favor cover from Lewis to H.J. Madison, 1934 (Mar. 10) to New York. On a US First Day Cover envelope. A vertical lower right margin pair of the imperforate 1¢ Century of Progress issue, plus a lower left corner imperforate single of the 3¢ Byrd Expedition, on the latter’s FDC envelope, the printed cachet showing the RCA
Building, a ship among icebergs, a “map” of Little America, Byrd (?) and a polar bear. Sent to Lewis for return servicing, the stamps are tied by a “U.S.T.P. Sea Post/EAST/MAR/10/1934/S.S. Pres. Grant” duplex. “From:- Karl Lewis,
Yokohama, JAPAN.” typed at upper left with blue “To US” handstamp bottom center. Vertical oval kan handstamp
across flap. Described as a “wrapper” in JP 72:5, pp. 292-293, where it is also imaged. A fun collateral item, for the
Lewis or the Polar collector, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
2369 )
Kagoshima Scenic Datestamp: 1937 (Feb. 9) cover to Lewis. Addressed to Lewis’ home address, a
plain envelope with 3s Tazawa tied by a sideways Kagoshima scenic datestamp dated 12.2.9. “Kagoshima, Japan”
in pencil at lower right. Reverse bears typed address of the sender, “B.H. Fisher./C/O, Arizono Hotel” in Kagoshima
(apparently by Lewis—it fits his style—but the linen-esque envelope is not one of Lewis’ usual), plus Lewis’ blue
straightline handstamp receiver dated “FEB 11 1937". Opened at left. Given the markings, Lewis asked a friend to
send him an example of the datestamp. No enclosure, sadly, but another thread in the Lewis-spun web of contacts.
A neat start to a research project, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 800 - 1,200
2370 )
Miscellaneous Lewis covers: a 1934 quartet. Two to Lewis, two from him. The pair sent to him are US
First Day Covers (4¢ Mesa Verde National Park, horizontal pair, on 2¢ entire; 3¢ Wisconsin Tercentenary single on
5¢ Airmail entire), each addressed to H.J. Madison, c/o Karl Lewis. Each was sent via airmail within the US and by
ship onwards, with Yokohama/Nippon foreign mail combs as receivers. The first item from Lewis is a partial oversized envelope bearing a complete booklet pane of six of the 1½s Tazawa issue, tied by two 16.8.34 Yokohama foreign mail combs with blue “To US” handstamp alongside, addressed to Madison. The second item from Lewis is a
Registered Airmail cover bearing the 8½s, 16½s, 18s and 33s Airmail issues, all tied by three 1.6.32 foreign mail
combs in violet, with “Yokohama A” Registry label on front and address cut from stationery and fancy genkan
handstamp, along with Registry transit and receiver markings, on reverse. (The two covers from/to Madison are discussed and imaged in JP 72:5, p. 304.) Even scarcer than his cacheted covers, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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2371

How the Rest Was Sold: 1932-40 business documents and correspondence. A miscellany of five
items, featuring a Karl Lewis return envelope (addressed in both English and Japanese), an undated four-page
price list, an April 1932 “Supplement No. 1" listing new or additional items on offer, a December 1932 six-page price
list (”Revised prices. Cancelling all previous lists."), plus a May 20, 1940, double-spaced typed letter, signed, on letterhead (design in brown) concerning ship’s letters and a post-script along the side regarding a “just received” order
for a Danger Island cover: “As I have to send the cover to Puka Puka, it will be several months before you receive it.
But I guarantee delivery.” Nothing flash or fancy here, but a glimpse into how Lewis conducted his business and,
with the price lists and supplement, an opportunity to reconstruct when certain items were first available. A nice Lot
for the historian, Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 2,600 - 3,000

Picture Postcards
2372 )
“From Occident to Orient” (No. 140): Mailed to Michigan, 1907 (July 8) from Chefoo, China. A
multi-view postcard not listed in Lewis’ 1905 catalogue (though discussed in JP 64:5, pp. 300-301, where it is mistakenly described as No. 240). The 22 images tiled on the card depict the ships that would become the First Division
of the First Squadron of the American Asiatic Fleet, plus views along their journey from the Mediterranean to Yokohama. A small “placard” amongst the images reads “published by, KARL LEWIS, Yokohama”, and his trademark
monogrammed sake gourd handstamp is on the reverse. What makes this card truly exceptional, though, is that it
was actually posted. The writer’s note, on the picture side of the card, reads, “Chefoo, China, July 8 - 07. My dear
Mabel:-These are some of the places we have visited. They were made for the U.S.S. Pennsylvania. I mean the
post cards were made for the Pa. Best wishes brother Frank.” The card is franked by a 4k Russian Offices in China
single, tied by one of two Cyrillic “Chefoo/9.7.07" c.d.s.’s. The card discussed in JP was mailed from the Philippines
Aug. 5, 1907, this card predating it by a month. As the split-back design of the card became legal in Japan only in
April of that year, we have a production window of Apr. 1 to early July, 1907. A beautiful card and a spectacular
posting! Very Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2373 )
Navy Mess Hall: sent 1909 (Nov. 8) to Missouri from Canton. One of a set of satirical drawings Lewis
published (his logo on reverse at upper left), depicting life aboard a US Navy vessel. This shows the mess hall, with
crew members eating, brawling, laughing at a comrade who’s fallen in the cat’s milk dish…and one with gleeful murder in mind. Posted to Missouri, franked by a 4¢ Hong Kong King Edward VII tied by a Canton/NO 8/09 c.d.s. The
nearly invisible penciled message on the picture side reads, “This is some of the Navy life at sea. #1 [the figure in the
milk dish] that’s me.” A card as tough as hardtack, Very Fine, though with a light smudge away from cartoon.
Estimate HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
2374 )
A wonderful selection of 22 Karl Lewis postcards. Comprising numbered items included in his 1905
catalogue, numbered items that do not correspond to the catalogue’s listings, and unnumbered cards. The numbered cards, listed in the catalogue, are: #613, 704 (with written message in Japanese; to J. Park Graybell, Jr.,
who in 1904 became Secretary-Treasurer of the Union Souvenir Card Exchange, just as membership was approved for a certain Karl Lewis of Yokohama!), 774A, 775, 837, 877, 924 (captioned only “A Japanese. garden,”),
1005 (missing “(A relic of old Japan)” in caption), 1035, 1491, 1732 (no “at Mojizuri Ishi” in caption), 2119, 2158,
2172 and 2545. Numbered but unlisted in the catalogue: 609-A (“The United States cruiser ‘New Orleans’”;
marked, in the waves, with what appears to be “Karl Lewis art.”). Numbered hors série: “No. 30. PORT ARTHUR.”
Unnumbered cards: “China. Pagoda on Tiger Hill, Soo Chow, China./’Published by Karl Lewis, Photographer, No.
102, Honmura Road, Yokohama.’”; a winter street scene (caption in white…against snow; it may be numbered, but
we can’t tell); a black-and-white photo captioned “Ruins on Admiralty Island”; a hand-tinted photo, “CHINA. Hong
Kong.”; and “EGYPT. The Water-front of Port Said.” (the source for the “Port Said” image on the multi-view card in
Lot 2372). All cards are either captioned by Lewis or have his sake gourd logo on reverse (two with the gourd inverted). A variety of backs (solid, split, bordered UPU, etc.). Some used, some toned, but all sound. A beautiful
compilation. All imaged online, a Very Fine group.
Estimate HK$ 8,000 - 10,000
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2375 )
A compare-and-contrast selection of non-Karl Lewis items, 1933-40. To see how Lewis’ work stands
up, you need something to which to compare it…and here it is. Four items in total, one a Seapost cover with US 3¢
Washington Bicentennial tied by a violet Tatsuta-Maru/12.5.33/I.J.Seapost" comb cancel with boxed “Paquebot”
handstamp alongside, sent from Honolulu; plus three illustrated covers: one a very pretty star over Bethlehem
all-over drawing, posted from North Dakota to Dr. Sherwood Hall in Haiju, Korea (including a letter written in three
colors of pencil!); one a date-illegible (1930?) cover with small cachet in all-black (exhibiting some of the highlight
shine seen on Lewis’ Nikko Park First Day Cover above, Lot 2162), plus an illustrated First Day Cover for the 4s
2600th Anniversary issue, with its Kobe Large Commemorative Datestamp dated 15.11.10. A pretty grouping, Very
Fine.
Estimate HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
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